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New Publications Jev
March Album

Presser Collection No. 108

Tenor
Oratorio
Concert

Robert Schumann

For Four Hands

SELECTED WORKS
for the PIANOFORTE

Recital

Price, 75 Cents
This is a volume of miscellaneous pieces selected
from all the well-known opus numbers and containing
practically all the popular pieces by this master. It
is rather more comprehensive 'nan any Schumann
Album as yet offered, contain’ v not the very easiest
nor the most difficult, bat tr
which are test liked and mos generally played. It is
such a volume as the progress re student will be proud
and happy to possess; an a

Presser Collection No. Ill

Well-Known Fables Set to Music

Knox Conservatory
Galesburg, Ill.
e allowed for ob-

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training school for supervisors of music. Voice culftjt®
sight-reading, ear-training, harmony, form, music history
chorus-conducting methods, practice teaching. Graduates
hold important positions in colleges, city and normal schools.
POTSDAM, N. Y.

Sonata Album

VOCAL or INSTRUMENTAL
Verses by Jessica Moore
Music by Geo. L. Spaulding

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Compiled by L. KOHLER

Price. 50 Cents

In Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition

, 75 Cents

fsn

LESSONS BY MAIL

Mr. Spaulding’s work is too well known to call for
extended comment. But this particular volume is
unique of its kind. It consists of sixteen little pieces
which may be played or sung, each piece taking its
title from one of Aisop's Fables, each fable haying
been versified and set to an appropriate and original
melody. The pieces all lie in the first or early second
grade, and display the same freshness of melody and
attractive musical qualities as are to be found in the
composer’s well-known “ Tunes and Rhymes for the
Playroom.” and other works. This volume is gotten
up in handsome form, very clearly engraved and uni¬
form in genera! make-up with the other popular vol¬
umes by this writer.

New Songs Without Words

Presser Collection No. 110

First Pianoforte
Instructor

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Preparatory to those of Mendelssohn
RICHARD FERBER
Price, 75 Cents

C. CZERNY
Op. 599

P^e. 50 Cen<

mmmsm
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SIX POEMS-AFTER HEINE
By EDW. MACDOWELL
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Op. 3I
Price' *uo°

TH
Our edition is a handsome one. specially prepar

IN

This volume is of rare educational importance, con¬
sisting of a beautiful set of modem lyrics (fifteen in
number) for the pianoforte, which, in addition to being
unusually interesting and attractive in themselves,
may be used as a preparation for the “Songs Without
Words” of Mendelssohn and for other classical works
of similar grade and scope. These pieces are all of the
earlier grades, easier than those of Mendelssohn.
They are all melodious, expressive and harmonious,
well contrasted in rhythm and musical content. The
use of pieces of this character with pupils 9f inter¬
mediate gfrade tends to develop taste and musical per¬
ception. This set should prove a welcome addition to
the teaching repertoire.

Juvenile Song Book
Price, 75 Cents
Our endeavor in making np this volume has been
to produce an all-round work useful for all purposes to
which children’s songs may be put, and with this end
in view we have covered a wide range in selection,
using the very best songs we have for children, none of
these songs ever having appeared in any other collection. A number of the songs were specially com¬
posed or arranged for this work. All the action songs
have complete directions for performance. There are
songs for boys, for girls, for young children, for larger
children. The text throughout is bright and interest¬
ing, the music melodious and sparkling. The piano
accompaniments are all easy and effective.

PRESS

FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRICES. SEND FOR BULLETIN
SACRED SONGS,
LOW VOICE.
JUVENILE ALBUM FOR PIANO. Carl
erxvrnc tow
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR
Reinecke.
PIANO. Vol. IV. Fourth grade.
VELOCITY STUDIES. Geza Horvath.
CONCONE, Op. 30. Etudes Chantantes.
THE ISLE OF JEWELS, Operetta by
BURGMULLER, Op. 105. Brilliant,
Geo. L. Spaulding.
Melodious Studies.
STREABBOG, Op. 64.
Melodious
NEW PART SONGS FOR WOMEN’S
Studies.
VOICES.
SACRED SONGS, HIGH VOICE.

4632 Chester Avenue,

-

Philadelphia, Pa.

PIANO TUNING
REGULATING and REPAIRING
A Complete Course of Self-instruction
for the Professional or Amateur
By J. Cree Fischer

PRICE $1.75
A work of great practical value. Arranged systematic¬
ally in lessons and thoroughly illustrated, making a book
that can be used for self-instruction, correspondence
courses or text book in schools and conservatories. A
valuable lesson is that on the tuning, regulating and repairi ngof reed organs. We think a work of this kind will
appeal to teachers and musicians who live in the smaller
towns and rural districts rarely visited by professional
tuners, and then not oftener than once a year. It.will also
be a valuable work for a young man or woman who wishes
to add to the income from teaching by keeping pupils
pianos in order.

THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Music typography in all its Branches

Dudley €. Litriertch—
Ho. 10 South ffichs Street, Philadelphia
( Market above Fifteenth '

,»oo»eo..™?H.(.o&MHsyLVAN1A

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
DECREES OF MUSIC CONFERRED
1511 GIRARD AVE._K. H. CHANDLER. Pr»«^

Central School 1
of Piano f lining ©

\

STRIGH & ZEIDLER
. nf Artistic Grand and Upright Pianot.

Philadelphia, Pa.

PIANOS

Kemittaneea should be made by post-office or express
money orders, bank cheek or draft, or registered
letter. United States postage stamps are always
received for cash, Money sent in fetters is dangerous, and we a 1 not responsible for Its safe
arrival.
DISCONTINUANCE.—If you wish the
continued an explicit notice must be
within four months after the paid
seription expires. Explicit dir
t the time of expiration.
RENEWAL_No receipt Is sent for -newnls. On
the wrapper of the next issue
be printed the date to which j
laid up, which serves aa
SCRIPTS.—All manuscripts Intended for publica¬
tion should be addressed to THE ETUDE, 1712
Chestnut Street, and should be written on one side
of the sheet only. Contributions on topics con¬
nected with music-teaching and music-study are
solicited. Those that are not available will be re¬
turned.
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on application.
Forms close on 10th of each month for the suc¬
ceeding month’s Issue.
THEODORE PRESSER,
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter.
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The Questionable Advantages of Foreign
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Is the Piano a Disadvantage? by Thomas
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Making Spare Moments Helpful,
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I o the NEW SYSTEM Of
1EMPERMENT

-n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertiser* I
noted for Purity, Power, and Resonance of Tone; Respon¬
siveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanship,

--and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases.

132d Street and ^l^nder Avenue, NEW YORK

MUSIC.
Sailors’ Song and Hornpipe.C. Kocliing
Chas. Lindsay
Homeward March .
.Carl Heins
Flying Doves (4 hands) .
.F. Mendelssohn
Funeral March (4 hands)
. . TV. A. Mozart
Rondo in D.
J.
Ernest Philie
Cecilia Waltz ..
F. P. Atherton
Sun Shower.
Tender Avowal (Violin and Piano).
H. Engelmann
Spring Greeting.f - ?
. deVilbac
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The Paper Chase.
.. . G. B. Frate
Merry Games.
__
.Henry Parker
Nearer. My God, to Thee..
Coming Home” ".Geo. A. Chapman
Homage to Grieg, Melody (Pipe Organ).
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SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.
In order that everyone interested in music
may become acquainted with The Etude we
will send any three of the summer issues, from
June to September, inclusive, for only 25 cents.
This price enables anyone to make a fair trial
of our Journal for a nominal price. It is an
excellent opportunity for teachers to get their
pupils interested in a magazine that furnishes
much valuable information and inspiration, to
say nothing of the forty or more pieces of
music. Urge your pupils and musical acquaint¬
ances to take advantage of this offer. We are
making these summer issues the best of the
year. Pupils reading The Etude during the
vacation season retain their interest and come
back more enthusiastic for their fall studies.

SOME CHOICE PREMIUMS.
We make special mention of several articles
covering almost any number of subscriptions,
which would be particularly valuable and at¬
tractive at this season of the year. Subscrip¬
tions to The Etude are easily obtained;
sample copies are free, and a sample copy left
is almost always a subscription if the person is
at all interested in music. Even on premiums tak¬
ing a large number of subscriptions there are
many of our premium workers who have a
running account, and have already subscrip¬
tions to their credit so that it means in that
case only an additional few. If interested fur¬
ther get our full premium list.
For one subscription see special note on post¬
cards.
For two subscriptions “Six Poems for the
Piano,” by E. A. MacDowell, a celebrated
work by a celebrated American.
For three subscriptions a fountain pen, gold
point.
For four subscriptions a silk umbrella, either
26 or 28-inch frame.
For five subscriptions a Maelzel Metronome,
or a pair of French opera glasses.
For nine subscriptions the newest style
English Oxford bag.
For ten subscriptions 24-inch dress suit case.

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS DURING
JULY.
During this one month only for each new
subscriber received at the regular price we
will, upon request, send entirely free two
platinotype post cards of any of the Great
Masters, see list of heads and another note
under this column. This offer may be used
by premium workers without interfering with
the regular premiums.

LIBERAL PREMIUMS OF MUSICAL
POST CARDS.
For one subscription not your own we will
send 12 cards made up in the following sets,
full sets to be taken in every case. This is an
extremely liberal offer and may not be con¬
tinued. The cards are better than cabinets,
and need little introduction.

sponilence School

THEODORE PRESSER
1712 Chestnut Street
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Harry C.
Hammond
SUMMER ISSUES WORTH WHILE.
The contents of the July and August issues
of The Etude intimate in some slight degree
the strength of future issues. Judge for your¬
self of the practical value, human interest,
educational importance and timeliness of these
few- leading features prepared for our Summer
issues:
“Lessons with Kullak,” by William H.
Sherwood.
The most noted of American virtuosi contributes an
article upon the great German musical director, which
is the next best thing to a lesson with Kullak. Mr.
Sherwood also gives valuable information relating to
Liszt, Deppe and Moszkowski.
Lessons on “Etude” Music.
Hereafter every piece inserted in The Etude will
be thoroughly and adequately explained by well-known
writers and teachers. Although this does not pretend
to approach the value of the services of a teacher “in
the flesh,” our readers will find these notes of greatest
importance in teaching The Etude music, and we are
sure that they will prove a veritable boon to many.
“From Beethoven to Liszt,” by Amy Fay.

subject. She studied with !
Deppe. Her article is very i
“Turning Points in the Careers of Great Mu¬
sicians,” by H. T. Finck.
The noted critic describes the important events in the
lives of great masters whioh have sent them upward and
onward in the art work.

instances of exploded musical tales and traditions. This
article is valuable in assisting teachers in correcting
erroneous impressions.
A New Series of Theoretical Articles, by
Thomas Tapper.
Mr. Tapper, one of the best-known of-American musi¬
cal educators, will commence a new series of theoretical
articles. They are being prepared in such a manner
that our readers will find them immediately useful and
comprehensible.
“Influence of Music in the Home Life,” by
E. R. Kroeger.
lposer and teacher
The well-known St. Louis piani
contributes an article upon tl_ _ _
every parent and music lover should read.
“The Acquisition of a Loose Wrist,” by Perlee
V. Jervis.
An extremely valuable technical article by a practical
teacher and lucid writer.
“Conflicting Rhythms,” by F. S. Law.
5 employ*" *C
“Piano

Lessons by Great Masters,” by
E. B. Hill.
The last of Mr. Hill’s
>vcn, Bach, Couperin, Haydn,
:en indicated. This article is
voted exclusively to Liszt.

“How the Masters Waited and Worked for
Success,” by Carl G. Schmidt.
A very inspiring article for young musicians.
“The Uses of the Phonograph in Voice Teach¬
ing.”
which many of 1
- -’ill participa"
"
question will be ably presented.

Platinotype Postal Cards.
Great Pianists, Series A, 12 cards: Great
Pianists, Series B, 12 cards; Great Masters, 12
cards; Modern Masters, 6 cards; Opera Com¬
posers, 6 cards: Great Violinists, 6 cards;
Celebrated Violinists, 6 cards; Renowned
Violinists, 6 cards.
Historical Post Cards.

460

Beethoven, 12 pictures; Liszt, 6 pictures;
Wagner, 12 pictures; Great Composers, 14
cards in nine colors.

In addition to these valuable features there
will be numerous articles by well-known writ¬
ers and practical teachers bearing directly
upon the teacher’s work, many with especial
reference to the Summer season. Among these
writers are E. von Musselmann, Charles E.
Watt, I. V. Flagler, Arthur Elson, W. Francis
Gates, A. H. Hausrath, Edith Lynnwood
Wynn, Calvin B. Cady and many others.
Every effort has been made to make these
Summer issues indispensable.
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PASTIME MUSIC for the
SUMMER SEASON
SELECTIONS FROM FAVORITE OPERAS FOR THE PIANO
A series of 41 arrangements of the best-known standard operas (others to follow) published in
small quarto, each number about 50 pages. In each case these selections represent a condensed edi¬
tion of the Piano Score rather than merely a selection. The arrangements are only moderately difficult.
Price, 50 Cents net, each, in paper
In cloth bindings (three numbers in one), $2.50 net

EDITORIAL

LIST OF THE OPERAS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

CARMEN
FAUST
ROMEO AND JULIET
TANNHAUSER
LOHENGRIN
TRISTAN AND ISOLDE
/JDA
RIGOLETTO
TROVATORE
TRAVIATA
BARBER OF SEVILLE

By

Al.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

LUCIA
MARTHA
DON JUAN
HUGUENOTS
CAVALLERIA
MIGNON
BOHEMIAN GIRL
SONNAMBULA
FREISCHUTZ
FIGARO

. FIDELIO
. NORMA
. MAGIC FLUTE
. FLYING DUTCHMAN
. WILLIAM TELL
.ORPHEE
. GIOCONDA
. PARSIFAL
. MASTERSINGERS
. RHEINGOLD

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

WALK U RE
SIEGFRIED
GOTTERDAMMERUNG
FLEDERMAUS
QUEEN OF SHEBA
BALLO IN MASCHERA
FRA DIAVOLO
PURITANI

K. VIRGIL:

CARSE TECHNIC FOR PIANOFORTE
By Herbert E. Carse
An authority and text-book for students and teachers.
Finger, hand and arm positions and strokes
ILLUSTRATED BY PHOTOGRAPHS and accurately
described. Endorsed by many of the greatest concert
pianists. Price $2.00 postpaid to any address
CARSE TECHNIC PUB. C0-, Los Angeles, Cal.

BOOKS I and II, Each $3.00; Cloth 25 ct*. Extra

STEP BY STEP—A Text Book in Piano Playing for Teachers,
Players and Students. Price $2.00
A Book for Teachers.

Price 25 cts.

A Cordial Invitation
Address 1002 Flatiron Building. NEW YORK
-WATCH THIS SPACEBREHM'S MONTHLY BARGAIN
Fireside Melodies
Four new easy transcriptions of old melodies,
arranged for small hands, no octaves, second
and third grade. By H. Engelmann.
Home Sweet Home, Old Black Joe
Nearer, My God to Thee
Last Rose of Summer
To introduce we will send them this month
for ioc each, or the set of four for 25c.
BREHM BROS.
ERIE, PA.

J. MORRISON,Madi®^s^p.o N. Y. City

THE YOUNG DUET PLAYERS

II. K. PALMER’S Publli
Lock Box 1841,
'xcwTork City

A New Easy Four-Hand Album Compiled
By DR. HANS HARTHAN
Price 50c.
This collection of easy duets, all of
which were either specially arranged ot
composed, is particularly adapted for
sight reading and for elementary drill
in ensemble playing. This volume may
therefore be used to follow Ilarthan's
“Childhood Days,” Koelling's "Teacher
and Pupil” or Low’s “Teacher and
Pupil.” In these duets the pupil mayplay either primo or secondo, a very de¬
cided advantage. The various numbers
are carefully graded, varied as to style,
key and rhythm, and generally at¬
tractive.
The pieces are all melodious and the
parts well balanced. The use of this
work will prove a source of mutual en¬
joyment to teacher and pupil.

Theo. Presser

"&2S$S?£-'

H

40. LES CONTES D’HOFFMANN
41. L’AFRICAINE

1° Virgil Method—Foundation Exercises
EDUCATION IN MUSIC

‘‘He who combines the useful with the agreeable, carries off the prize”—Horatious.

.. jn the heart yIf not, be quick and send at once
For the new song, "Say You'll Be Mine.”
20c. per copy. (No professional copies)

Palmer’s Piano Primer
BY A GREAT EDUCTAOR AND MUSICIAN
It tells Its own story. 414,000 now sold. Practical an.
Progressive. Pupils Easily Interested. Used by th<
n . or.—^— i_ *1 ** *— Paper Covers, 60c
. Cloth, #1.00.

YOUTHFUL DIVERSION
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Introducing Well-known Children’s Melodies
GEO. L. SPAULDING
Price, 50 Cents
This volnme contains fourteen original pieces
in various rhythms and styles, chiefly written
in the keys of C. G and F, each piece introduc¬
ing some well-known or traditional children’s
melody as its middle theme, its usual text being
printed with the melody. It may be regarded
as a sequence to the author’s widely known
“Tunes and Rhymes for the Playroom.” and it
may be used in the early second grade.
Young pupils especially will be delighted
with these pieces, but they will serve to amuse
and instruct both young and old.
THEO. PRESSER, in* pSK

To Teachers

SPECIAL OFFER for this month only
GRIMM’S

Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary

The very next time you visit the music
store, we invite you to inspect

THE TEACHER’S
COUNTER BOOK

Have you seen it?

GRIMM’S

Practical Instruction Book
For Beginners on the Piano
Founded on a new plan, aiming to
produce fluent readers and good timists

...ethod i__MHsheet music for teachers.
In it every grade is represented—the
choicest of modern musical works.
Kir'For the purpose of identification each
copy bears the registered trade-mark.
L. F. GRADED EDITION
For sale by all Leading Music Houses
throughout the World. Should YOim regu¬
lar Dealer not have it, send us his name, and
for your trouble we will send yon a sample
copy and catalog absolutely Free.
Published by

The GEO. B. JENNINGS CO105-107 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, 0-

LEO FEIST

New Rosey Folio
-TEST OUT. ^PUno^or^Orgam^Mr. OMrgeJBWJH
‘Grud Opera 13% WgJ
- -• -|-

-

SWALLOWS

RETURN

The latest and best piano solo written by the
celebrated composer of Robin’s Return.
Leander Fisher. Beautiful and original.
Postpaid to you for 15 two cent stamps, from
THE EBERLE MUSIC CO.
86 West Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

in THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

O.V. MECKEL, 845 Eighth Ave., NEW YORK
Publishers of Music can increase
of Their Publications by advert
THE ETUDE.
SEND FOR RATES

AVE you thought about your business for
next year? Are you planning a campaign
to secure pupils now? Or are you waiting
to take the flotsam and jetsam, when the Autumn
months come?
The Summer is the time to solicit patronage for
the Fall. If you send out one little circular and
fail to secure pupils in the Fall don’t proclaim that
“advertising” is worthless. You should keep your
patrons continually informed of your activities and
preparations for the next year. This may be done
in several ways.
A printed circular and other announcements are
desirable but not sufficient. By means of letters,
personal calls and picture postal cards you should
show your pupils that you have not forgotten them
and that your interest is continuous.
If you do not keep your old pupils you will have
difficulty in building up a successful business. Secur¬
ing new pupils is another matter. If the new pupils
you desire are not familiar with your work in the
past you should make them familiar by means of a
modest but effective circular describing your work.
Be direct and engaging without exaggeration or
bombast.
Every teacher should have a list of names of
Prospective pupils. The best way to secure such
a list is through continual advertisement in firstclass daily papers and musical magazines. Preserve
the list of names of those who reply to your adver¬
tisement very carefully. The response indicates
that the writer is interested in you. Business houses
value such names very highly. The applicant
should receive frequent circulars from you.
Don’t be discouraged if you send circulars to
such prospective pupils and fail to receive an im¬
mediate reply. Sometimes a pupil who has received
circulars for five years or more finally resolves to
patronize the progressive and persistent teacher.
These methods should be supplemented with dis¬
criminate personal letters and, in the case of friends,
Personal calls.

T

HE radical difference in the modern style of
composition from the old should be recog¬
nized
by all progressive teachers and
students. It is obviously necessary to devise new
methods of study, new means of technical develop¬
ment, new appreciations of the necessity for careul Phrasing and the proper mental conception of the
beautifully intertwined melodies which compose our
modern tonal fabrics.
tn many ways Strauss, Debussy and Reger are
431

nearer to Bach and Palestrina than they are to the
more recent composers, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Bee¬
thoven or Schubert. The polyphonic character of
Bach’s music makes it the best possible preparatory
course leading to a comprehension of our modern
masters. Clementi, Cramer and Czerny might
have sufficed for students who would play Mozart,
Haydn or Beethoven, but for the composers of the
present day we need Bach, Bach, Bach. Chopin
saw this necessity very clearly and practiced Bach
before concerts at which he played his own (Cho¬
pin’s) compositions exclusively.
An understanding of Bach will help the student of
any composer of any age. but the radical tendency
of present day writers towards free polyphony makes
the study of Bach imperative. M. V. White, in his
recently published “Harmony and Ear Training,”
aptly describes the difference in style thus;
“The trend of modern music makes the harmoni¬
zation of melodies an ungrateful subject, for it seems
that the ‘Melodization of Harmony’ is a sponta¬
neous growth of modern composition. A melody by
Mozart, Haydn or Beethoven may be harmonized
by a student with a harmonic result closely akin
to that attained by the composer; but the harmoni¬
zation of a melody by Wagner, Strauss, Grieg,
Franck, MacDowell or other composers would have
little if any appreciable relation to the harmoniza¬
tion as seen in these composers’ works.”

N

O one needs optimism more than the musi¬
cian. Samuel Johnson, the somewhat sour
and sordid English author, wrote:
“The
habit of looking upon the bright side of things is
worth far more than a thousand pounds a year.”
No man is ever a success in life if he is not an
optimist, for what matters money, fame and adula¬
tion if you have not real happiness?
Can you imagine a more dismal figure than Carlyle
with his vast literary accomplishments and dis¬
astrously bitter and pessimistic disposition? We
musicians can all be optimists if we will. If you
have tried and failed you do not live in the land
of fresh air, plentiful rest, wholesome food and
health-giving exercise. The composer Wolf, who
recently died, was extremely pessimistic, as have
been many musicians. Had they been optimistic
their musical productivity would no doubt have been
greatly increased.
Optimism does not mean an idiotic trust in vent¬
ures which are at best dreams of impossible pros¬
perity. It means the ability to meet difficulties and
even disaster with a stout heart and the smile that
wins. If your teaching season is bad, don’t despair—
look on the bright side of your many evident ad¬
vantages and work for more business. Think of the
successful men you know. Are they not mostly
always optimists?

W

HEN chairs with back-rests were first in¬
troduced in Ancient Rome they were used
exclusively by the women. It was thought
effeminate for a man to sit in a chair with a back.
The Roman man was supposed to have back muscles
so strong that a back to a chair would seem absurd.
The backless chair of modern times is the piano
stool. Unfortunately our systems of physical edu¬
cation are not employed extensively enough to
give our children backs that do not require a sup¬
port. To oblige a child to sit upon a backless piano
stool, as hard as a miser’s conscience, and practice
for two hours, or even one hour, continuously, is
little less than a form of torture worthy of a
Torquemada.
You, who have never undergone
this punishment, have only to think of your expe¬
riences on a circus bench to realize what the child
undergoes. No wonder the little ones long for free¬
dom from the practice hour.
Let us have shorter practice periods and more of
them. Until our children have Roman backs let us
have chairs with comfortable back-rests and not
the uncomfortable piano stool.

T

HE art of expressing ideas in correct, force¬
ful, comprehensible and attractive language
is one which every musician should acquire.
Have you ever tried to write your opinions? If not,
you may not realize the extent to which you have
cultivated this art.
There are thousands of fine musicians who have
not been successful solely because they have never
classified their fund of musical knowledge so that
it becomes available at any moment. No one can
do this for you. You must do it yourself.
You may not be aware of the disjunct, muddled
and indefinite condition of your musical acquisitions.
The method of putting one’s ideas upon paper re¬
veals your weaknesses in a glance. It is not a diffi¬
cult process to acquire, but it requires constant prac¬
tice. It is said that if Victor Hugo stopped writing
for any considerable time, he was able to resume
only with great difficulty. The musician who will
read works like Arlo Bates’ “Talks on Writing
English,” Barrett Wendall’s "English Composition,”
and Johnson’s “Alphabet of Rhetoric,” and then
get off by himself and do some concentrated, orig¬
inal thinking, will soon find that the power of ex¬
pression will develop in a most gratifying manner.
It not infrequently happens that these articles
are salable. Musical papers are always very glad
to get really fine material. Thousands of pages of
manuscript are investigated to get one good thought
expressed, and s'uitable to the requirements of musi¬
cal magazines. There are musicians innumerable
who devise new and original plans of study that are
of value to the world.
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When a physician discovers a new method of
treating a disease humanity prompts him to publish
it to the world. The reputation he acquires through
publication becomes part of his professional acqui¬
sitions. It makes him more valuable to the world
and his fee for services almost invariably rises ac¬
cordingly. Even if you do not find a market for
articles you have at least had the advantage of ex¬
pressing your ideas and appraising your ability in
this direction.
Don’t be discouraged if your first: article is re¬
turned to you. The writer studied, wrote and con¬
tributed regularly to musical magazines for many
years before one article was accepted.
£ £ fT^HAT is best which liest nearest.
Shape
I
from that thy work of Art,” sings Long¬
fellow.
Have you availed yourself of
every present opportunity or are you looking into
the dim future for illusory success? Right in your
music cabinet, right in this very copy of The Etude
there may be the materials for your development.
Materials far more valuable than those beyond your
reach at present.
The Editor recently spent an afternoon in a
village near the Hudson River and heard a lady
exclaim: “Some day I am going over to see the
Palisades.
I have lived here five years and in
the meantime I have been to Europe and to Yellow¬
stone Park, but I have.never, seen the tops of the
Palisades.”
This wonderful natural beauty was
only three miles distant—three glorious miles through
‘ magnificent woods and fields. The speaker had been
all over the world, but had never seen the beauty at
her own doors.
Sit down now and make a list of the pieces you
have. Read The Etude thoughtfully every month
and secure books upon interpretation, execution and
musical history. It makes- tio difference whether you
are in a city mansion or a backwoods log cabin,
if you determine to get ahead and have the requisite
“gifts,” you can begin at once upon “that which liest
nearest.”
Don’t worry about the possibility of not having
“gifts.” If you had not the “gifts” you would very
probably not have the strong inclination. “Gifts”
are very often nothing but the fruit of work and
intense desire.
££

1

AN ounce of prevention is better than a
pound of cure.” This truth is easy to
realize but difficult to observe.
Many European teachers have told us that in
America there is not enough preventative method.
They say that we .permit our pupils to make mis¬
takes and then set out to correct them. Their
theory is that the causes which led to the mistake
should never have been permitted to exist.
“If
there is a troublesome passage in a piece, we should
so explain it to our pupils,” maintain our European
critics, “that the possibility of mistakes in the
future is forever removed.”
European laws and
civic ordinances are upon the same basis.
In some parts of Germany you will find an ordi¬
nance which will warrant your arrest if you place
a flower pot upon the sill of one of the upper win¬
dows of a house in such a manner that there is no
means of preventing the flower pot from falling or
being blown to the street to crown some unfor¬
tunate pedestrian. In America we let the flower
pot fall, if Fate so ordains, and then we stand the
possibility of having a distressing lawsuit. Perhaps
we do not have enough preventative method. Per¬
haps we do leave too much for our pupils to find
out for themselves.
Whatever may be the faults of our method, it has
some cardinal virtues. Most of the very great mas¬
ters and virtuosos have been men and women who
have learned the trick of finding out things for
themselves.
The pupil who depends everlastingly upon the
teacher for his advancement is almost invariably the
pupil who is miles behind in the race.
“A piano player, with highly developed technic, but
without feeling and without taste, seems to me a Har¬
lequin. One is astonished at the incredible and difficulf dislocation of his joints; perhaps one is amused
thereby, but real aesthetic enjoyment one does not have
nor cannot have.”—Jedliczka.

THE MID-SUMMER PRACTICE HOUR.

BY ERNST VON MUSSELMAN.

By this time many of the conservatories and
music schools will have begun to pour forth their
annual out-rush of freed students on vacation bent,
and many, very many, from that vast army of private
teachers will have arranged for the dispersement of
their classes, content to drop the curtain upon their
past winter’s labors with the kindly admonishment
to “not forget the practice.” It is not without a
trace of sadness that one feels in this parting from
classes, even though the separation be but a tempo¬
rary one. However, despite the pangs at heart, to
the pupil from a distance does this finale come in a
manner that serves to dilate his nostrils with the
scent of home and all the excitement attending a
home-coming. But there comes a day when all the
excitement has passed, leaving in its wake the cus¬
tomary reaction that causes us to remember our
winter’s labors and to wonder vaguely, “How can I
practice?”
Dexterity of the fingers is acquired only by the
development and strengthening of the many muscles
of hands and fingers, not greatly unlike the training
that a superb athlete has undergone. To overtrain
one’s self and insist upon excessive overwork despite
the protesting outcry of Nature mark the approach
of dull, listless mental action, and one’s movements
degenerate into the lifeless mechanics of an autom¬
aton.
Therefore, the student who has labored
strenuously for his art will find it much to his ad¬
vantage to forget his duties for a few weeks when,
fortified by a little rest and much outdoor life, he
may return to his work with a clear brain .and
added zeal.
Hand Culture and Vacation.
Many ambitious pupils would like to indulge in
more out-of-door exercise were it not that they fear
a stiffening of the hands. With the assurance that
rest away from one’s duties is a relief to tensioned
brains, nerves and muscles, the only precaution nec¬
essary is the avoidance of any pleasure that would
tend to bruise the muscles. Following such exer¬
cise, it will be found most refreshing to the hands
to dip them into alternate baths of warm and cool
water in which has been placed some salt, after
which a thorough massage from the base of the
hand to the very finger-tips will cause them to fairly
tingle with a new life.
The Hours of Work.
There is no consistent reason why one should not
be able to do just as good work in the summer
season as in the winter. Proof in this assertion
rests in the fact that many teachers follow their
vocation almost the year through. Naturally one
does not feel that crisp energy that is his during
the cold season, and the calls of the pure air and
shady forests vie with the keyboard for favoritism,
but a lessening of one’s hours is the only needful
remedy. In complete accordance to the season it is
obviously one’s desire to turn from the heavier to
the brighter and happier side of his repertoire, and
here the sparkling etudes of Chopin and like com¬
positions are dear to us if for no other reason than
their vivid portrayal of the flowers and birds and
beautiful landscapes.
“Maximum benefit from minimum time” should be
the rule of the summer worker. He should not have
a gigantic array of heavy work to go over each day,
but divide it as much as possible over several days.
For one’s study periods it is well to appoint the
early and late hours of the day, noting well that
all windows are thrown wide to the breezes. For
the sake of convenience, we will designate these
periods as First and Second.
During the summer we assume that the pupil is
desirous of learning new numbers to add to his
repertoire. It is a good idea to take such works at
the First Period, extracting all parts which represent
a technical diflicultv and going over them slowly
and carefully until thoroughly mastered and memo¬
rized. Since each one of these portions has shown
a weakness in your execution, it is only reasonable
to expect its remedy therein, and a very sane remedy
it is. This procedure, if persevered in zealously,
should occupy most of the First Period; however,
the time that may remain could aptly be devoted to
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like portions of your old repertoire that are liablt
to become rough through non-use.
The Second Period should consist mainly of going
over all new numbers in their entirety, as well as
the reviewing of the older ones, paying particular
attention to interpretation. It is safe to say that
many pupils will be happily surprised at the new life
that an old composition will take on during such re¬
views, for, after all, it is only by living in them that
one extracts the hidden beauties.
Practice so arranged will permit the use of the
warmest hours for the reading portion of one’s
education, as much an essential as work at the key¬
board. Besides, there will be ample time for the
student to get out into the pure air and sunshine
of parks and wooded hills, and there again will he
find a lesson awaiting him—the greatest lesson of
them all—the music of Nature.

THOUGHTS FOR TEACHERS.

BY E. H. DUNHAM.

Intellectual and physical development are dependent
upon individual effort, but if this be compulsory
and not made in obedience to the necessities oi
our natures it is of doubtful value.
The desire for play is the compelling force of
childish activity, mental as well as physical. Ex¬
perience has taught us that symbols and definitions
will not interest the young. The necessity of the
child’s nature has defeated that method of music
teaching and obliged the acceptance of his concept
of life and the adaptation of it to his early lessons.
Happy songs and pleasant games are his lessons
now in melody, rhythm and form.
As the child grows in mind and body many mental
forces are striving for supremacy and here the
Twentieth Century teacher meets a more difficult
problem. It is to develop and cultivate the mind
of the pupil through these natural characteristics,
and the teacher must acknowledge that “the method
of teaching which most nearly approaches investi¬
gation is incomparably the best.”
For instance, in the study of technique explana¬
tion of the mechanism of the piano or violin grati¬
fies curiosity and gives a reason for the otherwise
meaningless and arbitrary exercises.
Musical biography entertainingly told will stimu¬
late ambition.
Clubs and. recitals are means through which im¬
agination may be quickened, and emulation assisted
to develop a desire for a broader and more intelli¬
gent musical culture.
But these forces must be guided and directed.
Confidence must sometimes take the place of curi¬
osity or reason. The ambitious but impatient pupil
must be restrained.
The teacher must prove to the self-satisfied pupil
that to be a musician is to know the theory, science,
history and literature of music, and that educatioa
has no end.
Discouragement must be routed by the power of
faith—by judicious praise of present results and
cheerful assurances that honest effort has always
brought its own reward.
Let us not lose sight of the fact that the most
imperative duty of the teacher is to add to the re¬
sources of his pupils for living contented and right
lives.
To do this is to supply them with the means of
gratifying their needs for entertainment and pleas¬
ure, to provide them with sources of consolation in
grief, to save them from the ennui and prosaicness
of life and the temptations of idleness, and to fit
them for useful and influential members of society.
It may be that in the stress of daily professional
duties we should become deaf to the voices within
ourselves, urging us to further effort and self-ip1'
provement, and being content with our own attain¬
ments, soon be left behind in the march of progress,
if it were not for the necessities of life.
There is the need of daily practice. There must
be opportunities found for inspiration and for ex¬
amination and study of new material.
May we not by earnestness of purpose in our
teaching increase this mighty force which shall con¬
tinue to promulgate and broaden the sphere of our
beloved art?

letters from our readers
Live Topics of the Music World
Discussed by Practical Workers

COMMERCIALISM IN MUSICAL ART.

ject and I trust that I may be permitted to state

T°I'teeISve^to“epeaTto you that the state of
I beg leave
^
„rpat mannB-pr,
affairs With_°u_
^ rnllntrv ia one in
and great music societies in this country
which the country is practically led around by the
nose for the sake of commercial interests, which
are creating a state of know-nothingness with regard
to the best interests of American musical art, and of
Americans in that art; and I ask no pardon of any¬
body in saying this.
There are quite a number of better pianists here
among the young students in Chicago, taking each
point in succession, than quite a large number of the
imported artists, who are railroaded through the
circuit, with everything in their favor, and every¬
thing against the first-named. But these same local
“debutantes” can go practically in the list with the
three thousand or more pianists in Vienna, who earn
an average of two dollars a week, as far as justice
is concerned.
I know of no more unjust or discriminating abuse
of tariff laws and rebating than this.
Yours, cordially,
William H. Sherwood.

I consider the location of a studio the most
important feature. Locate centrally—get over the
idea that the public will hunt you up. It works the
other way now, my dear brother. Do not swing ^
sign with “Conservatory of Music” when you have
a ten by twelve studio. Identify your business with
your location. The name of your town on your
cards and shingle will bring you more business than
your own name in large letters—for example, I use
my town name on all my advertising matter. A neat
card in the professional department of your best
paper will keep your business before the public.
Your best-card is your students.
Recitals bring good results to both you and the
pupils—always use a printed program at all recitals
and concerts.
I do not believe in canvassing, in fact I have yet
to solicit my first student. Keep your business be¬
fore the public, but do not crowd yourself into the
breach. I find that a rubber stamp, worded as to
your needs, can be used with good effect on students’
music, composition books, etc.
I will add a little advice, intended for the new
teacher. Never, no matter the cause, never speak in
an unkind manner of a competitor, or of a student
of another teacher. If you are in the business for
the business, attend strictly to your business. Read
and have your students read The Etude, cover to
cover. Keep aloof from the undesirable element.
Never attempt to do a thing unless you arc positive
that you will “make good.” Read this letter over.
One thing more, it is better by far to be a big fish in
a small pond than to be one of a million of the
little fishes in the ocean.
R. J. Hammel.

CLEAN KEYS.
To the Editor of The Etude:
There is something peculiar about the fact that
many housekeepers, who are otherw.se over-nice and
very punctilious, will neglect their piano keys. This
is liable to be the case where the mistress is not
herself a performer, and her instrument is used only
when she has visitors. If the dusting is left to a
hired girl, she is almost certain to use the same
cloth on the piano keys with which she has already
cleaned the furniture. After absorbing all the dust
and grease from the furniture polish, the nasty rag
SUBSTITUTING GOOD MUSIC FOR BAD.
is brushed over the keys, and the result is worse
To the Editor of The Etude:
than no cleaning.
I have read your recent symposium upon the
Not long ago I was asked to play on a grand .
f
ar-training and music thinking. Will
piano in a home where the housewife is herself
you iiui . . .
afford me an opportunity to express
immaculate, and who prides herself on her faultless
some of my own opinions upon this subject?
housekeeping. The outside of the instrument was
The great object of music study in America is not
shining and dustless, for this the madam could use
merely to teach the young to play upon keyboards
her eyes. But the keys! They were sticky and
and violins, but to lead the child, first, to read
gummy, and my fingers could not make any headway
music mentally and, second, to express music as
over their gluey surface. I was so disgusted and
he himself feels it. We are aware that emotion,
annoyed the inspiration could not come, and a very
imagination and caprice have a great influence upon
material indignation possessed me, instead of a
the production and reproduction of music, but how
spiritual elevation. Where righteous rage had filled
few of us who are teachers realize that music buildle
•---!—■« processes
—»-« J"
reason
me, there was no room for the divine fire. This
Fj"
base(j- upon logical
in which
wh
lady knows no music, and never places her fingers
» judgment should play as important a part as
on the keys, therefore her “help” was directly reth
bt at1d impulse!
sponsible for their condition, and yet I could not
The other day a distressed mother called to say
blame the domestic entirely. This is really an lm^ bef youI1g boy was not playing the exercises
portant matter for all piano owners to consider. In
. . ^ j bad gjven him, but that he was trying to
many homes only the children use the keyboard.
certain old dance tunes out of a book owned
They practice daily with unclean hands, and the
u ^ grandfather, who was a good old player of
mother never notices how dirty the keys are, until
Q|d r£gjine.
a chance visit from the teacher or some other must^ assured the lady in question that the whole
cian calls her attention to it. I have had such a
coui<j be adjusted; accordingly I sent for the
mother pick up the skirt of a dirty apron and dust
and showed him some very charming Danish
the keys off after asking me to play, and 111 venture
songs in which were a few reels and country
most musicians have had the same experience.
.
“Now,” said I, knowing well that the child
Clean cloths, soap and water should be used on the
{of rbythm, the primal instinct of both the
keys frequently. There is contamination in dirty piano
and ungiftedj “we will play a very old melody
keys, and it is an insult to musicians to ask them to
IS
^ reel> which the Scottish and Danish people
Play on an unclean keyboard, just as it would be to ask
and we will see just how well the forearm
your dinner guests to use dirty knives and forks from
’
If our fingers cannot keep up with our bow
a soiled table-cloth.
.
,
tben we must play slowly. This is a good exercise
Keep your piano open a gocd part of the time an
make the fingers strong and quick and to make
the keys will not turn yellow. Give them a daily wiping
d arm m0ve quickly and gracefully, but we
with a clean, damp cloth, a weekly bath with soap and
the bow carefully lest it move in a
water, and an occasional wash in pure alcohol, the
<croohed line’ with the bridge.”
latter is aa certain
rprtain preventative
nrmrontativf- for yellow
vellow keys.
.i,:i.i wasc delighted an
The„ child
and from that time re¬
Maggie Wheeler Ross.
garded his reels as very clever finger exercises If
one can only make the American child work without
being conscious of drudgery! How thorough, yet
GETTING ESTABLISHED AS A TEACHER.
tedious and pedantic, is many a system in Germany,
To the Editor of The Etude :
and yet German children come out strong players
I find many articles in past issues of The Etude
and thoroughly trained.
Elsie Lvnne.
referring to the business side of the teacher’s work.
Too much cannot be said upon this important sub- „

Dr. Robert Goldbeck,
DR. ROBERT GOLDBECK,
Prominent German-American Musician and Educator,
Deceased.
Readers of The Etude, who in past years have
frequently had abundant opportunities to be grateful
to Dr. Robert Goldbeck for his wise counsel and
keen insight into the problems of musical theory and
interpretation, will regret to learn that this much¬
loved and highly-respected musician died recently at
his home in St. Louis (May 16th, 1908). He was
seventy-eight years of age and had followed music
continuously for over sixty-five years.
The following from the St. Louis News indicates Dr.
Goldbeck’s many and useful services to musical art in
America:
“Robert Goldbeck was born in Prussia, educated at
the best musical centers of Europe, and traveled a great
part of his. life, coming to St. Louis about thirty years
ago, but later living in Chicago, New York and other
American cities. He was in many respects, by birth,
talent, training and experience in the world of art, a
very remarkable man.
“Last January, during the second part of the Theo¬
dore Thomas Orchestra concerts in St. Louis, several
compositions of Dr. Goldbeck were placed upon the
program by Director Frederick Stock.
“At the age of 14 Robert Goldbeck was introduced
to the King of Prussia by no less a personage than
Baron Alexander von Humboldt, one of the greatest
scholars, scientists and travelers in the world’s his¬
tory. The king commanded that a concert should be
arranged at the palais at Potsdam, at which was to be
heard the fortunate youngster, whose success on that
occasion prompted His Majesty to send him presents,
including a grand piano. Meyerbeer, the famous oper¬
atic composer, was then commissioned to examine
more closely into the talents of the young boy. The
master duly delivered his most favorable opinion, advis¬
ing that the aspiring young artist should be sent to
Paris to study, play and compose.
“Launched into the great Parisian world, Goldbeck
became, in course of time (he stayed four years in
Paris), acquainted with Berlioz, Auber, Halevy, and
particularly Alexandre Dumas, the author of ‘Monte
Cristo.’ Dumas took a great fatherly interest in the
boy and had him stay with him in his own home on
a visit of two months. Many a time did he eat an
omelette aux truffo or other breakfast dish prepared
by the great Dui.ias himself, who, like Rossini, was an
excellent cook.
“Goldbeck’s orchestral compositions are, besides
those to be produced by the Thomas Orchestra and
those mentioned in this article, ‘The Victoria Sym¬
phony,’ ‘Burger’s Lenore,’ ‘Dream Visions,’ ‘Love’s De¬
votion,’ for violin and orchestra; ‘The Mexican Dances’
(prize-crowned at Stuttgart in 1891), and two piano
concertos with orchestra.
Dr. Goldbeck was born in Potsdam in 1839. He
studied under L. Kohler in Brunswick, and H. Litoff in
Paris. He came to New York in 1857, and later in
life established conservatories in Boston, New York,
Chicago and St. Louis.
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LESSONS WITH KULLAK
How the Great German Pedagogue Taught
By WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD

(This article contains much that readers of The Etude
can apply to their everyday work. The writer closes with
a strong pica for a more generous recognition of American
teachers and American methods by Americans which The
Etude very heartily endorses. Educational conditions in our
country twenty-five years ago were very different from
those of the present. We have had time to assimilate the
best from European methods and to adapt our material to
wide-a-wake and progressive American ideals. Mr. Sher¬
wood's opiniens are authoritative, since his services as a
virtuoso were eagerly sought by the leading music centres
of Europe.—The Editok).
With the names of Liszt and Leschetizky, that
of Theodor Kullak stands out as having been the
teacher of many of the great pianists and musicians
of the present day. During my studies with Kullak,
I was associated in his classes and final graduation
concert with such artists as the two Scharwenkas,
J. L. Nicode, the great composer and pianist; Dr.
Otto Neitzel (who made a concert tour of the
United States last year, and who is the critic of the
Cologne Gazette); Dr. Hans Bischoff, James Kwast,
of the Clara Schumann School of Music in Frank¬
fort am Main; Louis Maas, Adele Aus der Ohe,
Albert R. Parsons, Amy Fay, E. M. Bowman, Emil
Leibling, John Orth, Edward Baxter Perry, Van
Ellemeet, Moritz Moszkowski, and other celebrities.
Kullak, although he had for several years previous
to this time withdrawn from the concert stage, was
one of the best pianists I every heard, both in re¬
gard to intelligent and interesting conception of
music, rare artistic temperament, poetical inspira¬
tion and sterling technic. His Octave School, Opus
48, had such a reputation that Ehrlich, who edited the
“Tausig Taegliche Studien,” while claiming that the
Tausig work covers every other form of mechanical
exercise necessary for piano playing, stated that the
field of octave playing was purposely omitted on
account of the exhaustive and admirable composi¬
tion of Theodor Kullak.
As Kullak and Tausig
were at the head of rival music schools in Berlin,
this is certainly worthy of note, and showed any¬
thing but the modern commercial spirit.
These
men may have worked for the almighty dollar, but
only when subservient to art.
I studied harmony and counterpoint, musical form
and instrumentation under Weitzmann, one of the
most intelligent theoretical men over known in
music. Of Weitzmann, Liszt said, “Were I young
enough, I would go to school to him.” Weitzmann
was also outside of Kullack’s Akademie. One day
I showed some compositions for the piano to Kullak
which I had composed under the instruction and
criticism of Weitzmann. Kullak showed a kindly
interest in my work, and introduced me forthwith
to the publishers, Bote & Bock, who printed five of
my pieces, which were introduced by Kullak forth¬
with into his school. Another instance of art first
and the commercial spirit afterwards, for I did not
study with Kullak’s teachers.
Since Kullak’s octave studies were printed, science
has made most positive progress, particularly in the
line of analzying and developing the physical powers
of the player, with more detail and practicability than
shown by Kullak, as I shall endeavor to explain
further on in this article.
My father accompanied me to Berlin, and to
several of the first lessons with Kullak, acting part of
the time as interpreter, for I was only poorly
equipped in my struggles with the German language,
while he was a master of that language and several
others. To digress a moment from the direct course
of this article, I must rightfully pause to give credit
where credit is due.
Valuable Home Instruction.
My first musical instruction was that received from
the old gentleman just referred to, who taught me
English (through the study of Latin), and who
taught me to think and hear and feel the inner mean¬
ing and the construction of music, as music, independ¬
ently of the piano or any instrument.
He also
taught me how to apply the study of this art to
the piano. I was made to construct nearly all of
my own exercises at the keyboard through mental
development in music study.
Afterwards, I was
benefited by a term of lessons with William Mason,

who gave me some of the most valuable ideas that
a young student can have imparted to him. Partic¬
ularly have I found Mason’s methods of accent
exercises of most positive and wide-reaching value
all through my career. After looking at all of the
benefits received from European masters of renown,
including Kullak, Deppe and Liszt, justice requires
equal credit, for whatever I may have learned, to
be due these men and to another devoted teacher of
music, Edward Heimberger, at home.

Moszkowski’s Modesty.
There was a Students’ Orchestra conducted-by
Wuerst, which had practice hours once a week
Moszkowski was prominent on these occasions
with the second violin, which he played as a student
I further remember frequently of attending concerts,
and hearing about concerts given by young students,
who were seeking public favor in Berlin, and notic¬
ing Moszkowski’s name on the programs. This
gentleman played the orchestral parts on a second
piano on such occasions, and he was very much in
demand for such work. There is no doubt that
Moszkowski’s complete mastery of resources and
methods in musical composition, shown in his rare
works, is due to the studious and modest way in
which he worked at the second violin and the sec¬
ond piano, and similar studies, thereby becoming
more thorough, and in a most useful way, as a mu¬
sician. This recalls a conversation held once with
Rubinstein about an exquisite pianist, who did not
play very heavily, as a rule, and of whom Rubin¬
stein said, “He is a beautiful soprano pianist, no
bass!”
Moszkowski’s composition shows as fine
an appreciation of bass and inner parts of his musi¬
cal creations as one might expect to find in a Bach
fugue.
Kullak’s son, Herr Franz Kullak, appears to have
continued as one of the most excellent teachers of
piano music in Berlin up to the present time. The
Franz Kullak editions of the Beethoven Concertos^
are much the best that I have seen.
In the Kullak edition of Chopin Etudes there is
a footnote at the study in D flat in sixths. Op. 25,
No. 8. This, and the study in arpeggio chords,
Op. 10, No. 11, are among the numbers that Kullak
had me understand that “Americans with weak
wrists or people with small hands, which would be¬
come tired and stiff easily, ought to leave alone."
I had to go away from Kullak in order to think
considerably for myself about this problem. I had
not been told enough about preliminaries, even to
make the most of my own comparatively small,
weak hands.
Deppe’s Methods.

Theodor Kullak.
When I first played for Kullak, I was very warmly
received by him, and encouraged to commence the
study of some difficult and brilliant numbers, which
Kullak played for me. Although I had heard a few
of the great pianists of the age, I had never heard
a finer player at that time. I went to work with en¬
thusiasm to learn the numbers assigned me, but as
Kullak did not give me any special caution and
advice about mechanical practice, I promptly over¬
taxed my muscles, and went to the second lesson
with lame wrists. I tried again, only to make things
worse! I was not told how to do such preparatory
practice as would lead up to success, with work
requiring brilliancy and endurance, considering the
then undeveloped condition of my muscles.
Not long afterwards Kullak gave me the Sixth
Rhapsody of Liszt to study. In attempting to play
the brilliant octave finale of this work I made things
worse. At the next lesson Kullak took the music
away from me and told me, with an air of disdain,
that “you Americans all have weak wrists, and
cannot play octaves.” Soon after this I was given
the “Emperor” concerto of Beethoven to learn. I
kept working at this and several other . beautiful
works for over five months. Although I studied
this concerto afterwards with Liszt, and have heard
some of the greatest pianists play it, I never heard
it better done, and that in every respect, than by
Theodor Kullak.
Not long afterwards, through
Kullak’s influence, I was invited to play this same
concerto in a symphony concert, under the direc¬
tion of the Royal Kapell-Meister, Richard Wuerst.
This gentleman was at the head of the Department
of Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition, Instru¬
mentation and Musical Form in the Kullak “Neue
Akademie der Tonkunst.” The Konzert-Haus on
the Leipziger Strasse was crowded at this concert,
and I managed to please people with the concerto.
Kullak had the habit of playing frequently with
his pupils. He held his classes four times a week,
and many were the interesting performances that I
heard at those classes by some of the artists whose
names appear above, and who, like myself, at that
time were pupils of Kullak. Almost invariably were
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these numoers played by Kullak and the pupils jj,
multaneously, or larger extracts therefrom were performed first by the pupil and secondly by Kullak,

I went to Deppe, who did not play the piano, but
who was one of the most ideal and interesting
directors in Germany at that time. Deppe
menced to talk to me about relaxing and settling
down to the simplest and most elementary, prepara¬
tory exercises, such as one might give to a beginner.
These were to be practiced with one hand alone
at a time, part silently, and very thoughtfully and
slowly.
Deppe took the most minute pains with exact re¬
lations of knuckles and wrist to each other, and to
the fingers. He got me on the track, not only of re¬
laxing, but of using enough independent force
make the knuckles steady during finger exercises,
also of using sufficient finger force to hold the
knuckles and finger joints steady during wrist actk®
Deppe took equally minute pains with sub-divided
control of rhythm in managing the independent
use of the damper pedal, so as to produce absolutely
correct acoustic effects. Such results, of course,
were based upon correct understanding in reading
music, and the consequent appreciation of the rela¬
tions of consonant and dissonant, of sustained an
detached tones and dynamic proportions. Deppe
studied the independent use of upper arm and fore‘
arm, as applied to elastic touch and chord playing,
and of lateral motions of wrist and fingers, as. ap¬
plied to passage playing. He also knew consider¬
able, but not all, about the advantage of keeping
the outer side of the hand comparatively high ana
well over the keyboard, thereby assisting the fourm
and fifth fingers to the full use of their powers.
After leaving Deppe, under whose schooling
spent considerable time, I had a couple of montns
away from teachers in Weimar, while waiting tor
Liszt’s arrival. And then I gradually worked out
some of the sub-divisions in distinguishing betwee
the use of different muscles and movements,
through a process of exceedingly slow motions, ap¬
plied to the acts employed in piano playing. I he
motions were much too slow to admit of producWB
any tone at the piano, but they gave me an oppo
tunity to think to advantage how to regulate t
management of a larger number of joints at o
time than would otherwise have been possible,
learned gradually to control both parts of the arm,

independently of each other; to control the man¬
agement of the wrist in from four to six different,
independent ways; to regulate the management of
the knuckles and fingers in three or four additional
ways, and of distinguishing, as far as desirable,
between such details, either singly or combined.
By taking an extra amount of pains in so many
directions I found that one could add to the inner
consciousness of the entire arm and hand. While
using sufficient force to hold this or that part steady,
in fixed position, meanwhile relaxing other parts,
the development of strength and elasticity was in¬
evitable.
Through minute care in thinking for myself about
such matters, I learned to make any desirable mo¬
tions with any length of stroke, from a fraction of
an inch, through a graduating scale, to the longest
distance possible for that part.
In this way I
grew to gradually work out the Sixth Rhapsody of
Liszt, and the Seventh Octave Study of Kullak, and
the Chopin Etudes in sixths and arpeggio chords,
together with the Rubinstein Staccato Etude, and
similar works, until they were among the leading
numbers of my repertory. This explanation is not
given for the purpose of denying credit to Kullak
as a great teacher or writer of splendid octave stud¬
ies, but as a lesson on the necessity of learning
how to do one’s own thinking, and of being willing
to creep before you walk, and to run before you fly.
Kullak himself could do these things wonderfully
well; but in some cases he lacked the patience, if not
the thoroughness, of method and trained ability to
explain little things by the way; often very neces¬
sary for the student.
Kullak’s Ideas on Finger Technic.
At my lessons with Kullak he gave as good an
explanation of finger technic as any one would be
likely to have in a few words. He showed three
kinds of finger exercise.
First, beginning with
closely curved fingers and the shortest length of
stroke possible, merely lifting the finger to the edge
of the key, but not off, to be used in soft, light play¬
ing, and serviceable for crisp and rapid work. Sec¬
ond, the more ordinary, everyday kind of finger
practice, with the palm of the hand slightly higher
than before, level across from right to left, the fin¬
gers still curved when going up and down, mean¬
while moving a distance of from one to two inches
in their strokes. Third, a lower position of the
wrist .and higher position of the hand at the
knuckles, the fingers meanwhile more or less
stretched out, and made to move as far up and down
as possible (from two to five inches).
Another time Kullak said that “piano playing con¬
sisted of a series of ‘secrets’ which one must dis¬
cover the solution of. Whoever does learn these
secrets can play successfully.
Others cannot.”
Probably we will all agree to this. Only it is the
proper thing for an intelligent teacher of music and
piano playing at the present day to know such
“secrets” throughout, and to have ways and means
of opening up all such mysteries to one’s pupils.
The student should not be left to find out for him¬
self many things which the accumulated knowledge
of enlightened people at the present day has ren¬
dered available to all, if they would search for it.
Since Mr. Edison invented the incandescent light we
can all enjoy its benefit without being obliged, each
one severally, to invent this light over again.
Legato Octave Playing.
Kullak gave me a lesson one day in legato octave
playing. He made me play loud and cling strongly
to the keys. I was told to pitch up the wrist when
playing upon black octaves, and to pitch it down
for white octaves. Meanwhile Kullak, who stood
behind me, pressed both of my arms against my
sides, not allowing the elbows to lift or move out
away from the body. This was strenuous work, and
very useful. It was particularly applicable to loud,
sonorous playing, but it would not fit at all to soft
octave playing, nor lend itself to much speed. In
the latter case, the movements of the wrist pitching
UP and down are a direct impediment to tranquil and
smooth expression in legato octave playing, and a
means of hindering the right degree of independent
finger work. The thumb should be taught to alter¬
nate its curves—one might say, to twist like an eel
in creeping about the keyboard for legato effects,
and this in the most thoroughly relaxed manner,
without mixing or calling for any additional action
°f the hand and wrist. Similarly, the fourth and
fifth fingers should be lightly, delicately trained to

at least three kinds of independence of action, to
alternate in their part of the work. The ability to
play legato octaves (also legato thirds and sixths)
and all such studies explains many so-called
“secrets,” which a practical and resourceful teacher
should have the patience to provide ways and means
for the student to understand and learn.
I again repeat that many things connected with
the best powers of expression and touch, as well as
accomplishment in execution at the piano, cannot
be forced through rapid motions and loud practice,
any more than a plant can be forced to grow through
pushing and pulling it, or deluging it with water,
or blistering it with artificial heat. The plant grows
gradually and unconsciously, through soft and slow
processes, if there be plenty of light and air and
sunshine. It needs time. There is equal value for
the piano player, who would really control technic
and touch, in slow motions and soft practice. The
beginner or the advanced student will benefit
equally by learning how to distinguish more mi¬
nutely through doing a certain amount of practice
with movements made too slow to produce any tone
at the piano. This gives one an opportunity to in¬
vestigate some of the “secrets” involved in the
mastery of the art.
Moszkowski and I were invited to dinner with
Kullak one evening. Moszkowski had just com¬
posed his three “Moments Musicales,” Opus 7,
which he had written in one day’s time. I think
that this was the first of Moszkowski’s composi¬
tions that either of us had heard, and Kullak was
greatly delighted. I was then asked to play one
of my compositions, and I remember of following
it up by playing the Seventh Octave Study of Kul¬
lak from the second book. This was after I had
been away for some time with Deppe, and after¬
wards at Weimar with Liszt. I had in the mean¬
time learned to play octaves and chords with some
degree of proficiency, and I had the great satisfac¬
tion of causing the master teacher to change his
opinion and say good things, where he had for¬
merly said so much to discourage me.
Kullak’s Conservatism.
One day I told Kullak of a concert I had at¬
tended where a young pianist of exceedingly bril¬
liant, although somewhat superficial, musicianship
had played the “Campanella” of Liszt in a most
sparkling and rapid manner.
Kullak expressed
much indignation at the manner in which this young
pianist and others of his school were diverting
young students from a legitimate style, with the
glitter and showy, trivial ways used, and he at once
sat down and played the “Campanella of Liszt.
There was equal velocity, sparkling brilliancy and
light, crisp staccato in evidence, and alongside of
it was an interpretation of the rhythm and themes,
the phrasing and harmonic contents of the work,
which placed his performance far above that of the
other pianist, and certainly justified Kullak s con¬
tention.
,
Together with Liszt, Rubinstein and William
Mason at home (all of whom I have heard speak
in most emphatic terms on the subject), Kullak pro¬
tested against the misleading tendencies of the age
to place velocity and bravura playing and display
of the pianist’s executive ability ahead of musical
qualities, dignity, poetic contents and earnestness
Enough'is^said t0 show Kullak as a power of the
highest importance in the musical world in the de¬
velopment of artistic piano playing.
I have him
personally to thank for much kindness and patience
and many friendly acts.
New Methods Based on Old.
My experience covered a good deal more ground
than that mentioned with the teachers named in this
article- enough, in fact, for me to be able to state
that the special methods claimed at the presen
time for various prominent teachers of the present
age were practically all exploited before by others,
at least in many respects.
A concert pianist has been widely advertised as
having been a pupil of a great teacher and learned
his playing through that source, when according
To several eye witnesses, this same pianist previous
to that time had been a pupil of Kullak. whose name
had never been published in connection with his
career
A number of pupils of Kullak have given
the credit of their accomplishment to L,sztname undoubtedly sounds greater to them than that
of Kullak.

This kind of experience has been the case with
some American students, who, after years of train¬
ing at home, go abroad to put on the "finishing touches”
with some great teacher. Then they are advertised
far and near as pupils of this or that teacher, while
the home teacher, through lapse of memory, appears to
have been forgotten. The truth is that a good many
teachers in America at the present time are doing some
thinking for themselves, and are becoming guile as prac¬
tical and artistic and successful in their achievements
as any European teachers. Not only this, but some
people living and studying on this side of the Atlantic
are becoming quite as good and artistic as concert
pianists, in every sense, as can be found elsewhere.

VARIETY IN PIECES.
BY GEORGE ANDERSON.
If variety is “the spice of life” it is veritably the
most indispensable factor in successful teaching.
The teacher who fails to vary the program of pieces
he gives to his pupil is not only inviting monotony
but is on the point of sacrificing his most valuable
ally—“interest.”
A long succession of pieces with pronounced
characteristics making them very similar will sorely
tire the most ambitious pupil. No matter how at¬
tractive the particular pieces may be, unless their
harmonic, melodic and rhythmic structure be no¬
ticeably varied the fascination of the piece will
surely be diminished.
A long series of pieces with a similar technical
aim is also not altogether desirable. If you are
trying to teach scales through the medium of pieces,
do not fall into the mistake of giving “scale” pieces
until the pupil is so sick of them that he wishes he
had never seen or heard of a scale. It is better to
devote time to the regular technical exercises than
to overdo the matter and at the same time run the
risk of making the pupil dissatisfied with what should
be the most interesting and alluring part of his
work. Intersperse the scale pieces with chord,
arpeggio or octave compositions so that the work
may become more fascinating.
Too Much of One Composer.
A long series of Chopin valses is not desirable.
Notwithstanding the phenomenal versatility of the
Polish-French tone-poet, it is far better to inter¬
sperse his works with, let us say, a quaint old dance
from Scarlotti, Bach, Handel, Couperin or Lully, a
genial effervescent sonata by Haydn or some modern
drawing-room morceau by Sinding, Schiitt, Mosz¬
kowski, Poldini or Scriabine.
If you will make a close examination you will
find that compilers of series of pieces intended for
educational use invariably seek the greatest possible
variety. Schumann’s “Album for the Young” is an
instance of this. Heller made a similar effort in
his melodious studies. Czcrney, notwithstanding his
voluminous output and his very evident attempts to
vary his compositions, was so limited by his pro¬
nounced characteristics that his studies, while vary¬
ing greatly in outward form, have an unquestionable
sameness. The studies, however, are so valuable
that they cannot be neglected. Only a selection of
the best should be used. It is doubtful, in these days,
whether any progressive teacher, no matter how
partial he might be to the great Viennese teacher,
would think of giving a pupil more than a score
of the best of Czerney’s works.
No collection of one man's works can surpass a
carefully selected list of studies and pieces. The
great success of the “graded course” idea has been
due to this. The “graded course,” if properly com¬
piled and edited, not only insures variety of form,
but also rhythmic, melodic and harmonic interest.
More than this, each piece represents a different
point of view, a different mentality, a different soul.
There can be no question that one of the greatest
factors in the notable musical advance in America
during the last twenty-five years has been the graded
course.
“Art is of all times and all lands; happy are they
whose souls are sufficiently exalted, whose minds are
sufficiently open to understand and admire the eter¬
nal master works.”—Cecil Chaminade.
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FROM BEETHOVEN TO LISZT
By AMY FAY
Author of “ Music Study in Germany ”

THE
cert to be given by Franz Liszt at the ConseL™
Royal de Musique, and at which he would play
concerto in E flat. Lenz regarded this as suck]
feat of courage to play Beethoven before a
audience that he drove immediately to Lisw
house and arranged to take lessons of him inst«
of Kalbrenner, who was his first choice as
teacher.
Liszt’s Strong Hungarian Tendencies.

[The following article by a well-known American pianist
and teacher is doubly interesting in view of the fact that
Miss Fay's work, "Music Study in Germany," which has
been published in America, Germany and England with very
great success, is just about to be brought out in France.
Vincent d’Indy has written the introduction to the French
edition. Miss Fay was born in Louisiana of parents of
New England birth and education. She studied with Tausig,
Kuliak, Liszt and Deppe. She preserved her musical experi¬
ences in the form of musical letters to her American home,
and the poet Longfellow, who read these letters, became so
much interested in them that he suggested their publication.
This was the origin of one of the most successful musical
books known. Miss Fay will contribute additional articles
for Etude readers.—The Editor.]
“Music is never stationary; successive forms art
only like so many resting places, like tents pitched
and taken down again on the road to the ideal.”
Liszt.
Ever restless and reaching out for newer and
greater things in art, the above is characteristic of
Liszt’s all-comprehensive mind, and well he realized
that his innovations in music, startling and brilliant
though they are, would be followed by those of
future geniuses, and perhaps supplanted by them.
And, in fact, after hearing Paderewski play his last
two piano compositions, Variations and Fugue, Op.
23, and Sonata, highly interesting and important
works, Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsodies begin to sound
a little antiquated, and one perceives that another
style is being evolved by the master pianist of to¬
day.
In the year 1822, when scarcely eleven years of
age, Liszt gave his first concert in Vienna, and on
the occasion of his second concert the great event
of his life happened to him, for he received the kiss
of Beethoven (then 53) at the close of the per¬
formance. To play before Beethoven! What could
ever equal that? Notwithstanding his tender years,
Liszt fully realized the extraordinary honor and was
proud of this kiss from the gigantic genius, which
seemed to consecrate him wholly to art.
Beethoven had become interested in the little
Liszt by his devoted friend and companion, Schind¬
ler, who persuaded him to go and hear him, on
learning that the boy had played Hummel’s B minor
concerto at his first concert, and had united, and, as
it were, kneaded into one whole, the andante of
Beethoven’s A major symphony with an aria of
Rossini’s, who was at that time the popular idol of
Vienna. This feat was probably an improvisation,
for when Liszt was sixty-three the writer heard
him weave into a musical web the finale of one
piece which he had just played with the beginning
of another he was about to play. This sort of thing
he did with delicious cleverness, a little smile, full
of meaning, illuminating his countenance the while.
Although Beethoven and Liszt both lived in
Vienna at one period, for eighteen months, and Liszt
was taking lessons on the piano of Karl Czerny
(the indefatigable composer of finger exercises and
etudes, and pupil of Beethoven), this seems to have
been their only meeting, and this solemn kiss the
only link between them.
Liszt had begged Bee¬
thoven, by letter, to write him a theme upon .which
he could extemporize at his second concert, but no
theme was forthcoming.
Beethoven, whose time was now entirely devoted
to composition, was inaccessible; his door was in¬
flexibly closed to strangers, whether provided with
letters of introduction or not. Until Anton Schindler
mentioned Franz’s name to the maestro, the latter
had no idea of the existence of one who was to en¬
able the world to grasp the wonderful genius hidden
in his own mighty works.
Several times Franz,
accompanied by his father, had endeavored to gain
admittance to the master’s presence, but without
success. The perseverance of the boy seems, how¬
ever, to have specially won the notice of the
sympathetic Schindler, who urged his master to be
present at the little Liszt’s concert, and to encourage
the boy by so doing.
A Famous Concert.
The second concert was given in the “Redoute”
on the 13th of April, 1823, and was overcrowded.

When Franz stepped before the public, which was
expectantly looking up to him, he perceived Bee¬
thoven seated near the platform, and noticed the
master’s eye meditatively fixed upon him. Far from
being abashed by so great an honor as Beethoven’s
presence, Franz was overjoyed by it. Among other
pieces he played Hummel’s concerto in B flat, and,
as usual, concluded his performance by a “free fan¬
tasia,” but not from a theme by Beethoven, much to
the boy’s disappointment. We are told that his play¬
ing became glowing and fiery, and his whole being
seemed elevated and kindled by an invisible power.
His success was electric, and the public gave vent to
its enthusiasm without restraint. Beethoven, him¬
self, could not restrain his admiration, and ascending
the platform, he repeatedly kissed the glorious boy,
amid the frantic cheers of the assembled multitude.

We do not read that Beethoven and Liszt ever
met again. Beethoven disliked child prodigies, and
seenfs to have taken no further interest in the little
Liszt. Each went his separate way after the concert,
which, however, had important results and was the
starting point of Liszt’s phenomenally brilliant
artist career. It first awakened for him the attention
of the press, and, ere long, the scene of his triumphs
was transferred to Paris, whither his father, Adam
Liszt, conducted him. and where “le petit Litz, as
he was called, speedily became the rage in the salons
of the FVench aristocracy.
Liszt in Paris.
as in Paris five years later that Liszt was the
d play Beethoven’s “Emperor Concerto, the
E flat, when he had just become seventeen
of age. At that time Beethoven’s music was
e to the French, and not in the least underVon Lenz gives an amusing account of the
ssion it made upon him when, a stranger in
he read in gigantic letters on the bright
playbill the announcement of an extra con¬

Strange to say that although Liszt was an
table interpreter” of Beethoven, as Wagner plaij
asserted, he was not influenced by him as a co®
poser, but branched out into a style of his own a
rather of his country, in the wild and untamabli
music of Hungary. It was the gypsy music whit
he heard as a child which became, as it we*
Liszt’s very blood, and which he has reproduced
wonderfully in his Hungarian Rhapsodies,*
intimately has Liszt merged himself in these, I
so much are they played by all the piano virtuosi:
our day, that the moment we read Liszt’s it
the Hungarian Rhapsody is called up to our nti
This, in spite of the great works Liszt has e
posed for orchestra, symphonies, overtures; Ira
speak of his oratorios, masses, cantatas, etc. ]
Next to the fifteen Hungarian Rhapsodies, his
concertos for piano and orchestra are the Is
known, and of these the brilliant one in E flat
been made familiar by the pianists in the cona
room, although the one in A (played by Josef
is the more beautiful of the two. The E flat i:
overpowering in its cumulative brilliancy, hbw
that its effect is unerring on an audience. I
understands better than any how to “pile us
agony,” and build up a climax to the point
delirium. In this he is unique.
Of his orchestral works, “Les Preludes” is the
one which is really familiar, although the Mazep[
is occasionally heard, also the “Festklange,” “Hn
nenschlacht,” “Prometheus,” etc. Once a year, pe
haps, one hears the Faust or the Dante symphol
but not often enough to follow them as one <
the Beethoven symphonies, in the mind. I do
recall of Liszt’s two oratorios, “Christus” and Si
Elizabeth,” that the first has ever been given
this country, although “Christus” made a deep 1
pression on my mind on the single occasion wli
I heard it, under the composer’s baton, in Weima
I should like to hear the cantata, “The Bells
Strasbourg,” but never have had an opportunity

>■ showing that he felt himself inferior
polonaises, in these, notwithstanding the popularity
t0f ^’10pi.
Liszt’sn Polonaise in E major with the public.
?Franz Hummel used to play this polonaise splen£y on his first tour in this country, and Wm. H.
Sherwood also excels in it.) Liszt is perhaps as
„.,.h loved for his exquisite transcriptions of songs
for anything. Those of Schubert appear most
fascinate him, and he has arranged fifty-seven of
them for piano. Among these stand out the “ErlKinv” and the “Lark.” How often have we shivered
under the first, and sung, in our hearts, with the
second' Of Schumann he arranged fourteen songs;
of Franz thirteen, of Mendelssohn nine, besides six
of Beethoven, six of Chopin, three of Dessauer, two
of Weber and two of Lassen.
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his works is soon to be issued by the Liszt Society
abroad.
It is to be hoped that this will do for Liszt what
the same thing did for Bach, one hundred years
after Bach’s death, when his friends collected and
edited his works.
The most surprising thing Liszt ever did, it seems
to me, was to arrange a piano score of Beethoven’s
Septet and nine Symphonies. How he ever had the
patience to do that passes my comprehension, and
1 don’t wonder that he manifested a sort of revolt
against Beethoven the latter part of his life. The
very last conversation I had with him, in 1885, when
1 returned for a short visit to Weimar, Liszt said,
“I respect all that, but it no longer interests me,”
referring to Beethoven’s works. Besides his com¬
positions, Liszt did a good deal of literary work,
and left eight books or essays of various kinds
which are still read, prominent among which is his
life of Chopin, “Music of the Gypsies,” “Robert
Franz,” etc. When we take into consideration the
time Liszt devoted to teaching gratuitously, and the
demands of society upon him, we are doubly amazed
at his creative energy, and we must realize the
greatness of the artist and the unselfishness and
utter lack of egotism in the man. Liszt never failed
to be interested in the talent of others and to do all in
his power to aid its fruition. He was the universal
friend of the composers and artists of his day.
Hardly one of them but received some kindness or
encouragement from him, the sun to whom they all
turned for light. Equally could Liszt present to the
notice of a world the operas of a Wagner, or he
could bend over some humble conservatory pupil
and bring his lofty intellect to bear upon her piano
playing.

QUESTIONABLE ADVANTAGES OF
FOREIGN STUDY.

notion of success, virtually through his father, placed
him where he now stands—whose hopes and aspirations
they have blighted. We hear very little of such senti¬
ments from the unfortunates themselves; it would
mean commercial suicide.
We have with us a species of foreign art ae^d, the
seed that was planted for a flower and developed into
a cabbage. He insists that he is a flower, for that
was the name on the package from which he issued
forth. And although he may pose as the lily of the
field, he toils, also doth he spin—toils for the almighty
dollar and spins some musical yarns about himself.
Again, we have the foreign music-horse of doubtful
ancestry who would ride over and trample upon every¬
thing American in music. He forgets that his teacher
repeatedly hinted to him that his cars were too long for
him to pose as a horse. Long cars and long hair seem
to roll up upon these shores in great abundance.
No doubt Europe cannot be surpassed as a centre
for music study, because it has what we, alas', have
not: the musical atmosphere; therefore all the more
credit to him who develops his talent in a less auspicious
musical climate. One thing we. can learn here, dear
German friend, and that is piano playing.
The question resolves itself down to this: give our
students the proper environment and we will give Ger¬
many or any other country as good an average pianist
as they give us.
.
It is not the lack of talent here that gives us the
apparent smaller average; it is the surrounding con¬
ditions, and, be it said to our shame, the popular pre¬
judice in favor of foreign talent.
We do not hesitate to bow to Germany as a musical
giant several centuries old, but permit us to beg a
little more charity towards the dwarf on this side of
the Atlantic who has aspirations of giant proportions.
If your young men sneer at us now the time is not
far distant when they will raise their brows in wonder
at some of our achievements.

PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS.
BY ALFRED H. HAUSRATH.
Miss Amy Fay.
Liszt’s Inventiveness.

Liszt once told the writer that he had invented
many new effects, as, for instance, the chromatic
roll of octaves, to represent a storm on the piano,
the transposition of a melody to the lower part
of the keyboard so as to make it sound as if sung
Liszt’s Operatic Transcriptions.
by a baritone or tenor, as in the song “Du bist die
Liszt’s big operatic transcriptions give the
Ruh” by Schubert, or Wagner’s “Isolde’s Liebes
idea of his enormous virtuosity as a pianist,
° Tod.” Formerly the melody was always written in
thirty-two such, only a few are played to-day. lne« the treble of the piano, and the accompaniment in
are the “Don Giovanni,” “Rigoletto,” “Lohengrin. the bass. He sometimes reversed this.
“Tannhauser,” “Fliegende Hollander,” “Tristan n
Liszt declared- towards the end of, his life that
only sacred music was “worth while," and that he
Isolde.”
The Tannhauser overture transcription is one
was more interested in church music, than any
Liszt’s most wonderful, and is fairly staggering
other. “Christus,” oratorio, was Liszt’s greatest
well as beautiful), in the humble opinion ot w church work, finished in 1866. I heard it performed
writer. He makes of the piano keyboard a w
under his direction in Weimar in the summer of
orchestra.
Paderewski did good work m pa)
r3, and Wagner was present, as well as many
Liszt’s sonata during the past season, but it other distinguished guests.
pity it could be heard but once, from him, in
Nohl says of “Christus” that “it was not an oratorio
city. Like the concerto in A, the sonata has .j in the ordinary sense, but that the composer retained
a divine melody in it, a theme of almost unear
the name because it denominates a general style of
beauty and distinction of style. The etherealne
music. It is, in fact, a pure epic poem. which i
oratorio must be, as distinguished from dramatic
Liszt’s nature is revealed in these two works,
music. It consists of a series of choral scenes which
well as his imposing grandeur.
connect and embody the details of the subject. We
behold a great world event arising and passing be¬
The Influence of Paganini.
fore us. All the gloss of action is avoided.” ,
Paganini influenced Liszt powerfully, and m Ll5!‘
My impression of the oratorio of “Christus from
_Pbo-anini” he reveals wnat
i,ues
xhe “tm the one hearing I had of it is that it is the music
dojn the style °f
bitten for » of the Roman Catholic Church.
It is medieval,
panella.”
tor
instance,
.
....
lla;
f°r J1!?!? ?!’
into a still mol grand and imposing in style, but it has not the uni¬
violin by Paganini, is converted into a sUi
versality of Handel’s “Messiah,” or the convincing
dazzling concert piece for the piano, with
o„
quality and depth of Bach’s Passion mus,c- * re"
of trills and brilliant runs. Paganiniwas thj !call the quaint and primitive march of the Three
virtuoso in whom Liszt found his match.
fo Wise Men,” or Kings, when they went to behold
and enthrilled by the wizard of the violin, L
•be Saviour in the manger. But it is only a azy
lowed him from city to city, determined to ^
memory in my mind, as I heard it so long ago.
from him his secret. Nor was 1SZ *„ ini’s art tj did~ not
the libretto,
unfortunately..
nut keep
Keep me
liDretro, umui
,
had achieved this, and transmitted Pagann11
i
Liszt.
of course,
»
wished
known and il*c'8c
Liszt, of
wished to
to be
be known
the piano. Chopin, Berlioz and Wagner
by his large choral and orchestral works, and t e
powerful factors in Liszt’s career.
way in which they were put aside and undervalued
during his lifetime was a bitter grief to him. not¬
withstanding the apparent philosophy with which he
Chopin and Liszt.
used to remark, “7 can wait." But even at the present
Chopin, he once told me, was his
Lme we do not know Liszt as we should do, as a
When about to play one of his own Polona' * facc< composer, duuuugn
although ne
he ib
is rising from the
ot.
- neglect
- .
_:i„
T
wont
to
murmur,
m
a
snam
pupils. Liszt was wont to murmur, in
flier* his contemporaries. A new and complete edition 01
way, “After Chopin one should compose

The question of going abroad is one that presents
itself to every serious music student in this country.
If he goes abroad sooner than is necessary it is prob¬
ably because of a lack of sympathy with his work at
home. If he is a piano student almost any tune us too
soon, so far as necessity is concerned. He should go
abroad to learn rather than to study. The sympathy
he craves does not consist in applause for his perform¬
ances, for he knows only too well his own imperfec¬
tions. but rather sympathy with his work, interest <"
_5- sake.
his practice, interest in music for music
~1“ Withw”
out this the student is hampered 1 his work, his ardor
is cooled, his energy wanes.
Battle as he will against unsympathetic surroundings
he cannot subdue them; they will subdue him. He has
become thoroughly absorbed in h.s music. There is
to him only one thing in this world worth while, and
that is music. He feels himself a stranger to all else.
This is his one friend, his only friend. Commercialism
a small
is a bore and the almighty dollar
"
thing in his eyes, foreign opinion a the contrary notwithstanding.
When however, this student has studied about half
enough,’and, in his father’s estimation, dreamed far too
much he is rudely clutched by the shoulder and com¬
manded to “face about, it is time for you to earn a
livine” Then follows the hunt for pupils, and front
henceforth the less practice he can manage to get the
more successful is he considered to be. There is just
the bare possibility of a doubt that at this point of his
career he may adjudge himself a complete failure, and
thlt the almighty dollar is not so almighty as it seems
S oreLne” who, by the bye. have no objection to it
themselves when it comes their way. no matter how
swiftly or voluminously.
Teaching or Composing?
Ask this student which he would prefer to be. a
first-class composer with an uncertain income or a
third-rate teacher with a good and certain one. The
th'
”
ten to one he will declare for the fonner.
If^e fail as a teacher the question is raised, “Did he
* ,
J
a?" Answer no
Result, death warrant.
„Udi«d ,b,o,d-b,,t „h„ i,

r/t

Lu«"f ,p«ki"8 of I”"!'"* ,mT a,,'r”d; “
ch things ever come from Europe, either home-raised
suen
s
,. vow then ti,e public here, who are
indirectly resoonsible for about one-half the failures in
he music students of this land, look down on the man
“n the martyr-who, by their own perverted

The prize essay contest for 1908 brought forth an
unusual number of essays all embodying points of
interest and showing that the writers had given much
careful thought to their subjects. The principal gain
in contests of this kind is, after all, the advantage
one receives from practice in writing.
Many of
our most successful contributors have developed
through the medium of the extra effort expended in
competing in contests.
The essays were read by a committee of three,
all of whom have had extensive experience in music
teaching and writing. Every manuscript submitted
was carefully read and its merits weighed. The
ones most available for Etude purposes were then
selected and reconsidered many times. This method
has been pursued from time to time for several
months and the results are in consequence entirely
fair and impartial. Some manuscripts have been re¬
tained for a second consideration as we are con¬
vinced that many will prove useful for Etude use.
We will communicate with the contributors as each
manuscript is reconsidered.
The prize winners are:
Charles A. Fisher, essay, “A Special Class of
Pupils.”
Mrs. Herman Kotschmar, essay, “Class Teaching
versus Private Teaching."
Julia Augusta Plumb, essay, “Directing Our Pupils’
Thoughts.”
Alexander Henneman. essay, “Mental Poise.”
Nan Bowron, essay, “How I Established My
Teaching Business.”

Professor Niecks is astonished that Sebastian
Bach communicated his musical talents and accom¬
plishments to so few of his family. He had cer¬
tainly enough olive branches to practice upon—seven
by his first wife and thirteen by his second! No
other married great composer ever came within sight
of fathering such a numerous brood. Of the twenty
children, many died young; and nine were daughters,
of whose musical gifts—if they had any—nothing is
recorded. The latter fact is rather strange, since
Bach’s second wife was highly gifted in this respect;
and, in another extensively musical family—that of
the Couperins—the women as well as the men dis¬
tinguished themselves. Professor Niecks attributes
musicianship to four of Bach's sons; but, as a matter
of fact, only two of them really count—J. C. Fried¬
rich and W. Friedemann Bach.
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IS THE PIANO A DISADVANTAGE IN EARLY
MUSICAL EDUCATION?
A Continuation of the Symposium Commenced in the June “ Etude.”

Thomas Tapper.
There is distinct evidence on every hand that, in
common with nearly all other studies pursued either
for utilitarian or cultural purposes, music is being
regarded as more than the development of an ordi¬
nary capacity for performance. Even a few years
ago a liberal education in piano playing amounted to
little more than a short repertoire of compositions
uncertainly performed by the student and gradually
lost to every-day familiarity.
That we are doing this, better and better, is due
not so much to changes in the aim and method of
music instruction alone, but to the vastly more logi¬
cal view we are gaining of education itself. Some
of the salient points in this saner educational aim are
so familiar to the reader, say of Mr. Spencer’s “Edu¬
cation,” published more than fifty years ago, that one
wonders why they were not earlier put into common
practice. But we remember that while Strabo, in the
first century, B. C., realized the rotundity of the
earth, it was fifteen hundred years before Magellan
circumnavigated it. In other words, we perceive the
direction long before we travel over its pathway.
The one essential factor in the newer music edu¬
cation, if it may be so called, is this: that more and
more generally teachers are regarding the study of
tone as a tangible, thinkable reality. It is no longer
sufficient unto the young player to know his key¬
board and the elementary possibilities thereof; he
is also instructed in the mystery of tone itself.
This has given rise to a multitude of practitioners
who may be called the “new teachers.” They in¬
vest the subject of music with an atmosphere as
healthy as they are thorough in their perceptions;
and a broader activity results. That this is a step,
in the direction of true progress no one will deny.
After all, tone is the reality of music. Therefore
tone may become a mental possession; an intel¬
lectual perception and appreciation (whether ex¬
pressed by the composer for piano, voice or violin);
it always remains a thought expression.
In its
application to instrumental means it obeys the law of
application to the instrument itself, while endeavor¬
ing to preserve its essential meaning.
Therefore it is no mere passing notion that the
various subjects of tone-study, now so familiar, are
necessary. They are primarily indispensable. Tonestudy, whether as Dictation, Voice sight-singing,
Music writing, Composition of simple melodies,
takes precedence over any application to an instru¬
ment. And the reason is found in this: Formerly
our music teachers paid little heed to anything aside
from performance; but we know that to study tone
as the entity of the language of music not only
makes it more familiar to the young performer, but
it quickens his discriminating faculty; he plays bet¬
ter; memorizes more easily, and, above all in value,
he is a better listener.
Now, to become a better listener is no small mat¬
ter. Could we multiply a good music listener by
one-third of our population we should find ourselves
a music nation. It is the capacity for listening in¬
telligently that gives music its due. It is not, as we
popularly suppose, the act of committing crimes at
the keyboard.
..
This broader study of music in which tone as the
artistic basis is respected, revered, and studied, is
becoming more and more general in our public
schools. Many grade teachers in the public school
are producing music results in an hour per week or
less that would surprise many a private teacher.
This faculty which is gradually being awakened in
the mind of the school-boy and school-girl is, it
properly guided and increased, a possession of no
ordinary importance; it is a national asset. When
our twenty millions of children have become singers
of good music, knowing mentally even the simpler
idioms of the language of music, our standing as a
musical nation is secure.
E. R. Kroeger.
In answer to this question, the writer says “cer¬
tainly not." Indeed, the piano is a distinct advan¬

tage to the development of musical education, and if
it were not for this remarkable instrument, general
musical culture and appreciation would not be where
it is. To be sure anything may be abused, and there
are households in which the piano is a thing of hor¬
ror. But in the majority of cases it is distinctly ben¬
eficial. Most of the great composers have written
some of their most beautiful and interesting works
for the piano. The best teachers of the day give
their pupils some of these pieces and thus direct
their musical taste. In this way the child grows up
with a love for the best, and a desire to hear it when
interpreted by distinguished artists. In regard to the
question of previous ear training, no doubt much
should be done which is neglected. If in our public
schools, one-half an hour each day were allotted to
music, and fifteen minutes of this time given to ear
training, some marvelous results would be apparent.
In schools where ear training is cultivated, extraor¬
dinary instances of exactness are recorded. The
writer thoroughly believes that this should be a part
of public school education, just as drawing is. The
ear requires training as well as the eye. In fact, if
all the public schools in the United States would
make musical education an essential in their curricu¬
lum, training the ear, and developing knowledge and
appreciation, both of vocal and instrumental music,
it would not be long before Americans were a really
musical people, who could hold their own with those
in foreign lands.
Calvin B. Cady.
“The piano is just as much of a menace to music
study and education as the blackboard is a menace
to geometric study and demonstration.
“The piano is just as much a menace to music
study and expression as the teachers make it. It is
up to the teachers of the pianoforte to become teach¬
ers of music, and see to it that music thinking, not
note and key thinking, precedes and governs all tech¬
nical activity. It is not ear training that is needed
but conception development. The student who is
led to really conceive, form in thought, melody, har¬
mony and rhythm will have little difficulty with his
ears.”
Herve D. Wilkins.
“Whether the piano is to be a help or a a hindrance
to true musical education depends largely on the use
which is made of it.
“Every musical instrument is a device for the utter¬
ance of musical ideas, and such instruments can be
played upon by those whose powers of musical
thought are very limited. Nearly every teacher will
recall instances of pupils who have no musical ideas
whatever, but have merely learned to correlate cer¬
tain printed notes with the proper piano keys, thus
translating the printed page into sounds without
grasping the musical thoughts which underlie the
printed signs. There are thus at least two ways of
reading piano music: The one almost entirely me¬
chanical, merely to touch the keys which correspond
to the printed notes, resulting often in a stumbling,
stammering performance, an experimenting with
false notes, showing but imperfectly how the music
should sound.
The second, and ideal manner of
reading music, is to scan the printed notes, conceive
the effect in every detail, and then reproduce it at
the keyboard.
“Correct habits of musical performance can only be
developed in the good old-fashioned way of teaching
‘the thing before the sign.’ Thus a child should at
first learn to sing and even to play by note or “by
ear” before learning to read music, just as children
learn to think and to talk before learning to read
words.
_
, .
“Every one would concede the absurdity of giving
a child its first lessons in speech by using printed
letters. It is equally absurd to try to teach pupils
to read music before they shall have acquired or
developed ideas of melody and time.
“An excellent way is to require the pupil to play
simple fragments by dictation.

“Let the teacher dictate with voice or at the keys
succession, simple at first, of three or four tone
then require the pupil to reproduce the same by ^
This is the way in which many a genius has beg*
his musical career.
“Stories are told of Mozart, Rubinstein, and othe
great musicians, who, as children, took delight,
‘picking out’ concords, chords, and afterwards hjt.
monies and melodies, by ear. Such studies
awaken interest in the dullest pupil. Similarly, fiTS
ideas in rhythm can be taught to very young chi
dren, by showing them how to rhythmize a simpl
note-succession such as a five-note scale, teach™
them to count four pulses or two or one to each not?,
afterwards unequal note-divisions may be taught ajj
rhythmical motives, such as these:

J J J-J

J>"/1 J J

“Such rhythms played up and down on five key
would require many repetitions before ‘coming on
even’ on the starting note, and the patterns can :■
multiplied indefinitely, so that the pupil will hay
learned to play quite complicated rhythms befon
even knowing how they would look on the page.”
Lester C. Singer.
Thousands upon thousands of practical and sens
ble people throughout our country are paying (o
the musical instruction of their children, and thos
sands of more advanced and serious students of tb
piano are making many sacrifices to become bette
players and artists. Why all this endeavor? Wb
do they want to play the piano? Whether the ob
ject is to make a living as a teacher, to play f«
their own amusement or to become a renora
artist, the motive back of it all is music. Music i
a demand of the soul; rarely is a person found wt
is not musical to the extent of finding some eajoj
ment in it. This feeling is so inbred in the coi
sciousness that people without musical trainin
quickly feel the difference between playing that
musical and that which is stilted and mechanic)
therefore, the object must be to play music, and®
to play note?.
So much attention is given to the technical woi
necessary to play'the piano well that unfortunate
the most vital element of playing is left undevelope
that is cultivation of the more subtle sense to I
found in the relation of tones. Many teachers e
deavor to cultivate in their students this music
sense, yet it -is much neglected, a fact evinced 1
the great amount of mechanical and unmusical pi?
ing to be heard.
In view of these generally conceded facts, wb
is the most effectual means of cultivating this mo
desirable element in piano playing? Many of « 1
best teachers obtain, good results from technic
exercises for the touch and carefully devised
ods of fingering, combined with their endeavors
arouse in the student their own musical feeling »
enthusiasm. In this way various degrees of succi
are attained, depending much upon the individual
of the teacher and the receptivity of the studa
But these methods are indirect and in a large deg®
uncertain. Usually the development is slow *
tedious, trying the patience of both teacher J
pupil. Piano teachers are now giving a good dj
of attention to ear training; they are beginnr
to realize that this work is a great help to t
student. A good ear for music has always te
considered the first requisite of a musician, and
seems to have but just dawned upon the thouj
that the ear can be trained as well as the fingt
Why a training so important to good musicians’
has been neglected I will leave for someone «
to explain. While training the fingers in exercr
that will enable the pianist to execute difficult P
sages, the study of notation, theory, harmony, &
position, and even orchestration, are essential
the training of an educated musician, yet the
thing more than all else necessary to make mv
comes through the sense of hearing musicallymost perfect mechanical or interpretative tec him
will not yield that vital element that g'ves tofl
its most potent charm, what color is to the Ho
Ear training that cultivates this, musical sw
means more than listening. Listening is to
training what technique is to playing, a means
The basis for ear training work is found m _
partial or overtones; learning to hear the si
partials is a good beginning, then carefully s
the musical effect of these tones heard in the v
ous positions of the triad and in the progress: ;

.
onjc relations.
This calls attention to the
musical qualities of chords and arouses in the
er a perception of, and feeling for, these qualiJ!s
Tj,e partial tones sing and the player who
hears these tones will acquire the ability to make
his instrument sing, and sing clearly, without blur¬
ring of the voices or parts.
....
The study should be systematic and serious, the
same as technical studies are; the player must learn
to “discriminate in musical effects.” Any person
can hear well enough, the musician must do more.
There needs to be unfolded in the consciousness
those subtle qualities that are obscure to the un¬
trained ear. A systematic study of the partial tones
will unfold to the student a new and broad field in
the realm of music, a whole symphony of tones will
be heard, the existence of which the player had not
before been in the least aware of. The term feeling
expresses this sense better than the word hearing,
for the true musician feels these tone relations, and
the musical expression is largely governed by this
sense, hence the value of its development. This will
not come from a process of training the fingers,
there must be established in the mind the musical
sense that seeks expression through the instrument.
The technical equipment will be called upon to fur¬
nish the means whereby to express the feeling that
exists as the motive back of the whole study of
The partial tones furnish the basis of the whole
harmonic system. A study of the tempered scale
unfolds musical effects not usually taken into con¬
sideration by the pianist.
This is touching upon a few points of a system of
ear training that will awaken the inner conscious¬
ness to a musical sense of tone relations. The pos¬
sibilities for development in this direction are un¬
limited, which in due time will command the serious
attention of musicians.

MAKING SPARE MOMENTS HELPFUL.
BY C. W. FULLWOOD.
Do you keep a note-book near at hand in the lesson
hours? A new thought or suggestion should be put on
paper at once, or at least immediately after the lesson.
At your leisure you can amplify and whip into shape
for the printed page. It may help other teachers or
students.
Studio intervals can be utilized in various ways with
profitable results: preparing work for the next pupil,
reviewing the method, aptitude, temperament and pos¬
sibilities of the pupil who has just left the studio,
writing your thoughts of new details of method, a rew
way of dealing with old problems, reading some poetry
with a natural, smooth-flowing rhythm, or doing some¬
thing that will count in making odd moments result
in interest and profit.
If you are a teacher in a country town consider
your blessings, for you can slip out in the intervals of
lessons and take Nature’s tonic for tired nerves and
brain. She will soothe and encourage you if you
keep eyes and ears open for her suggestions and com¬
forting thoughts. Nature study is a profitable fad for
the music teacher.
John Wesley, the founder of Methodism, said: “My
parish is the world.” The teacher, musician or student
who would be useful must not confine his thoughts to
the studio, class of pupils, the circle of his art, or in¬
deed to the community in which he lives. Push out
into the world. In this day the printed page can bring
the up-to-date musician in touch with the world of
the arts, sciences and all progressive thought. The
day is past when even a musician can be a one-idea
man.
It is surpris:ng what a fund of information, study
and prdfitable thought can be achieved by utilizing the
°dd moments. It is said that Macaulay could master
the contents of a book while waiting for breakfast.
9fhers have studied a language by using the fag ends
ot hours. There is a worid of truth in the old Scotch
proverb: “Many a m'ckle makes a muckle.”
In the line of professional reading many a helpful
thought, has come to me by reading a copy of The
h-TUDE in the intervals of lessons hours. And upon
vacations I generally take a bundle of The Etude num¬
bers with me in the country and read them in the
hammock or in the old apple orchard on the farm;
thus I keep in touch with my work even during the
resting spell.
In fine, take care of the odd moments; they are golden
treasures.

EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOPICS.

BY ARTHUR ELS0N.

In the Mercure Musical, Lucien Greilsamer begins
a discussion on the hygiene of the violin, and treats
at some length the methods of using and preserving
that most fragile and delicate instrument. In former
times, especially in Italy, it was often held against
the body, so that many old instruments show a
triangular mark on the back, due to friction. As
chin rests did not come into general use before the
time of Spohr, the early instruments will also show
well-marked traces of the chins of bygone virtuosos.
Antique costumes did not always permit the use of
-the chin, however, and this may have led to the
Italian method of holding, mentioned above.
For keeping the violin when not in use, many have
advocated hanging it on a wall in a dry spot shel¬
tered from the sun’s rays; but this practice has never
become common. A violin should never be exposed
to the changes and harmful effects of the atmos¬
phere. Excess of dryness or dampness are both
bad, as well as frequent changes of condition. A
violin is best in its case. Metal cases, however, are
to be considered dangerous, for they attract the
dampness. Cases of wood, covered with skin of
some sort, are recommended. After being played, a
violin should not be put away at once, but some
time shoftld be allowed for the dampness of at¬
mosphere and breath to leave it. Similarly, before
playing, it is necessary to let a violin grow accus¬
tomed to the atmosphere of the concert room, other¬
wise much retuning will be necessary.
M. Greilsamer asserts that a violin must be kept
tuned as much as possible. Any other procedure
is a mistake, he claims, and destroys the vibratory
power of the instrument. To show that a violin
long in disuse cannot at once give good results, he
relates the experience of Sivori with the famous
“cannon” violin of Paganini, preserved in the
museum at Genoa. The municipal council urged
him to play this instrument, an old Guarnerius, but
when he tried it at rehearsal he found that it would
not stay in tune, and its tone was execrable. He
substituted his own instrument in the concert,
without saying anything of the matter, and the pub¬
lic went wild with enthusiasm at what they thought
was Paganini’s violin.
The general idea of the present has been that
violins gain by being actually played; but this is
not so, according to M. Greilsamer. He quotes a
saying of the great collector Labitte, to the effect
that the worst enemies of violins are the virtuosos.
It is a fact that when a string breaks the equilibrium
of the instrument is noticeably disturbed for some
time. This being so, it is probable that being in
tune, rather than being played, is what benefits
the violin. It becomes crystallized, so to speak,
in a position ready for performance, while an un¬
tuned violin becomes set in an unsuitable position.
Thus the tuning of Paganini’s unused instrument
probably brought it into a condition of unusual
strain, in which it could not vibrate readily, and the
continual shifting of the wood to relieve the strain
kept throwing the strings off pitch. As a corollary
to all this M. Greilsamer believes that the old
violins, by continual use, have now reached a point
where they are beginning to deteriorate.
Music of the Russian Gypsies.
The Monthly Musical Record quotes an article by
G. Shtieber on the Russian Gypsies and their
usic With the exception of those in the Caucasus
gions and Crimea, they show little aptitude in the
;e of instruments, but are almost wholly devoted
, vocal music. At times, in the large cities, they
rm choirs which soon become renowned for their
•cellcnce
There is a fairly large repertoire of
mgs both in Russian and in Romany (the Gipsy
nguage), sometimes unaccompanied, but often
ven with the aid of a seven-stringed guitar. The
irliest choirs were founded in the reign of Cathere II (1764-1796), and some have continued their
rfstence to the present day. They have had some
lebrated conductors, among the best being the
jo Sokolovs, uncle and nephew. These choirs are
,w to be found only in Moscow or St. Petersburg,
it they are as attractive as ever. In 1843 Liszt
■ard them, and became so enthusiastic over their
usic that on one occasion he forgot to appear at
concert of his own.
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There have been great women singers among
these Gipsies, also. Most famous among them was
Tanya, who possessed great beauty of person as
well as of voice. When Catalani heard this won¬
derful soloist, she took off a rich shawl she was
wearing, and threw it around the beautiful Gipsy’s
shoulders, explaining as she did so that the Pope
had given it to her as the greatest singer in the
world, but she now felt that she had no longer any
right to it.
The Southern Gipsies, who show more taste for
instrumental music, make use of the vioiin, the
zither, and a sort of drum called the daul.
They
have national dances as well as songs.
On the
whole, their music is no less interesting than that
of their Hungarian cousins, so ably echoed in the
works of Liszt and in the slow movement of
Schubert’s C major symphony.
The Opera in Europe.
In Paris the Revue Musicale is republishing
Mehul’s "Uthal” in its supplements.
This opera
dealt with an Ossianic subject, and the sombre im¬
pressiveness of the poetry gave the composer the
idea of leaving out the violins altogether.
The
gloomy color of the viola thus brought into promi¬
nence was only too effective, for it made Gretry,
after listening to the work, cry out, “I’d give a hun¬
dred francs now to hear the tone of a violin.” The
Menestrel continues Tiersot’s account of Gluck’s life.
Debussy calls Gluck an old bore, but in his estima¬
tion no one is really great—except perhaps Debussy.
The Opera-Comique has staged Rimsky-Korsakoff’s
“Snow Maiden.” As Tschaikowsky’s “Pique Dame”
is due in New York next season, we may hope that
other Russian operas will soon cross the Atlantic
as easily as they seem to be crossing Europe.
Toscanini, our coming opera director, is spoken
of by Die Musik as one of the very best of living
Italian musicians.
An excellent drillmaster, he
knows just what he wants, and has been successful
in Wagner as well as in the lighter schools. Some¬
thing of a musical tyrant, he is an avowed enemy of
the horny-handed encore fiend. Once, in Parma, a
mob succeeded in making Isolde die for the second
time in one evening, but Toscanini will not tolerate
such procedure if he can help it, and once he left
the Teatro La Scala because the audience tried to
force a repeat of “Di Quella Pira” in “Trovatore.”
Happenings in Germany.
In Germany the manuscript of Beethoven’s
Thirty Variations is offered for sale at the trifling
price of 44,000 marks—about $11,000. If anything
like this amount had been paid to the composer
when he wrote the work he would have felt a blessed
relief from the humble circumstances in which he
lived. When we see how the dollars pour in to the
composers of “rag-time” selections and popular
marches, we realize what a sad thing it is to be a
genius. This was especially true of Schubert, many
of whose best songs went for twenty cents apiece,
while publishers made fortunes out of them.
August Spanuth, of the Signale, says he is not a
betting man, but if he were, he would stake heavy
sums that Dr. Muck will some day return to Boston.
If the wish could be father to the act. as well as
the thought, Boston would have him back at once.
Eugen D’Albert’s opera “Tiefland,” with its
tragic plot of true love and official intrigue, holds
the boards well in Germany, and seems to be that
composer’s greatest success.
New Music in London.
In London the new Symphony Orchestra continues
its performances c' works by native composers. W.
H. Bell is the latest to achieve local fame. The
“English Rhapsody” of Delius was well received.
Josef Holbrooke’s tone-poem “The Viking,” after
Longfellow, received various comments. “It amazes,
dazzles, and mercilessly shocks,” said one critic.
Selections from Granville Bantock’s song-cycle
“Sappho” were pleasing, best among them being the
“Bridal Song.” German’s opera “Merrie England”
has succeeded in concert form, while Purcell’s
“Dido and Aineas,” in one of its many recent re¬
vivals, still arouses mild interest.

Every man has just as much vanity as he want*
understand! ng.—Pope.
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TURNING POINTS IN THE CAREERS
OF GREAT MUSICIANS
By HENRY T. FINCK

There has always been some point in the lives of
our great musicians where they have determined to
do great things; sometimes as a result of disappoint¬
ments in a certain method, in other cases because of
special opportunities that happened to present them¬
selves.
Jean de Reszke’s meeting with Sbriglio
affected the whole course of his life, but it was not
till he came to New York that he discovered his
true mission. Up to that time he had presented
admirable impersonations of diverse characters in
French and Italian operas, but his acquaintance with
the greatest of all opera composers, Richard Wagner,
was superficial, Lohengrin being the only role he
had attempted. At the Metropolitan Opera House
he became intimately associated with Anton Seidl
and a group of Wagner experts and enthusiasts
among the singers. He saw at once what a glorious
opportunity lay before him—the opportunity of
amalgamating his bel canto, his perfect art of beau¬
tiful vocalization, with the dramatic intensity of
German “Speech-Song;” and the result was that ere
long he became the greatest interpreter of Wagner’s
tenor roles the world has ever known.
To Edward MacDowell the psychological moment
came early in his career. His mother had taken
him to Paris, where he was accepted as a pupil at the
Conservatoire. He liked his music study, but he also
had a talent for drawing, and this he did not always
exercise at the proper moment. One of his teachers
who happened to have a remarkably big nose
detected him one day in the act of finishing a sur¬
reptitious sketch of him. He saw at once that there
was evidence in that picture of exceptional talent, and
he took it and showed it to a prominent painter. This
artist, an instructor at the Ecole de Beaux Arts, was so
much impressed that he offered to take care of the
boy for three years and give him free lessons if he
would give up music for the pictorial art.
The
mother seemed in doubt what to do, but Edward,
encouraged by Marmontel, fortunately decided to
remain faithful to the divine art. It was a critical
moment for American music.
If we turn now to some of the European masters,
we find that in most cases there was a psychological
moment which determined, if not the art to which
they were to devote their lives, at any rate the branch
of it and the style which they were destined to cul¬
tivate particularly.
Palestrina and the Reform of Church Music.
If Edward MacDowell saved his genius for American
music Palestrina, the first of the immortal composers,
practically saved the whole art of music from taking a
backward step which it would have taken generations
to retrace. The story told in the musical histones that
the church fathers at the Council of Trent 0545-63)
decided to go back to the plain Gregorian chant, giving
up all the polyphonic music with which the service had
been enriched, and that at this juncture Palestrina
wrote a ma^s which induced them to take back their
decree of banishment—this story is now known not to
be true literally, for such a decree was never passed;
yet the actual facts amount to practically the same
thing.
The cardinals Vitellozzi and Borromeo ap¬
pointed a commission to investigate the condition of
church music, concerning which there was much dis¬
satisfaction and complaint. The composers, in the
exuberance of their technical skill, had transformed
church music into ingenious complexities and Chinese
puzzles in which the sacred words were utterly lost.
The commission referred to demanded a thorough
reform in this matter, and Palestrina was invited to
show that Church music could be polyphonic, natural
and devotional at the same time. He did so in three
masses, which were sung by the united Papal choirs on
April 28, 1565, in presence of the members of the com¬
mission, to their utmost satisfaction. The best of there
masses was the Missa Papal Marcelli, which thence¬
forth was accepted as a model. Polyphonic music was
vindicated.

How Handel Turned from Opera to Oratorio.
Another interesting story is that of how Handel came
to write his best works. When he was eighteen he
went to Hamburg, which was at that time the musical
centre of Germany, noted particularly for its operatic
performances. Here, in a few years, he himself com¬
posed four operas and then he went to Italy, where he
remained three years and wrote more operas. London
he first visited in 1710. Two years later he returned,
and thenceforth, to the end of his life, in 1759, England
remained his home. For years he devoted all his time
to writing Italian operas—fourteen altogether—for the
Royal Academy of Music; but in 1728 that institution
became bankrupt, the directors having lost over
$250,000. Nevertheless, Handel had so much faith in
opera in England that he went into partnership with
Heidegger, and, after a trip to the Continent to engage
singers, set to work to compose more operas. For
several seasons considerable success attended his ef¬
forts, but at last came the inevitable crash and he found
that he had lost $50,000.
This was a calamity to him, but a piece of good
luck for the art of music. He practically gave up
the opera and made a specialty of the oratorio, in
which he was destined to achieve results equaled
only by Bach. Had he continued to write operas—
as he probably would if he had not failed—he would
probably be now forgotten, for his operas are never
sung anywhere. The best of his oratorios, however,
live, and will live for a long time. He wrote them
between his fifty-sixth and sixty-sixth years, one of
the many facts overlooked by Prof. Osier when he
maintained that men of genius do their best work
before they are forty.
Bach’s Position in Leipzig.
In the life of Bach there is no turning point as
decisive as that in the career of Handel. He had
a chameleonic power of adapting his genius to the
prevailing hue of his surroundings, writing for the
organ while he was organist at Arnstadt and
Miihlhausen, orchestral and chamber music while he
was chapelmaster at Kothen, and choral works while
cantor of the Thomas Church in Leipzig. Whatever
he wrote—for organ, harpsichord, choir, or orchestral
instruments—was first-class, yet it is in choral music
in particular that he is preeminent, and the psycho¬
logical moment in his life was therefore undoubtedly
his Leipzig appointment in 1723, a position which he
held for twenty-seven years. It was by no means
an ideal position; he was harassed in many ways,
he had only a few players to perform his works, and
the singers were boys who were unequal to their
technical demands, not to speak of their emotional
import. All the more must we admire the Passions,
the B minor mass and the three hundred cantatas he
produced under these circumstances.
Gluck’s “Pasticchio.”
Like Handel, Gluck got his operatic training chiefly
in Italy, and for a number of years he wrote operas
in the style of Piccini, Jomelli, and other favorites of
that time. The turning point came in 1746, when
he produced in London a “pasticchio;” that is, a
hodge-podge made up of arias from various operas
of his. It was an inartistic thing for him to do,
and fortunately it was a failure. That made him
reflect; at the same time he had a chance to hear
the works of Handel, and in Paris the operas of
Rameau, who differed favoiably from the Italians
of his time in the greater respect he had for his texts.
His attempts to follow in Rameau’s footsteps found
little sympathy in Germany, so he made Paris his
home and there wrote those master-works which
illustrate his maxim that the music should be to the
libretto of an opera what the color is to the sketch
in a painting.
Mozart’s Theories.
Mozart’s theory of opera was the opposite of
Gluck’s. “In opera.” he wrote, “poetry must abso¬
lutely be the obedient servant of music.
Early in

THE
his career he had found, too, that the composer m
be the obedient servant of the singer. At that t! 1
the great and spoiled vocalists still insisted on b
ing their airs made to order, like tailored garment
To the end of his brief life Mozart had to
arias for the singers as well as for the operas- thJ
are some in “Figaro,” “Don Juan,” and even “M
Magic Flute,” which have no other reason for exiJ
ence—beautiful as music, but out of place and y
jurious to the action. There is no definite turnin'
point in this case; but the wonderfully draman
music of the last act of “Don Juan” shows that, b
he lived longer, he might have done much in fo
way of anticipating Weber and Wagner.
That Mozart had the courage of his conviction
was shown on various occasions. To the Empem
who told him there were too many notes in onetf
his operas, he retorted: “Just as many, your Majestj
as there ought to be.”
And when his publish
said to him: “Compose in a simpler and more popi
lar style or I will print no more of your compos
tions nor will I give you another penny.” Mozir
replied sadly, “Then, my good sir, I must need»
sign myself to die of starvation.”
Beethoven’s Awakening.
In the life of Beethoven the most important eveo
by far was his change of residence from Bonn t
Vienna when he was twenty-two years old. For hi
early education the small town on the Rhine ha
been good enough; he had had a chance to g(
lessons, to hear music and even to become a membt
of an orchestra; but this orchestra included only fii
teen stringed instruments, and for the hearing 0
choral music Bonn presented no opportunities at 3|
Vienna attracted Beethoven instinctively as the bes
place for one who was destined to do so much fo
the development of orchestral music.
Here, J
Mozart wrote to his father in 1781, there was si
orchestra, the Tonkiinstler-Societat, with no few
than 180 players.
Here, Mozart and Haydn hi
exerted their influence. In 1793 Beethoven had
chance to hear Haydn himself conduct his “London'
symphonies. In Vienna, too, there was infinite!;
more opportunity to hear the great singers, pianist
and violinists. But above all he had opportunity!
hear his own works, and what that means to a com
poser who is original and an innovator in every wa;
we see best in the case of Haydn, who may be brief
considered next, though he should have precede
Mozart chronologically.
Haydn and the Esterhazys.
Haydn was a lucky man, and he knew it. He hai
his trials and tribulations as a boy and a youtl
but in 1761, when he was only twenty-nine years oM
he was engaged by Prince Esterhazy as conducto
of his private orchestra in Eisenach. This orchestn
which was gradually increased to thirty players,
entirely at the service of Haydn. As he himstl
wrote: “My Prince was always satisfied with mi
works; I not only had the encouragement of co»
stant approval, but as conductor of an orchestra
could make experiments, observe what produced !j
effect and what weakened it, and was thus in a pos
tion to improve, alter, make additions or omissioB
and be as bold as I pleased. I was cut off from t#
world, there was no one to confuse or torment mt
and I was forced to become original."
,I
Undoubtedly, the evolution of orchestral must
would have been greatly retarded had not Hay
enjoyed these opportunities.
His engagement
Prince Esterhazy was a turning point which affect
not only him but the whole art of music.
Weber and the Romantic School.
One of the most important turning points m jd
story of music was brought about by Weber. »
re his time Italian opera ruled throughout
any. Frederick the Great’s feeling that he wo«
ther hear a horse neigh than a German Prl
mna sing was shared by many. There were gr
:rman singers, too, but they had to assume
,mes to make people listen to them As for
an operas, they had to be translated into Ita
Tore they could be brought on. Webers apP^
ent as conductor of a real German opera
resden was, therefore, an event of epoch-mat™
lportance. Yet the Italian influence was stu ^
iwerful that he was unable to produce any ° ^
vn operas until after the extraordinary success
s “Freischutz” in Berlin. That opera 6r°
>ycott on German music in Germany, and ere

; art came to be esteemed as highly as the imnrted article. Nor was this the only way in which
“Der Freischutz” marked the beginning of a new
u h
It was the first opera of the romantic
CPho0i_the school which appeals preeminently to
the emotions, the school which reached its culmi¬
nation in Wagner.
Schubert’s Turning Point.
Before Schubert the lyric song was looked on as
a bagatelle—a mere trifle. When Bach or Handel,
Gluck or Mozart, Haydn or Beethoven had a good
melody they promptly stowed it away in a big
oratorio, opera, sonata or symphony. There were
then no musical butterflies or humming birds; only
peacocks and ostriches.
Most of the composers
named wrote detached songs, too, and a few of them
are inspired; but Schubert was the first who, day
after day and year after year, was willing to have
his best thoughts and deepest feelings crystallize into
Liedcr. His procedure marks a turning point of
incalculable importance in the evolution of the art.
Schumann, Franz, Jensen, Grieg, Liszt and others
followed in his footsteps and planted their flowers
in the garden started by him.
Schubert also was the first who showed that it
was worth while to put as much of the essence of
genius into a short piece for piano as into a sonata.
Beethoven wrote short pieces, too, but he quite
properly called them “Bagatelles.
Schubert s
“Musical Moments” and “Impromptus” are any¬
thing but trifles; Rubinstein regarded them as even
more wonderful emanations of genius than his
songs; but they were too poetic to be appreciated
at once, and it was not till after the subsequent
“Songs Without Words,” by Mendelssohn, had
paved the way that their importance was recog-

Schumann at Heidelberg.
When Schumann gave up the study of law to take
up music, he intended to make his mark as a con¬
cert pianist. He had lost much time which should
have been given to practice, and, being dissatisfied
with his slow progress under Wieck, he made, in
the autumn of 1831, a foolish experiment, aided and
abetted by a fellow student at Heidelberg named
Topken. With the object of making his fingers more
pliant and independent, he invented a machine into
which he put his right hand. The result was that
the third finger was disabled permanently and his
pianistic plans frustrated. At this critical point he
fortunately did not return to his legal studies, but
decided to become a composer. Had he become a
concert pianist it is quite likely that he might, like
Biilow, never have written anything of importance.
For music itself there is also a turning point in
Schumann’s career. He became the first great musi¬
cal journalist, and as such exerted a twofold power
in discovering and calling attention to men of genius
(Chopin, Berlioz, Franz, Brahms), and on the other
hand in making war on the charlatans whose object
was to astonish the natives by brilliant tricks of exe¬
cution rather than to appeal to their musical taste
and feeling.
Chopin and Poland.
When Chopin was twenty-one years old he left
his native country, Poland, never to return to it.
This was the turning point in his career. The mis¬
sion of his life was twofold: to introduce the quaint
charm of Polish folk music into art and to reveal
>he soul of the pianoforte. He remained in Poland
long enough to become thoroughly saturated with
native music, and as a foreigner in Paris he was
probably even more likely, because of homesickness,
to revel in Polish rhythms and melodic tunes than
!f he had remained at home. The French element
m his music—the clearness of statement and the
elegant finish of form—was also more likely to be
developed in Paris than in Warsaw. The best pianos
]vere at that time made in Paris. Chopin was in¬
fluenced by their peculiarities, and in turn the quality
of his music and the demands it makes for varied
tone-color spurred on the inventors to keep pace
with his genius. In Paris, moreover, Chopin was in
da>ly intercourse with many of the most eminent
men and women of the time, whose conversation
ail\* examPle stimulated his genius.
Many other composers might be referred to, bu
the foregoing examples suffice to illustrate the in¬
fluence of environment, fate or accident on creative
genius.
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Invent a fairy tale about the scales. Here is a
sample:
On the top of a high mountain stands a beautiful
BY EDITH R0SSITER PEET.
building called Harmony Castle. On guard, before
the door of the Castle, stands Giant Discord.
Not long ago I heard a teacher say: “I feel that
Leading to the Castle are eighteen paths called major
I must come down to the level. of my pupils in
and minor scales. When your fairy fingers can run
order to keep them interested.”
up and down the scales correctly and smoothly, so
What is your mental attitude toward your pupil?
that the Giant Discord will not waken—then you
Do you feel that you must drag him to your
can get by him into this lovely castle.
height of knowledge?
Each exercise can have its story.
A Danish
Do you feel that you condescend, in the endeavor
philosopher has said: “Children live in a world of
to impart a meagre portion of your learning to a
imagination and feeling. They invest the most in¬
new, untried mind?
significant objects with any form they choose and
If this is your attitude, there must be a thorough
see in it whatever they wish to see.”
reconstruction of your mental processes before you
Let the pupil use his own inventive powers. The
can hope for success. Children instinctively recog¬
expression of his idea will stimulate his imagination
nize conscious superiority and resent it. This feeling
—show his trend of thought, giving you a sure in¬
of resentment is not confined to children. Would
sight into his character.
you not feel the same, under similar conditions?
Again putting yourself in his place, should you
When you meet a person who seems to have placed
be arbitrary in selecting a study, if he finds your
himself on a pedestal are you not disposed to be
selection absolutely uninteresting?
critical of that person’s words or acts? Can you
You are. of course, the best judge of his needs, but
expect less than criticism from your pupil if you
are there not times when it would be good policy
seem to feel yourself superior to him?
to let him make the choice? The study decided
The teacher who, in any manner, or to any degree,
upon, let him hear it, let him construct a story, if
antagonizes his pupils achieves results of doubtful
none is suggested b.y the title. If the title be an
value.
unfamiliar subject tell him to find out what he can
I have in mind a talented young girl, who studied
about it, and if feasible and possible, something
for a year with a teacher of wide reputation and
concerning the composer also.
corresponding price. She was asked if she felt that
There are several Kindergarten methods of teach¬
her gain was commensurate with the expenditure of ing, but for the great majority the prices of instruc¬
time and money. Hesitatingly she replied: “I hardly
tion and paraphernalia make them prohibitive.
know what to say—of course I got many new ideas
With any method you should “Put yourself in his
—but I was so afraid of my teacher I could not en¬
place,” thinking always that the development of
joy my lessons.”
one mind and soul, along right lines, means the
Why not put yourself in your pupil’s place and uplifting of countless others, not minimizing the
beneficial effect upon your own character.
apply the Golden Rule?
Your pupil is no doubt endowed with ordinary
ability—the privilege of teaching genius is vouch¬
CORRECT PRONUNCIATION OF THE
safed to few. These few can take no credit to
NAMES OF WELL-KNOWN MUSICIANS.
themselves for the development of genius—a genius
A company manufacturing phonographs has had
comes to his own, not because of, but in spite of
such a demand for information regarding the proper
tutelage. The ordinary child progresses in propor¬
pronunciation of the names of prominent artists that
tion to his interest in his work, and to arouse and
it has prepared the following list.
Many of our
hold that interest is your task. Prove first your
readers who have laymen continually questioning them
personal interest in him and his.
upon this point will find this list a serviceable one.
What is his favorite employment of his leisure
Albani (AM-bah'-nay)
Leoncavallo (Lay-on-katime? It may be constructing machinery or train¬
Ancona (Ahn-koh'-na)
vahl'-loh)
ing guinea pigs. For the time being your interest
Arditi (Ahr-dee'-tee)
Liszt (List)
in these pursuits must be almost equal to his. A
Auber (Oh-bair)
Mascagni
(Mahs-kahn
child works and plays so much more happily if his
Bach
(Boch)
yee)
work and play are seemingly shared. You have
Barthelemy (Bahr-thel'-eeMasse (Mah-say’)
shown your interest in his favorite amusement—a
tnih)
'
Massenet (Mas'-seh-nay)
delightful comraderie is established—he is now will¬
Beethoven (Bay-toh -ven)
Mendelssohn
(Men'-deling to reciprocate—to work with you at the piano
Bellini (Bell-leen'-ec)
sohn)
to produce a beautiful and harmonious result.
Berlioz
(Bair'-lee-ohs)
Meyerbeer (My-cr-bair)
Second, know the mother or guardian of the child
Bizet (Bcczay)
Moszkowski
(Mos-kofPLearn her attitude toward you, toward the child and
Boito (Boh-ec-toh)
skeg-.
toward music. You will find as many degrees of
Calve (Kahl'-veh)
Mozart (Moh'-isahrl)
understanding and of ambition as there are mothers.
Caruso ^ay-r°o-soh)
NjcoIaj (Nee'.koh_,igh)
Perhaps the child is quite devoid of talent, has
Cham.nade (Sha-meeoffenbach (Qf-fen-bach)
no love for music, but is urged to the study thereof
PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE.

by the ambitious mother, who would have him a
Paderewski, “willy nilly.”
Put yourself in his place; bring to bear upon
parent and child Tact with a big, big T; a real
human interest and a sincere desire to be of use to
^Do you always give your pupil a reason for each
^Do^un^t think it would add to his interest to
know why he must learn scales and exercises; why
his thumb must go under quickly; why he must
learn perfect legato playing first; why a hunting
song is always written in 6-8 time or its equivalent.
Encourage him to ask questions. If you cannot
answer them, confess it frankly and promise to have
the answer ready for the next lesson. Make a note
of the question and never fail to have the answer
readv as vou have promised.
With much of the present day teaching rnusicthe studies already named and often described as
well_it is easy to keep the pupil interested.
With technical work this is another matter and
there is seldom an attempt made to have them anythine but mechanical.
.
Why not invest their work with imaginative inteifSChopin could say with impunity that his beauti¬
ful Valse Op. 64, No. 1. described “a dog chasing his
ail ” surely you may draw on your imagination to
anv extent You need no justification for any method
used whTch will result in actual pleasure in an even
pearly scale, in lieu of the usual pulling a tooth
performance.

c SLismo
David (Dahveed) 'rw)
De Gogorza (Day-go-gor'-

T.fip'rv

«
Ponchielli
(P ohn-ke ey ell'-ee)

Defibes (Deh-leeb')
?uccil” <Poo-tchee’-nee)
Donizetti (Doh-nee-tseteRenaud (Ree-noh )
.
v
Rossini (Ros-scc -nee)
Drdla (Dird'-lah)
Saint-Saens CYuh-m/m-')
Dubois (Doo-bwah')
Schubert (S*»0 -bairt)
Farrar (Fahr-rahr')
Suppe (Soap-pay )
Faure (Fohr)
Tamagno
(Tahm-mahnGadski (Gahd'-skee)
''
Gilibert (Zhec'-lee-bair)
Thomas (Toh -mas)
Giordano (Jawr-dah'-noh)
Thome (Toe-may )
Gluck (Glook)
Tschaikowsky (TshxghGodard (Go-dahr)
k°*-skee)
Gounod (Goo'-noh)
Verdi (l air-dee)
Grieg (Greeg)
Wagner (Vahg'-ner)
D’Hardelot (Dard'-loh)
Waldteufel
(Vahld'-ioiHaydn (High'-dn)
fell)
Journet (Zhor-nay')
Weber (Vay'-bcr)
Juch (Yuke)
Wienawski (Wee-neeKjerulf (Chhyair'-ulf)
ows'-kee)
Lange (Lahng'-eh)
Yradier (Ray'-dc-ar)
While these are the strictly correct pronunciations, it
is only fair to say that a few of the names have be¬
come so Americanized, so to speak, that it is quite good
form to anglicize them if desired. Some examples are:
David, Mozart, Meyerbeer, Wagner, Weber, Verdi,
Thomas, etc., which are frequently pronounced just as
spelled.
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The Teachers’ Round Table
CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY
The Teachers’ Round Table is “The Etude’s ” Department of Advice for Teachers. If you
have any vexing problem in your daily work write to the Teachers’ Round Table,
and if we feel that your question demands an answer that Will be of interest
to our readers we will be glad to print your questions and the answer

Libraries for Students.
I would like to ask a few questions in regard to
starting a library for my pupils, and also something
about methods of teaching. Do you think it would be
a good idea to try to get up a general library for
class user I am teaching a kindergarten method, and
find it very beneficial, but I seem to need a place of
resort for reading purposes in order that the students
may gather more general information. My idea is to
make a collection of books and albums that the pupils
may use at their pleasure, for while some are able to
buy all they need, others are not.
‘Next, I would like to know what to do with pupils
who have
hav* learned
UmmrA to read music simply by lines and
spaces, and do no._„
oll,lloU4.l uaiucs 1UI luc
notes. Some of these arc far advanced. I am so
old timey that I cannot feel that they get into their
music as well as pupils who know the notes as A, B, C,
etc., and know the octave that each one belongs to.
is a note tied when a curved line extends from one
note to another of the same degree when each is in a
different measure, and there are other notes between?
Or is what seems to be a tie intended for a slur? This
is a very simple question, but the tie confuses pupils.”
The library is an excellent idea, and if you can
succeed in forming it, ought to be of great benefit
to your pupils. From a small beginning it may grow
to contain a large number of volumes. Could you
not form a library association among your pupils
which would serve as the nucleus of a much larger
one as time passed? Let each pupil contribute a
small sum annually, for example one dollar.
It
could be started on even a smaller contribution.
But with twenty dollars you could purchase quite a
number of books, which should be jointly owned by
the library association. After a time you could ad¬
mit outsiders on payment of a certain fee, and your
association might become a very strong one. Your
books, however, should be very judiciously se¬
lected, especially if there are many children. There
are many excellent musical books which children
would be unable to understand. Rules and regu¬
lations for such a library association could be
thought out in detail, and experience would suggest
many. After a time you could begin to add fourhand music, which your pupils could use for en¬
semble practice.
I should think that the pupils you mention who
cannot read their notes would of their own accord
find it necessary to learn them. It is not a difficult
task. There are only seven letters in the musical
alphabet. Simply urge them to set about learning
to read the notes accurately and quickly.
As to your third question, it is difficult to give
you a direct answer in the absence of an example.
In such a case as you mention there could be no
tie unless the first note had sufficient time value to
last over to the note to which it seemed to be tied
Even instrumental music is often written in parts
similar to vocal writing. In such cases ties are fre¬
quent which seem to be contradicted by notes be¬
tween, and advanced pupils are confused by them.
They are not at all unusual in contrapuntal pas!?.ges- ^he following example is a case in point.
The whole note belongs to the first voice and is tied
over to the half note in the second measure. The
half note belongs to the second voice and does not
interfere with the value of the whole note, neither
is it struck a second time, as inexperienced players
invariably try to do:

;nL1t;«Chod,s‘Zkay,1^eth0d
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Modern artistic piano playing requires the utmost
freedom in the use of the entire arm and hand.
1 here is a great deal to be learned besides the quiet
hand that is used in legato finger passages. This
is by no means peculiar to the Leschetizky method
I here is nothing about the Leschetizky method that
is distinctively different from those of other wellinformed teachers. Indeed, I was surprised in read¬
ing the various books and articles on the Leschet¬
izky method to find nothing new to me. The exer¬
cises and even the manner of presenting I had been
in the habit of using for years. The distinctive
feature of the Leschetizky system is the thorough¬
ness with which he insists on the work being done
He makes his pupils work for months on exercises
that pupils in America would think their teachers
week asklng a good deal to keep them at for a
Small Children.
elps in teaching
the piano to children
of age? I have
undertaken such . wo ' -.- •* very
difficult, as
they know nothing,
,not. even the alphabet, and at
°f thought If you can refer
10 could assist I will be grateful.”
•n6!' Every copy of The Etude can help you. You
will find frequent advertisements in The Etude of sys¬
tems of teaching especially adapted for children. As
a general suggestion, you will find that small children
can easily be taught to associate each line and space
of the staff with its respective key on the piano. The
V?1 exercises not covering more than five keys make
this still easier. There are only seven letters in the
musical alphabet, and these can be taught one by one
t!?e process- Do not try to keep the small
Childs mmd long on the point that is being studied
but talk to her at frequent intervals about things that
interest her in her little world, after which she will
give her attention to the music with fresh interest.
Newly Assigned Lessons.

Finger Extension.
S?l,rUT S^S*'an-y, Teari? by which I can gain
ch* that it™i^sPZ1Slo d?s,racoon, to “outnow
whether good results 'have
cutting the tendons?”
About twenty years ago there was much discussion
of the supposed benefit that would result from cut¬
ting the tendons. The first one who submitted to
the operation was enthusiastic for a time, could raise
his fourth finger freely, etc., and a new era in hand

A List of Etudes.
“Your advice to teachers has been most helpful to
me, and now I wish very much that you would an¬
swer a question for me. Will you please give a graded
hst of studies from the first to the sixth grade? Using
Mathews’ Graded Course, what do you advise using
in connection with it? I should also be glad of any
suggestions for
,r teaching very young children.”

development was predicted. But it was not long
before a silence fell over the advocates of tendon
cutting that has never since been broken.
The
severed tendons grew together again, healed like
any other wound, and the victim was no better off
than before. Your better plan will be to drop into
a drug store and purchase a half dozen corks, three
for each hand, of fairly large size that will spread
the fingers not too severely when pushed close up
to the hand. Wear these for a time every day,
when the hands are unoccupied, while reading a book
for example, being careful not to overtire them at
first, however. I have known some to wear them
after going to bed. After a time you can procure
slightly larger corks if you desire. Try this for two
or three months and then report to the Round
Table, that others may know the result of your ex¬
perience.
Methods.

it a teacher go over the lesson ntiwly
pupil, and give instructions as to how
is to be learned
-J «*-nd rendered? What is your opinio,
of a teacher who doess not do this? Are they doin,
doing
justice to the pupil! I refer to both
hoth beginning
hpmnninn and
advanced pupils.”
It certainly is a wise thing for a teacher to point
out the special difficulties, etc., in the advance lesson.
With some pupils it is essential, particularly beginners,
as they have not sufficient knowledge or capacity to correctly decipher the music page without help. As time
goes on and the pupils become more advanced the
necessity for this will grow less and less. They should
then be taught to stand on their own feet as much as
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possible. They never can be said to possess musicianship until they can learn their music with at least
reasonable degree of accuracy by themselves. B®
this is a point on which no definite rule can be 1$
down, except in the case of beginners. Some will need
more advance instruction than others.

For first and second grade, Berens, Op. 70, Books
I and II; Czerny-Liebling, Selected Studies, Book I;
Duvernoy, Op. 176, Books I and II. Third grade!
Czerny-Liebling, Selected Studies, Book II; Heller!
Op. 47. Fourth grade, Heller, Op. 46 and 45; Back!
Little Preludes; Presser, Octave Studies. Fifth grade,
Cramer, Fifty Selected Studies; Bach, Lighter Com¬
positions.
Sixth grade, Czerny-Liebling, Selected
Studies, Book III; Bach, Two Part Inventions;
Doering, School of Octave Playing; Harberbier, Op.
S3, Poetical Studies.
Technical exercises from
Plaidy and Mason constantly. You will find sug¬
gestions in regard to young children elsewhere in
this column.
Practice Time.
“I have taken The Etude for nearly a year, and find
a great deal of valuable information in it, and I write
to you for advice. I am seventeen years of age. I
P‘ay fifth and sixth grade music and have five hours
daily for practice. Will you kindly tell me how much
ot this time should be spent on technic and etudes.”
Not less than one hour, and better one hour and a
half. You will find that after you have been through
your scales, in octaves, double thirds and sixths and
chromatics, arpeggios in various forms, including the
seventh chords, octaves and special exercises, that your
hour is more than used up, and there are always pas¬
sages in your pieces that need to be made exercises
of. After spending another hour on etudes you will
still have one-half of your time left in which to prac¬
tice pieces, memorizing, repertoire work and review¬
ing.
Learning the Violin.
play simple quartets i

, learn the violin v

I know no reason why you should not be able to
do so. Being, as you say, a “good pianist,” your
muscles are flexible and you will not have this great
drawback to learning to play in middle life to con¬
quer. You may find your progress a little slower than
it might have been earlier in life, but still you will
have the advantage of a mature judgment to direct
your study, and with energy and concentrated applica¬
tion will doubtless accomplish much.
Stubborn Pupils.
ve!!rCnM ywSU^eStuany
way ,of “testing
a fourteenyear-old
boy who has recently
come to me?
He is
N*;iL'ntelIlgent but wiH ?ot Put his mind 0,1 Ms work..
nor coercion is of any avail. Although
ne nas had three years’ previous study, yet his touch
t'*-vy and his tone far from musical, and he cannot
the simple studies of Loeschorn’s Op. 84
£ftU.tven
much stumbling. Lessons will be discontinued
y soon unless more progress is made.”
....at "vuiu you aavise me to ao with a < lisobedient
and disrespectful masculine pupil who is ur
study and practice, and yet who is forced_,
to by* his
parents. He is lazy and quick-tempered, and unw'illing
to spend any time on teclmic, only playing a little at
his pieces.”
The two foregoing questions have come almost
in the same mail. In a general way one can only
say in regard to such pupils that they would better
be dismissed. Boys who are so stubborn and re¬
fractory are usually hopeless. The regeneration of
human nature is not the teacher’s prerogative’ he
can only guide and develop. He cannot implant a
taste for music where there is absolutely none
If
parents place such children in your hands they
should give you permission to exercise your authority
m whatever way you think best, and should back you
undercTd
^ b°yS sh°Uld be ^en tO
undemand, sternly but kindly, that certain work
must be done and the parents should see to it that
they do ,t when under their jurisdiction, as they
t(l . b£’M°St of,the tlme- If parents cannot control
beLC^reVhey «n hardly expect an outsider
d° hA
command.

T
us the few odd moments at his
In the public schools teachers have

means of exercising their authority, and insist• a that given work be done.
Music teachers
not this advantage. One thing, do not be hasty
or petulant with “ill-tempered” boys. Maintain your
dignity very quietly and with great firmness, and
give them to understand that you intend to keep
the controlling hand. Simply do the best that you
can along these lines, take the parents into your
confidence, if possible, and then, finally, if you can
accomplish nothing, let the pupil go.
Another
thing, it is sometimes the case that the parents are
as stubborn, ignorant and impossible as the chil¬
dren, in which case your path is not an easy one.
Learn Finger Motions.
1 “What can I do to improve the touch of a girl
of fourteen, who reads and memorizes beautifully, but
lacks the ability to play smoothly? She simply pounds,
and is so slow in getting her hands changed from one
note to another that the effect is ruined. I have re-leatedly given her exercises^Jor^^quiet^_hand^aUo^
*
_...ould I use following the third
book of the Standard Graded Course, for a girl who
learns her pieces so much better than her studies? She
does not play V ' ...e III satisfactorily, but wishes ti
says that if she should put the
be advanced.
tire
- TO-™i lessons, on the studies, she could
t get them. Yet she plays pieces in advance of
;m, and plays them well/’
Have her procure a metronome if possible, and
with it practice the slow trill for several weeks,
making a thorough study of it. Set the metronome
at 6o. Let there be two beats to each note at first,
one beat to the up-raise of the finger, and one to
the stroke. Practice with each pair of fingers. Then
practice with one beat to each note, then with two
notes to a beat, and finally four. When the student
can play this well, set the metronome one notch
higher, and keep setting higher as progress is made.
Gradually add three, four and five note exercises
such as you find in Plaidy. Proceed carefully and
insist on quiet hand and finger motions. Treat the
scales and running passages in similar manner. You
would better drop the Mason two-finger exercises
for a time, or until you secure a quiet hand and a
better use of the fingers. For the second pupil why
not try the Liebling selection of Czerny Etudes,
omitting some of the easy ones at the beginning,
and persuading her that a review will benefit her,
and begin with those that she can learn readily?
After she has finished the first book, select some of
the best of Heller’s Op. 47, after which take up the
second book of the Liebling-Czerny Etudes.

What is the purpose of the rote song, and what
should be required in it as to length, tone range and
sentiment? I will be greatly obliged if you will an¬
swer this, for I have been asked in regard to it and
am unable to answer.”
The rote song is simply such a song as you would
teach children that know nothing about music. It is
taught by singing it over to the children until they can
repeat it after you. Any simple song is suitable that is
within the compass of a child’s voice, and is of such
sentiment that pleases children.
Double Sharps and Flats.
"Will you please inform me how to play he double
sharp and the double flat?
I have been through dementi’s Sonatin , Op. 36,
«0. 1, and I am almost through reviewing
book would you advise me to study next?
A single sharp indicates that a key one-half step
higher be struck, and a double sharp one a step higher.
For example, for C double sharp you will strike the
key D on the piano. The double flat is simply the re¬
verse process. You will find the three Sonatinas of
Kuhlau, Op. 20, to your liking.

HABIT IN STUDY AND TEACHING.
BY W. FRANCIS GATES.
. ^he subject of habit formation is one of the most
■nteresting in psychology, and one in which the
musician is mightily interested, as a good part of his
ay s work consists of forming habits. What is
Playing or singing but the expression of musical
thought through mediums that are the result of
nabits? Habit is the unconscious and accurate doing
j a thing, and this unconscious performance is pro¬
duced by hundreds of repetitions of conscious

actions, carefully directed by the mind. Correct
habit is the sine qua non of the musician. To ac¬
quire it he spends tiresome hours, days, years. Let
us look at this subject from several viewpoints.
In the first place, habits are more easily formed
in youth than later. It is said a man’s habits of life
largely are fixed before he is twenty. It may be
said that a musician generally has made himself
whatever he is to be by the time he is twenty-five.
Nearly all the great musicians had claim to that
title by the time they had reached that age. When
the student realizes these things, he becomes aware
that he must work hard between the ages of
eighteen and twenty-five—those years in which he
would play rather than work. But it is the early
worker who forms the habit.
Prof. James Writes: “The great thing in all edu¬
cation is to make the nervous system our ally in¬
stead of our enemy. The more detail of our daily
life we hand over to the effortless custody of autom¬
atism, the more our higher powers will be set free
for their own proper work.” . How true this is of
the musical life! Once the technical habit acquired,
then the musical nature is free to express itself.
There are habits of expression, of aesthetics to be
acquired, otherwise our interpretations would be
chaotic, bizarre, undignified, insane.
Given care
correct aim and pertinacity in the habit-forming
days, the student need feel no alarm concerning the
outcome; he will have made the most of himself.
Habit and Will Power.
It requires tenacity of will power to hold the
mind and body to such a course of practice as will
dig the habit-rut. The exercise of a faculty gives it
strength. It lives by work. So the will becomes
stronger until it is thoroughly reliable. This argu¬
ment is one of the strongest reasons for the study
of music by children. The parent who holds a child
to his musical task is doing much more for his off¬
spring than merely giving it an outlet for its musical
nature; he is helping it form its character by means
of will-exercise.
Every exception to the correct repetition that is
to form the habit is a stumbling-block, a serious de¬
lay. Says James: “Each lapse is like the letting
fall of a ball of string that one is winding. One slip
undoes many turns.” He adds: “Do more than
you need. Do some things every day for the simple
reason that you would rather not do them.” This
to strengthen self-control. How vital these rules
are in musical practice—in such matters as finger¬
ings, for instance!
Ten times right, two times
wrong; what will be the thirteenth? But twelve
times right—and the thirteenth is assured.
Scope of Habit.
Habit deals with larger things than the acquire¬
ment of technic. It is correct habit that takes one
to the instrument for the day’s work; habit that
impels careful practice; habit that brings punctu¬
ality; habit that begets courtesy; habit that sug¬
gests the daily exercise; habit that causes hygienic
living; habit that emphasizes careful eating and
moderate drinking, plentiful sleeping—habit, habit,
habit, “from the cradle to the grave,” and fortunate
is he'who early lays the foundation of those habits
which leave only cause for self-congratulation rather
than regret.

THE NECESSITY OF A VACATION FOR
MUSICIANS AND STUDENTS.
Y EDITH LINWOOD WYNN.
FTI,,. cummer-time is usually the period in which musicians
■1 he summer.!^ ^ regular teachin" and study seasons hope
trees of study which will advance them in
an snoiiiu
should always look
3 work. The musician
iuok forward
-Voer“the"fall with the realization that
he is better able
rm his musical work than he was a vear previous.
-er'th’e woernSout°nteacaherbet£on lookT hi^heallh ‘and ’prepare
meet the onerous work of the coming season with a better
°\\Vnn Points out some of the evils of mistaken
mmer study courses.—The Editor.]
It is absolutely essential that all teachers who have
rge classes during the year should take, some form
' vacation during the summer. There are a few who,
■cause of superior constitutions, can teach throughJt the summer with no serious injury to themselves,
thers teach in a high-strung and nervous way. A

trying to get a few thoughts from a great teacher during
a period of six or eight weeks.
City teachers say that the teaching season is growing
shorter each year, hence it is necessary to do some
supplementary work during the summer months in order
to meet the needs of teachers who, being remote from
city centres, desire to add to their teaching repertoires.
Many of these teachers who desire lessons do not play,
have not played for years, hence their work can only
be of the pedagogic or interpretive kind. Some artists
who do play spend six weeks during the summer re¬
viewing and playing teaching works for teachers who
have not played for years, yet who are sound and log¬
ical thinkers and, in the main, good taskmasters.
Abroad we could find very few teachers who would
or could conduct these interpretive classes with bene¬
ficial results. The question, “What shall 1 teacht" is
of more importance, it seems, in our rushing Ameri¬
can life, than “How shall I teach it?”
The American “Rush” in Music.
What a mad rush we live in! No one realizes it
more than the overworked music teacher, and yet our
restless American life exacts much even from the most
sensible. I am reminded of a misspent summer in
Europe. Three or four pupils accompanied me. They
were worn out and I was exceedingly tired from the
year’s work. The opportunity came to study with a
celebrated teacher. He had a few weeks before man¬
aged a great festival in Berlin. I do not think that he
played one note of the three octave scales in time and
I most certainly did not. Temperamentally we were
like circular saws. You know the result. Nothing
was accomplished and I returned to America in a
dangerous nervous condition for my winter’s work.
I recall also that several of my friends who had jour¬
neyed far to study with Professor Raif missed that
great opportunity that summer because of his illness
and death.
To all American students who believe that a Euro¬
pean summer will give them an equivalent of several
years of American study I would say: It is not an
easy thing for one who does not understand foreign
languages and the peculiar restless conditions of a short
continental season to derive any benefit from such a trip.
Your teacher is worn, jaded, irritable, entirely out of
sympathy with your limitations and fully convinced
that America is a land of musical ignorance. There
are exceptions to all rules.
Summer Study Abroad.
Certain distinguished Parisian, as well as Berlin,
teachers have taught many Americans in the summer,
but these pupils have invariably been concert players
who had prepared for higher study and who knew how
to practice. When you go to such teachers they will
expect you to play, and play well. Frankly, great for¬
eign teachers have no time for the drudgery and routine
of teaching. They have fine assistants and I recall that
a plain, simple German woman who had been the as¬
sistant of a celebrated Berlin piano teacher for years
taught so well that many of my friends preferred to
go over their teaching repertoire with her. A vacation
of study in Berlin or Paris is no vacation at all. A
summer vacation in Prague is madness.
Nervous Teachers Must Rest.
Teachers with nerves so tense that the snapping of
a violin string or the moving of a chair sends them into
semi-hysterics have no right to use a summer vacation
for severe and exacting study.
The teacher who
practices very seldom during the year cannot begin
six or seven hours of daily practice in the summer
without serious detriment to health.
It is a wonderful thing to be able to cast off the
load of care which seems to oppress us as the spring
advances, and go to the woods and fields. And how
little it costs, after all, yet how much a strenuous sum¬
mer of hard study at home or abroad takes out of an
already sapped constitution! I am a country woman.
That may be the reason why I like the “camp idea,”
which, since it offers tired teachers a means of recrea¬
tion and fellowship, is ideal, especially if the mem¬
bers are not neurotic.

Music, if it is to be seriously cared for, if it is to
have any relation to the deeper interests of life, must
he in close relation to feeling: it must be wedded to
the words in indissoluble bonds, for music and words
are but different methods of communicating feel¬
ing.—Wagner.
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THE ETUDE
remaining voices being slightly subordinated An
leaps from the bass to the treble and back must K
swiftly and neatly executed. The pedal marking
must be strictly observed throughout. A charact*
istic feature of this tuneful and well-harmonized
number is the continual occurrence of the augment^
fifth (C-G sharp). It imparts a plaintive*™ a
pealing quality to the melody which could be eain.j
in no other manner.

RONDO IN D—W. A. MOZART.
ure of this movement, a reminiscence of the similar
BLOW BUGLES 1-R. DE VILLAC.
Classics of this type remind one of a beautiful
passage in Wagner’s “Flying Dutchman.” This is
This is a very easy, but decidedly attractive little
piece of Dresden china or a miniature by Watteau,
followed by a very pretty theme suggesting a love
piece for young players. The imitation of a bugle
perfect in their artistic simplicity, refined and pol¬
song. In the “finale” the two principal themes are
call shpuld prove interesting and instructive as well
ished to a degree. The few detached pieces and
cleverly combined to form a brilliant “coda” or con¬
It is far more satisfactory to use characteristic pieces
movements for pianoforte of Mozart, aside from his
clusion.
with young students than dry and colorless studies.
sonatas, are nearly all of rare interest and beauty.
Of these the “Rondo in D” is one of the most noted,
SUN SHOWER, CAPRICE—F. P. ATHERTON.
THE PAPER CHASE-PAUL LAWSON.
it is to be found on the recital programs of many
This is a clever and showy drawing-room piece
This is another easy teaching piece, rather more
great artists and it is widely used in teaching. It
by a promising American composer. It is of the
advanced than the preceding. It furnishes good drill
1S, °"e _of th<; most striking examples in existence
type popularized by Kirchner’s “Album Leaf” and
i” elementary scale playing and in the legato and
ot the form known as the “sonata rondo.” Briefly
Wollenhaupt’s “Morceau Caracteristique,” but it has
staccato. This piece should be played in an animated
speaking, a “rondo” is a form of musical composi¬
a freshness, vigor and originality of treatment all its
manner, with firm touch and steady accentuation.
tion in which the first or principal theme reappears
own. This piece demands clean and accurate fingerafter each new theme. There are usually three or
work. There should be no blurring, and the
FUNERAL MARCH (FOUR HANDS)—MEN¬
more themes, each in a related key.
There are
numerous staccato marks should be duly observed
DELSSOHN.
various elaborations of the rondo, of which one of
The flowing melody of the middle section should
This is one of the most noted of all funeral
the most interesting is the “sonata rondo.” This
stand out well against the sycopated accompani¬
marches. It was one of the numbers selected to be
form partakes of the characteristics both of the
ment. The fingering throughout is very accurately
played at Mendelssohn’s own funeral, the orchestrarondo and of the “sonata-form,” the second theme
indicated and should be strictly followed. The en¬
tion being made by his friend and former teacher,
also reappearing after the final reappearance of the
tire rendition should be vivacious and buoyant, in
Moscheles. This piece is one of the celebrated
first theme. Curiously enough in Mozart’s “Rondo
keeping with the character of the piece.
songs without words,” a form of which Mendels¬
in D there is but one principal theme, which by
sohn is practically the inventor. As arranged for
* changes in key and in treatment is made to do
CECILIA WALTZ—PHILIE.
four hands the “Funeral March” gains much in
duty for all three themes; and yet there is no
This is a drawing-room waltz in the modern
breadth and sonority. It must be played firmly and
sense of monotony. The complete first theme (key
.french style. While not primarily intended for this
steadily. Several rhythmic problems are presented,
of D) ends at the sixteenth measure of the piece
purpose, its steadiness of movement and gracefulness
particularly the triplets in thirty-second notes repreand is followed by a subsidiary phrase of four meas¬
render it possible to be used for dancing purposes.
senting “trumpet calls." These must be delivered
ures in the same key. Then follows an “episode"
Practically all composers since Beethoven have at
crisply and with mathematical precision.
modulating to the dominant (key of A), in which
one Hme or another been attracted to the waltz
key the principal theme is again introduced at the
FLYING DOVES (FOUR HANDS)—C. HEINS.
rhythm
and
have
idealized
it
in
various
forms.
thirty-sixth measure. After seven measures the
Among these Chopin stands preeminent, his waltzes
,
3 lively ’'ttIe Salop, very easy to play,
principal theme is transferred to the left hand, fol¬
but brilliant and effective nevertheless. If possible,
serving as a model for all succeeding composers.
lowed by a “coda” leading to the double-bar with
it should be played up to the indicated metronome
Among contemporary writers the French seem most
repeat sign. This completes the “exposition” sotime,
well
accentuated
and with full, round tone.
successful
in
their
treatment
of
the
waltz.
Philie’s
called Following this is an elaborate and ingenious
“Cecilia” is a good example of this type. It should
development” or “working-out” section, taking the
HOMAGE TO GRIEG, MELODY (PIPE
be played with grace and abandon. The principal
place of a third theme, fragments of the principal
ORGAN)—GEO. E. WHITING.
theme is to be sung in the manner of a baritone
theme and its subsidiary being introduced. At the
A new and striking number for the organ, rich in
or cello solo with breadth of phrasing and large
eleventh measure after the double-bar the principal
tone.
melodic invention and harmonic treatment. It is
theme appears in the key of G, and again, closing
taken
from
Mr. Whiting’s “Progressive Studies,” re¬
HOMEWARD MARCH—LINDSAY.
the development,” it appears at the thirty-sixth
cently published. This number may be used as a
measure from the double-bar in its original form in
America is gradually developing a series of beauti¬
voluntary for church service, serving either as a
the key of D. After eight measures it is changed
ful and expressive folk-songs, second to none in
prelude or offertory. It should also prove useful and
to the parallel minor (D minor), modulating in the
their sympathetic and appealing qualities. One of
popular as a recital piece. The registration given
the most touching of these is “My Old Kentucky
course of nine measures more to F major. Four¬
is for a three-manual organ, but with very little
Home.” In the clever little march movement now
teen measures further on the principal theme again
adaptation the piece may be effectively handled on
under consideration this melody is very happily in¬
appears in the key of D, transferred to the left hand.
a two-manual instrument. The composer’s ideas and
troduced in the “Trio.” The tendency to employ
Then follows an elaborate “coda” or “conclusion”
color scheme should be carried out as closely as
the folk tunes as the basis for musical composition
at the close of which the piece quietly dies away
possible, according to the printed directions. This
is a healthy and commendable one, which should
in a pianissimo ending, by means of interrupted frag¬
whole number requires neat and tasteful playing.
gradually be extended to larger and more important
ments of the first theme. This piece must be played
The tempo should be a trifle free, not too rigid.
works. “Homeward March” is an interesting teach¬
with the utmost finish, delicacy and precision,
Make a strong contrast between the principal theme
ing piece which will repay careful study. It must
chiefly employing a light finger touch. The correct
played on a solo manual and the quaint and pastoral
be played with exactitude of rhythm and rather in
execution of the various embellishments will be
middle section with its chromatic harmonies and
the military manner. The “Trio” introducing “Ken¬
found in the foot notes. The accompanying figures
sequential effects.
tucky Home” should be played with much expres¬
in either hand must always be subordinated to the
sion.
melody, furnishing merely a harmonic background.
TENDER AVOWAL (VIOLIN AND PIANO)—
The melodic portions throughout must be delivered
ENGELMANN—DRESSLER.
MERRY GAMES WALTZ—G. B. FRATE.
expressively and in the singing style. All marks of
This is a bright, melodious and very entertaining
This is an agreeable little teaching or recreation
phrasing and dynamics must be strictly observed.
number for the violin. It was originally written as
piece presenting several original features. Although
Too much pains cannot be taken with this delight¬
a piano solo, in which form it has been a decided
this piece is very easy to play there is considerable
ful masterpiece.
success. Its adaptability for the violin happened to
variety in the harmonies, more than is usually found
appeal to the veteran musician and composer, Wm.
in pieces of this class. The theme of the Trio,
SAILORS’ SONG AND HORNPIPE—C.
Dressier, hence its appearance in its present form,
assigned to the left hand, is a pleasing and inter¬
KOELLING.
ihis piece is of the modern intermezzo type, and
esting feature. In teaching this piece, stress must
A vigorous characteristic piece, full of the flavor
as arranged by Mr. Dressier it is rather more than
be laid on the steady swing and firm accentuation
of the sea. It is divided into two principal movea
violin solo with piano accompaniment. The two
of the waltz rhythm. In all such pieces it is advis¬
inents: the “Sailors’ Song” in G minor, and the
players
should endeavor to establish a perfect
able to strive for almost automatic precision.
“Hornpipe” in G major. The first movement sug¬
ensemble.
gests a capstan chorus, the nautical name for which
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
SPRING’S GREETING (FOR THE LEFT HAND
is chanty, sung while the anchor is being weighed.
tn Ar^nin^°,^CW f/on' ,t,he Pen of Henry Parker is bound
ALONE)—F. HUMMEL.
suc?Isses h.u
Thisseems
veteran
composer
had many
This movement must be played in a blufif and ener¬
successes,
but M*
his muse
ever
verdant.has There
are
Pieces for the left hand alone are much in vogue
getic manner, the heavy chords strongly marked. To
The/” T.*!tDgS °f t ui fam|Har hymn “Nearer, My God, to
at present. They are found upon many recital pro¬
1 nee, but a new and really good setting is always welcome
this the “Hornpipe” furnishes a strong contrast. A
?P_d A “sefiil addition to the church singer’s repertoire.
grams, both of artists and students. While some¬
Mi. Parkers “Nearer. My God. to Thee” is one of the best
hornpipe was originally an old English dance,
what in the nature of a display these pieces never¬
things he has ever done. It is melodious, singable and imnamed after an obsolete musical instrument.
In
ly devotional. The music fits the text graphically
theless serve a good purpose (the development of
and the final climax is admirably managed. The accommodern times the term is almost exclusively applied
the. left hand), and many of them possess real ar¬
panfment, which is beautifully harmonized, is of such *
to the characteristic sailor’s dance, which is usually
character as to be readily and effectively adapted for the
tistic merit aside from the ingenuity of their con¬
organ. This song demands breadth and pathos with #
a quick 2-4 movement. Mr. Koelling has caught the
struction.
Moreover, these pieces depend very
touch of dramatic quality.
peculiar rythmic swing very aptly. Play this move¬
Geo. A. Chapman’s ‘^Coming Horae” represents a com¬
largely for their successful performance upon the
poser whose work has not previously appeared In oor
ment in a sprightly manner accenting the first beat
ready and skillful manipulation of the damper pedal.
Etude pages. It is a quiet song of tender, expressive
in each measure rather strongly, the accompani¬
iur the
me vocajist.
vutuiw**
Jidernandsrd n8 a sp,en<“d opportunity for
Hummel’s “Love's Greeting” is a very good specimen
s tone, depth of feeling
ment . staccato. Attention is called to the “boat¬
and a”finished 'style.’ ’ As’ ne of a group of short recital
of a left hand solo of intermediate grade. The mel¬
songs this number should 1 8 exceedingly well liked. It is
swain’s call” beginning in the twenty-eighth meas¬
ody must be well brought out by the thumb, the
a genuine “singers' song.”
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The habit of study may be carried
to the point where the desire for
knowledge completely absorbs the in¬
dividual and he loses all thought of or
taste for giving out his knowledge to
others. Such a self-centered individual
becomes most unattractive and has
very little drawing power.
He is
Edited Monthly by Experienced Specialists
merely a receptacle for knowledge,
not a channel through which it flows.
Editor for July, Mr. D. A. Clippinger
If we follow this matter of success
or failure to its last analysis wc shall
find it to be largely in the man aside
the limit of mathematics. The fact that' from what he knows about music. His
VOCAL METHODS.
the voice does respond to any and every habits of mind, constituting his indi¬
feeling makes it possible for any musical viduality, will have either an attracting
BV D. A. CLIPPINGER.
taste to leave an impression upon it. It or a repelling power. The impression
the man leaves on those he meets has
is here that vocal methods differ.
It is generally conceded that vocal
No two vocal teachers have exactly much to do with forming their deci¬
methods differ. The belief is not without the same tone concept. No two singers sion when the time comes for them to
foundation that there are as many meth¬ have. This is so well understood that it study. The teacher may not suspect
ods as there are teachers. This includes need not be argued. What the teacher it, but his measure is being constantly
the Italian method, for which many still tries to bring out in the voice is his own taken and very small things will often
have a strong commercial affection. Be¬ concept of tone quality, his own musical turn the vote against him. A beard
fore a standard of vocal teaching can be taste. Tastes differ. They always have two days old has in more than one in¬
established it will be necessary to find differed, they always will differ. The stance cost the teacher the influence
wherein these methods differ. Then, if taste of one calls for a brilliant tone. and financial support of one of the
possible, to decide which is best, and last That of another prefers a tone that is best families. To dispense with the
and most difficult to induce all to use it.
more mellow and sympathetic. And so it ministrations of the tonsorial artist is
It may be presumed that every teacher goes.
at all times false economy.
The day has gone by in this country
believes he is right, and he is from his
Sometimes not enough attention is paid
standpoint. Then the standpoint is to be to the individuality of the pupil, and in when long hair, a villainous temper
considered. Leaving anatomy out of the the attempt to realize the teacher’s con¬ and the odor of cigarettes have a com¬
discussion, it is safe to say that the major¬ cept the voice is forced to do things which mercial value to the teacher. Among
ity of teachers believe pretty much the are not natural to it and the effect is bad. the Americans who study in Europe
same thing about vocal method up to a This great variety in musical taste makes such things are still the car marks of
certain point, namely, to where the tone it practically impossible for vocal teach¬ genius, but to those wise enough to
begins. To specify, most teachers believe ers ever to reach more than a theoretical stay at home they have ceased to be
in having the throat free. They believe agreement, and a theoretical agreement is otherwise than vulgar. In America the
in perfect breath control as a basis for of little practical value, for each one will class of people which constitutes the
good tone production. Most of them be¬ continue to follow the dictations of his only desirable following demand that
the teacher must be at least externally
lieve in diaphragmatic breathing. Read musical taste.
a large number of books and you will find
The general average of vocal teaching a gentleman, and otherwise as far as
quite a similarity in the discussions and will improve as the general average of they can discover.
There are daily examples of what
exercises under the head of “Breath musical taste improves. This is in no sense
Management.” You will also find the discouraging. Musical taste is improving in people will do for one whom they ad¬
belief about the functions of the larynx this country at a rapid rate, which makes mire, and it might be added what they
and the vocal cavities very much the the outlook for better vocal teaching will do to one whom they do not ad¬
mire. There is no doubt that indi¬
same.
most hopeful.
vidual traits make for success or
At present there are very few teachers
failure. I once knew a teacher to lose
who would tell the pupil to hold his
a
pupil for the trifling reason that be¬
larynx in one position for all tones. Most
INDIVIDUALITY.
fore the first lesson was finished he
teachers would tell him to forget his
tried to negotiate a small loan.
I
larynx in making up his vocal assets.
BY D. A. CLIPPINGER.
happened to be the pupil and I argued
I imagine that the majority of teachers
to myself that if he did that every
have ceased to insist on the tongue being
It is not the purpose of this short
time I should never be able to catch
held persistently down. The general drift discussion to tell what constitutes suc¬
up, so I retired from the situation. It
of vocal teaching, judging from the books cess. That is a most difficult thing to
is well to avoid one who spends his
and magazine articles, is toward a more estimate in any instance. The external
money before he earns it.
Such a
humane treatment of the vocal organs. indications are not necessarily reliable,
habit will sooner or later lead its pos¬
There is a strong inclination to recognize but are often misleading.
sessor to the field where a large
the man behind the voice. The idea ob¬
One may have his studio full of peo¬ quantity of husks are awaiting con¬
tains more and more that singing is a ple all day long though he may not be
sumption.
question of mind rather than muscle. a successful teacher in the best accept¬
And yet no two people teach alike.
ance of the term. Another may have
A Great Discovery.
If the way one goes about getting re¬ less business and yet leave a better
A new idea is oftentimes overwhelm¬
sults may be called his method, then there and more lasting impression on his
are about as many methods as there are pupils. But the teacher who has his ing, and when one is the object of such
time well filled is, at least in his own a visitation he is convinced that it
teachers. Why is it?
came to him straight out of the un¬
The difference in vocal methods is not mind and in the minds of most people,
known, was never vouchsafed to
so much in theory as in practice. Theo¬ successful. For the present let that
humanity before, hence is brand hew
retically most teachers stand on about the be the standard. How does he do it?
and original, and he hastens to pro¬
same ground. It would not be difficult to How does he manage to fill his time
claim it as such. Not infrequently the
write a creed to which they would sub¬ when others, possibly better musicians,
idea
is wrinkled and decrepit from age
scribe. But the instant the pupil begins have little to do? The answer doubt¬
and overwork, but it is new and glit¬
to sing an entirely different element en- less will be that he is a good business
tering to him.
:ers into the proposition and the creed man and the others are not. But this
Many great discoveries in the realm
's forgotten. This element is the taste of answer is very elastic. The explana¬
of voice culture are of this variety.
he teacher. The human voice is the tion needs to be explained.
A business education does not insure To be continually making great dis¬
most wonderful thing in the world from
coveries is a habit of mind of doubtful
whatever standpoint it is considered. success. One of the flattest failures I
value. Original research is always to
mike every other musical instrument it ever knew was a man who carried
be commended, but judgment should
humits of almost infinite variety in tone diplomas from three prominent uni¬
be
exercised in labeling the result of
He was not a bad man
quality. No other instrument is so closely versities.
cither. Technically he was equipped one’s investigations. Most of us have
call f r*0 that intanS>t>le something we
yet considerable to do in acquainting
feeling. No other instrument can ex- to operate almost any line of business.
ourselves with what has already been
e?s *Uch a wide range of feeling so un- He was a combination of encyclopedia discovered. This idea recalls the in¬
ringly. No other instrument responds and reference library, but he was never
known to earn over twelve dollars a ventor who worked out a mechanical
promptly to the will of the individual,
week. This man was a type which device certain to revolutionize one
tifir ,(jme wishes to study the voice scienmay be found in all professions, music branch of industry. He hied him to
l.
y, "e will find problems that never
the patent office only to find that
not excepted. It is proof that mu¬
doi,k*i Cen so*ved and upon which he
several hundred others had in the past
sicianship alone, although the first
He
C3n sper|d the rest of his days,
applied for a patent on the same
requisite, will not draw a multitude of
are Tin •
Pr°blems in acoustics that
machine.
still m doubt and he will be carried to enthusiastic pupils.
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No doubt most people have pecu¬
liarities of which they are unconscious.
To say they are a part of one’s dis¬
position and cannot be changed is a
very foolish statement. There seems
to be the tendency in man as well as
the lower animals to revert to a lower
type. To avoid this and move in the
other direction one must be con¬
tinually revising and remodeling his
habits. While this is going on it will
be well to remember that kindness,
gentleness and courtesy are parts of
an individuality, without which a full
measure of success is impossible.

VOCAL RESONANCE.
BY D. A. CLIPPINGER.
How to develop the right kind of reso¬
nance in the voice is a problem constantly
confronting the vocal teacher. Resonance
is the life of the tone, the vital spark, the
carrying quality. It is that which makes
the tone carry conviction. It makes the
voice solid, compact, vibrant and yet sym¬
pathetic. It adds the quality of earnest¬
ness and sincerity to the tone, and without
it no singer is properly equipped.
Let us not imagine that every voice
which is not breathy possesses the true
musical resonance. On the contrary we
often hear voices that are so compact
that they are piercing in quality. This
kind of resonance is almost as bad as Its
opposite, the breathy tone, for neither of
them possesses the element of sympathy,
hence are unfitted for purposes of artistic
singing.
A short inquiry into the nature of reso¬
nance will serve to elucidate the matter.
First, the tones of the human voice, like
the piano and most other instruments,
are not simple but compound. That is,
the tone consists of a fundamental and a
large number of overtones, or upper partials. Without this combination of over¬
tones with the initial or fundamental, the
tone would be lacking in richness and
would be somewhat of the nature of the
flute.
The number of overtones in any given
tone is almost infinite, but only a small
number of them can be heard by the

average ear. The first six overtones of the
pitch C, second space, bass clef, are given
above. These can all be heard by anyone
with a little practice. Says Helmholtz:
“Musical tones which arc accompanied by
a moderately loud series of the lower par¬
tial tones up to about the sixth partial
(those given above) are more harmonious
and musical. Compared with simple tones
they are rich and splendid.” How to se¬
cure this combination of prime tone, or
fundamental and upper partials brings us
to the subject of sympathetic vibration.
We shall remember that cavities have
pitch no less than strings. We shall also
remember that a cavity can be tuned as
well as a string. This can be easily dem¬
onstrated by striking an empty glass and
then striking it while water is poured into
it. It will be seen that the pitch rises
as the glass fills with water. The cavities
of the mouth and throat are no less sus¬
ceptible to this tuning process and are
capable of great variety in pitch. That
cavities act as resonators is well under¬
stood. Note the difference in the power
of a tone generated by a tuning fork when
held in the open air and when held over a
resonating tube or brought in contact
with a sounding board.
When we sing we sing into cavities,
not into the open air. If there were no
cavities above the vocal chords the voice
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THE TREMOLO.
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difficult on account of the usual tend
ency to place an "e” at the end
both. The same fault occurs in cC
ing the jaw at the end of the word in
such words as “my” and “thy.” Tlle
practice of vowels should be directed
t0 sustaining the same quality of ,0„e
to each vowel with the larynx held,
the same position The tongue should
be down fla
or ah, i, o, u,” slightly
raised for a, and more so for V
With “0"
“o anrl “11 ’ the lips should be
protruded,
Find out your good vowel and cop,
the same tone on to the others; then,
after conquering the vowels, take a
sentence of words and practice them on
every note of the scale, not taking the
extreme notes at first, but keeping to
the middle of the voice.-Stmi
Musical Magazine.

would have but one quality and would be
{ EDWIN HOLLAND.
_
totally lacking in character such as we
bear in the well-produced voice. It would
To obtain correct breathing, expand
The tremoio
tremolo ».
is a vocal
affliction. ,s
TM
™----abdomen while taking a deep
also be lacking in power.
,s
what
might
be
called
the
nervous
the
abdo
^
fae we l
The vocal cavities arc tuned in various
chest expanded, mouth
ways, by the raising or lowering of the voice. Although it is affected by many breach t
larynx, the various positions of the singers, it is at all times and m all ^rownhould’rs not raised. In letting
It is something to be open s
^
sbould
tongue, the soft palate, the lips and the ways bad.
It is mdis out i
^ same position, and the
lower jaw. However, the change re¬ systematically avoided.
•« evidence
•-*- of v«r»alrn#»«s
<501116“ main
<(
, A r~n
wetness some-_
mam »
^ ^ nrViJl**
whUc
quired in the form of the cavity to alter putable
^
steady. This
its pitch is often so slight that it can where, and no singer of good taste abdo
scarcely be detected with the eye. In will use it if he knows it and can ™
should be practiced for several
order to gain this vocal reinforcement, avoid it.
months for ten or fifteen minutes every
this sympathetic resonance, there is, while
Its first appearance is usually a
.
singing, a constant tuning of the vocal slight unsteadiness of the tone, but
•
roduction 0f tone and
cavities that they may vibrate in sympathy the longer it is persevered in the worse
^
breaks, ^ secret lies in a
with, and enlarge and enrich the tone it becomes, until it makes the voice to g
^
and jaw> tQngue
originated by the vocal chords. . As an
sound continually off the pitch.
f. om and lying fiat in the mouth,
illustration of this sing the. pitch C.
Young singers oftentimes cultivate open tbrnat
throat and
and mouthi
mouth, and
and proper
proper
added line below, with good quality and
it with the idea of making the
resonance. Then, without changing the .action of breath on the vocal chords.
emotional and dramatic. No greater
.
out 0f every hundred
form of the mouth and throat, sing the C error could be made. It never has the Nmety mn^o t^ ^ ^
an octave higher. It will be seen that the
true emotional ring, and the best that P P
q{ ^
thereby
quality is thin and unmusical. Now sing
guttural or throaty tone,
this same upper C with good quality and can be said of it is that it indicates a
. ? the |ocal chords alone
then without change of position sing the certain slushy sentimentality that is
^ tQ bg contracted. As to
octave below. The tone will be hollow the direct opposite of real art. To
and of very imperfect quality.
nreSd7^saireToTosCe0wheo"have it Quality, the cavities of the mouth and
The singer who takes a certain position against their will and who wish to be nostrils give resonance: andlb«ghtness,
of the mouth and throat and sings an as¬ rid of it some helpful suggestions may the cavities between the back of the
cending scale without in any way chang¬ b
ad
tongue and pharynx give fulness, and
ing the adjustment of the vocal cavities
Wha. causes i,> It may be one of
“d “o"*1
l° ,l"!
may have the first tone right, but all the
'
.
other tones of the scale will be imperfect several things. It may be imperfect
breath control. A weakness of the
The best vowel to commence ^exin quality. This is what is called singing
throaty and elicits the warning cry of the diaphragm, or a wrong use of it where- erclf/ °n » the broad vowel ah, as
father.
Here the mouth and
teacher, "relax." Thus it will be seen by the column of breath is not directed in
that good tone production is impossible evenly and steadily against the vocal l°wer Jaw must be perfectly loose, the
without perfect freedom of lips, tongue, chords, will cause it. In such a case tongue lying flat in the mouth; in fact,
the
only
thing
to
do
is
to
learn
how
the
lower
teeth,
tongue and lower lip
lower jaw and larynx. At this point a
Then sing should move as one piece.
very common mistake occurs. In the to manage the breath.
A hand glass is of considerable use
effort to gain the necessary freedom by softly awhile and the voice will graduin practice.
The mouth should be
relaxation of the lips, lower jaw and ally right itself.
It is often the result of forcing the opened wide enough to admit two
larynx, the vocal chords also are relaxed
to such an extent that they vocalize imper¬ voice until the muscles controlling the fingers between the teeth, the lower
larynx become so weakened they can teeth being covered by the lower lip.
fectly and the tone is breathy.
Pure resonance is impossible with such no longer hold it steady. This condi- The mouth should not be held in the
a condition of the vocal chords. The in¬ tion is often visible to the eye. The shape assumed in smiling. It has a
itial vibration, that is the vibration of the larynx may be seen vibrating during tendency to contract the throat, and
vocal chords which starts the sound waves, the emission of tone. The only cure also, with beginners, places the larynx
must be pure and have a certain vitality for a case of this kind is rest and soft too high in the throat.
which always accompanies their right singing.
Ten or fifteen minutes at a time,
action.
It is sometimes caused by a weak- three or four times a day, is enough
If the vocal chords arc over-relaxed ness of the muscles controlling the at the start. This may be increased
the vibration is not sufficiently strong to soft palate, in which case its vibra- later on, but no professor should give
originate the harmonic overtones which tions interrupt the sound waves, and a lesson of more than thirty minutes’
add to its richness and brilliancy, hence the result is a tremolo. Some light ex- duration, and the pupil should have no
it is dull and characterless.
For, as ercises training the soft palate to re- tired sensation in the throat after a
Helmholtz wisely says, “When the prime main where it belongs will usually d.s- lesson. Over-practice is one of the
tone predominates the quality of the tone pose Of such a case. It may result faults of students, and instead of adis rich, but when the prime tone is not from bad voice placing. Many cases vancmg themselves in their work they
sufficiently superior in strength the quality of tremolo are due to this cause alone, often fatigue the voice to such a deof the tone is poor." Neither must the There i
thCe £oES»C
‘ofTto^r01^ feVhat thC\haVe 40 kave off work
vocal chords be pinched, but they must be
ii the
f
so vitalized that the breath may be con¬
eople
verted into perfectly formed sound waves.
ings into cavities, and these cavities condition,
Reference has been made to the con¬
ave pitch and can ‘
- * - —- ,.lurus vcot
“stroke o, tke vocal
stant tuning of the vocal cavities while r
tainly as can“d
strings.
chords (coup de glotte) as the best
singing, in order that they may properly
t"'A —
- po^S
of gening astea^
reinforce the tone as originated by the thf &qu2?ty»d the
vocal chords. Can this be done by con¬ with the least effort means that the exercise^honM^ ^ ^ dangerous
scious direction of the will? No. Such cavities of the mouth and throat are thoroufrhlv com b? pract,c*d under a
a thing is a manifest impossibility. Sup¬ vibrating in sympathy with the vocal registeS Vc K
teacher . As to
pose it should be attempted, how shall the
have
singer know whether or not he has suc¬
ceeded? Certainly not by a physical sen¬
and
sation. No. The test of it all is how
it sounds. The final appeal is to the ear.
In view of this the tone concept, the stj:
...
„ p „ r
the passine
middle
thought of tone quality should be allowed
w see
a bad tremolo and not know it that there
pupilhas to
to form the vocal cavities. This it will is most astonishing, and yet such
tube nftu a n°t contraction of the
do unerringly if the concept is correct often the
tube of the
. . throatfc and no
“u alteration
aueratioi of
and tlie singer has learned to free his
It is difficult for one to hear his own earne^t3’!'^ °f- th®J larynx- and bV
throat from rigidity.
voice, for valid reasons, but it seems
S
‘Hdy, ln ad°Pting a slight
The development of the voice for pur¬
almost incomprehensible that anything to “aw”
°“ the note E
poses of singing is rather a development
so noticeable as a tremolo should be slightlv fall L? T”/-the larynx to
of musical taste than of muscles or phys¬
break
unknown to its possessor. The singer vrifl in W K
d-°f />smg,
nsing> the break
ical processes. It is a development of
who knowingly cultivates the tremolo tad d
be Umted' Aft« the atthe right idea, the right concept, the sense
Sed muS
Sh°Uld be SUS‘
of right direction and the consciousness is guided by a false artistic sense.
u '
e nc°urages it ls notes, viz dr rC°"ln,enfclnS with two
of beauty. Without these the student will doTnJV
Is a v«ry great injustice, with three note" ’-1” V'"’ and next
never produce pure musical tones. But
etc. After
d r m- r m f,
with these to guide his efforts the coming take and m^hr W SW the
of the resonant sympathetic musical tone take,
valuable time and labor ercises the soundsfhold^ °f ex'
will and
be much
required
•cct it— UD
the scale. unds sb°uld be equalized
need not long be delayed.
up the
The Choir Leader.
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CONSTITUTES
TEACHING.
. CLIPPINGER.

Every year thousands of young met
and women are confronted with the
problem of selecting a vocal teacher.
And a problem it is. If the inexpenin a vocal teacher, if he had some
from which to estimate relative values,
he might proceed with assurance of
success. But the very fact of his in¬
experience puts him at a tremendous
disadvantage.
Fifty
_
- vocal teachers,
each with his method under the disguise of his personality, offer to the
student in search of a teacher a form
of bewilderment which makes all other
forms of bewilderment look exasperatingly simple. There is about tb
same element of certainty in his selec¬
tion as there would be in putting
man in a millinery establishment ana
asking him to put a price on womens
hats. It is not at all surprising that
students oftentimes call on anywhert
from a half dozen to a dozen and *
half of teachers and finally decide
the least desirable one of the lot.
Selecting a Teacher.
In making these short calls the
stuaent
iearn 1
z student can learn
practically
nothing
of the teacher’s worth. All he gets'=
the effect of the teacher’s personality,
and this is not necessarily a rein*
indication of merit as a teacher. The
student°having little knowledge of jj

STUi*
ttg
can only take what the teacher »
,
+hp halance of ?
Tnd weigh"* in' the balance
judSment and be governed acco ^
ManY y°unS students will n t ^
scribe to this last statement^
in their
”thsense
“ of discrimination their ability to “look throug
teacher. They ask him Questl°"L„would go well in the “Funny
,|.
arul depart
rlpnnrt satisfied they have t<a
and
measure ro
■
to rne
the im.u.
inch. What a.
factory thing is self-confidence.
Before deciding on
on a
a teacher y| do
are a few things the student *
well to consider. First, the
self. It will be wise to know
_ outside or music.
^■
ideals are. What his attitude is ^ |
well as toward masic'1
it
are many
.
are
many other
oxner things w.
“ f the
teaching beside the technic ofth
j«t. The inspiration that comes
associating with one whose
,bt
high is beyond meaSUfe , “los ^
greatest value. The mental atmo P ^
of the teacher is as impor a
^
technical knowledge and s

ceive far more consideration than it
usually does. To allow oneself to be
filled with mental poison in order to
study with one whose only equipment
is high technical proficiency is doubtful
judgment.
There are some other things the
student will do well to remember in
his search for a teacher.
A good
teacher never finds it necessary to tear
down the rest of the profession in
order to build himself up, neither does
he find it necessary to offer extra¬
ordinary inducements in the way of a
reduced tuition in order to secure the
pupil.
The good teacher is conservative.
He will not encourage the pupil be¬
yond what he feels sure he will be
able to realize. He will not promise
him a marvelous career with unlimited
fame, honor and riches as his portion
when there is nothing in evidence upon
which to base such a prediction. Such
things have been known to occur in
cases of financial stringency.
The
good teacher will never make extrav¬
agant promises. He will not agree to
do certain things within a certain
length of time, for he knows that
progress depends upon the mental
makeup of the pupil, in the creation of
which he had no part.
He will have no short cuts. No fads,
formulas, or condensed methods. He
is not likely to have made any marvel¬
ous discoveries. The most important
discovery he is likely to have made is
that musicianship, high ideals, a con¬
stant taste for study, and a good al¬
lowance of common sense are the
teacher’s most valuable assets.
All
good teaching is in the line of right
thinking and right living.
The good teacher knows this. He
knows that these things mean success
for his pupils, and the success of his
pupils is his success.

THE DESIRE TO SING.
BY D. A. CLIPPINGER.
Almost every one at some time in his
life has the desire to sing. This desire
is as old as the race and is the heritage
of each generation. It began at a time
when humanity, was not the complex
proposition it is at present. The instinct
for expression is fundamental in the na¬
ture of man, and doubtless there never
has been a time in his history when man
has not been impelled to express his feel•ngs, however simple, through some form
of vocal utterance.
To-day the desire to sing is as funda¬
mental as any other human faculty, and
its development is as necessary and impor¬
tant. Nothing is more natural in times
of great emotional excitement or mental
exaltation than to burst into song. At
such times it offers the only adequate
means of expression. It should at all
times receive the highest cultivation.

The desire to. sing brings with it a he
collateral considerations; such
What kind of voice have I?” “Is it hij
SI *ow, large or small, good or bad
s it best adapted to choir, conce:
oratorio or opera?” The next step is
. j1),a v°cal teacher to have the voi
ned> and he, by reason of his larj
to tTenCe and suPer'°r wisdom, is aski
ake up each of the above interrogato
.lfs and develop it in florid counte
..'nf' Xben b>’ way of finishing “stronj
n ee t'me-honored, time-worn diss
n_Ce,s tbat defy resolution are introduce
, •„ e.y’ H°w long will it take ?” “Wh
"'Hit cost?” “WiH it pay?”
,s is like buying a pair of shoes ar
o

compelling the dealer to specify how long
they will wear without knowing what use
is to be made of them. But to return;
the teacher can answer all the questions
except the last three. They cannot be
prophesied with any degree of accuracy.
If the teacher be wise in his day and
generation he will diplomatically avoid
putting himself on record on any one of
them.
To Classify the Voice.
After the teacher has heard the pupil
vocalize a few minutes with different
vowels it should not be difficult to tell
whether the voice is soprano, mezzosoprano, alto, tenor, baritone or bass. No
matter how crude the voice may be it
will be almost certain to reveal its real
character in some way. There is no rea¬
son why there should be argument or
variety of opinion on the matter. One
thing decides it, namely, quality. Young
teachers sometimes allow compass to in¬
fluence their decision, but compass has
nothing whatever to do with it. If the
same pitch be played on a violin, a flute,
and a clarinet, the instruments will be
easily distinguishable because each has a
quality distinct from the others. It is the
same with voices. Baritone is a quality.
Soprano is a quality, etc.
It is not unusual to find altos that sing
higher than some sopranos. But they arc
not sopranos because they sing in the so¬
prano compass. It is not uncommon to
find a baritone with a compass as high as
most tenors, but a tenor compass does not
necessarily mean a tenor voice. Wrong
tone production is another thing which is
likely to mislead in classifying the voice.
This is quite common among baritones.
In the effort to sound like a bass they
form the habit of depressing the larynx
and expanding the pharynx until the
voice sounds big and hollow and they
imagine they have a bass quality. A base
quality more nearly expresses it. When
they are shown the right manner of pro¬
ducing the tone they find they have no
bass quality.
Sopranos who happen to have a chest
register are often mistaken for altos. Not
having developed the upper registers they
find it easier and more effective to sing
in the lower register. The longer they
do this the weaker the upper voice be¬
comes, until finally they have practically
nothing left but the chest register, and
what might have been a beautiful soprano
has dwindled to a few strident chest tones
which no one will listen to if he can
avoid it.
Anyone who knows the quality of the
different voices need make no mistake in
classification. If the pupil has but five
tones he can sing, the practiced ear will
detect in those tones the makeup of the
vocal instrument; in other words, the
quality it will produce when its action is
normal. Its compass need not be con¬
sidered in reaching a decis:on.
How Long Will it Take?
his question is eternal. It never ends^
lways has been asked. It always will
asked. There is no reason why it
lid be asked for it never can be
vered. On the other hand pupils have
t they think are valid reasons for askthe question. The commercial in:t usually comes with the first set o
fi, hence it is only natural they should
i to know about when they may ex¬
returns on the investment. Or with
rtain amount of money at their comd and knowing the rate of tuition
wish to know whether or not they
reach the goal before they reach the
of their financial string,
would simplify things greatly if this
ilem could be brought within the
ntions of mathematics. But it re-
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The question implies a misconception of acquaintance with all the resources, all
the meaning of the verb “to teach.” the defects, all the characteristics of
From the way it is ; ked one is often led this voice which he had himself de¬
to believe that in thc mind of the pupil veloped out of its germ, equalized,
progress depends entirely upon thc patched up, moulded into homogeneous
teacher. I fancy a large majority of existence, nay, almost created; and this
singers and students of singing never knowledge he gradually shared with his
think otherwise. But one does not need pupil, who got to know with the most
to follow this very far to discover the absolute precision the whole structure
fallacy. If it be entirely a question of and mechanism of his own voice. Of
teacher, then all the pupils of any one his voice and of his own voice; for the
teacher would sing equally well. But they singers and singing-masters of the
do not and never will, because no two of eighteenth century was supremely in¬
them approach the subject in exactly the different to the physiological structure
same way.
of the vocal organs, as they were
As the problem presents itself to the supremely indifferent to the qualities of
teacher it is entirely a question of pupil. the voice in the abstract, about which
The teacher knows how the tone should modern teachers know so much with so
be made, how the song should be sung. much certainty. Music masters did not
The. pupil does not know, lienee he is the study anatomy and write books, like
problem. How rapidly he will absorb the Signor Corelli’s ‘Cronaca di un Respiro,’
truths of singing depends upon things for teaching boys and girls scarcely know¬
which his Creator rather than his teacher ing how to open their mouths the
is responsible.
exact structure and functions of all the
It is useless for the teacher to fix upon minute parts of chest and throat con¬
a definite period of study for any pupil. nected with the emission of the voice;
At best it could only be speculative. But they were satisfied with getting out a
this ought to be said: The pupil should good voice, they cared not out of what
improve from the beginning. At the end interior organs. Mancini, who piqued
of the first lesson he should do some¬ himself upon being a learned man,
thing, however small it may be, better never got further than the palate, the
than when he began the lesson. I have windpipe, and the lungs in his knowl¬
no confidence in the system that makes edge of vocal anatomy. The mechan¬
the pupil worse before it makes him bet¬ ism which was studied was not that of
ter. It is too much like the old medical the throat, but of the voice; instead of
theory that medicine will do the patient looking into the sound-producing ap¬
no good unless it first make him sick.
paratus, the singing-masters of the
Any competent singing teacher can tell eighteenth century listened to the sound
in a very short time, in most instances itself; they corrected and developed the
at once, the possibilities of the voice. The voice, but ignored the organs which
general makeup of the voice as to com¬ produce it, persuaded of the fact (so
pass, volume, timbre, etc., will show often overlooked in our scientific gen¬
whether it is best adapted to opera, ora¬ eration) that as long as the action be
torio, concert or parlor singing. But how good, the machine may be left to itself.
long it will take may as well be left un¬
“In perfect harmony, with this em¬
asked. Those who work at it longest
pirical indifference to general theories
usually achieve the greatest success. The
about the voice was the indifference of
most sensible thing is to study a few
the singers and singing-masters of the
years. During that time the pupil will
eighteenth century to general theories
learn a great many things about himself.
concerning expression and dramatic fit¬
He will discover the functions of both
ness. Tosi and Mancini seem perfectly
teacher and pupil and their relation. He
unconscious of the existence of either;
will learn what he may rightfully expect
they say, at most, that recitatives should
from the teacher and what the teacher
be delivered in accordance with the
may rightfully expect from him. He will
sense of the words; and once or twice
learn that his growth depends upon him¬
let drop a few remarks about moving ,•
self no less than upon his teacher. That
the best the teacher can do is to show an audience to tears; but further they
him how to do his work, not to do it for dc- not trouble themselves about expres¬
sion
or pathos, just as they limit their
him. He will learn to respect the one
who succeeds in making him work for remarks about dramatic impersonation
himself, not the one who tries to save to recommending singers to try and
him from it. He will learn that educa¬ look dismal if the situation be dismal,
tion is from within, not from without. and vice versa, and to observing that a
That it is a development of the right performer ought, when another charac¬
concept. He will learn what constitutes ter is narrating anything of importance,
progress. He will learn that improvement to show by his face and gestures that
means a constantly enlarging apprecia¬ he is really listening to his companion.
tion of what is beautiful and true. He For the study of vocal expression and
will learn the meaning of musical taste vocal pathos was not a separate thing,
as it is with us.
and recall with many blushes and palpita¬
“For, whereas nowadays expression
tions the way he did things in the be¬
ginning, meanwhile praying earnestly that and pathos are something quite apart
no one else may remember it By this from the mere music, a spirit requiring
to
be infused into it, either boisterously
time he will know whether he wants to
be a professional musician, an amateur or convulsing and breaking the musical
a business man. There is no other way forms, or languidly dragging them out
of all shape; expression in the days of
to find out.
good singing was enclosed in the music
itself, it was the very ripeness of the
forms themselves, the flower, the per¬
THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY fection of their development: let only
SCHOOL OF SINGING.
the piece be phrased rightly, the notes
swelled and diminished, the ornaments
BY VERNON LEE.
delicately marked, the whole artistically
graduated, and the greatest amount of
“The aim of the old school of singing expression of which the piece was
was not, like that of the modern, to capable had been attained — pathos
teach the manner in which a certain emanating directly from the music it¬
number of pieces should be sung; its self; for we must remember that, as we
aim was to form an artist able, at a have before noticed, the music of the
first reading, to give to any song in any eighteenth century was eminently musi¬
style the very best and most individ¬ cal, not dramatic; it was not like so
ually original interpretation.
The much of our operatic composition, the
master had meanwhile obtained, by the unmusical cries of passion tuned down
familiarity of years, the most intimate into uncouth melody.”

THE
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etude

Editor lor July, Mr. Sumner Salter

, , . w r,rieg Lyric Pieces, and
flat and 6 in h.
f.
bv modern
pieces of similar di
y
composers.
.
attained
“sufficiently
,h.s >',el, °l,prk„b'„d to permit the
master of the keybos
chiefdirection of attent
.
„an
ly to the distinctive
independent
playmg, v«z.: tne r
The w0rds
use of the pedal xey
.
se the
itaHcized are signi
{oot upon
mere doubling: with g e ^ played by

When a certain ease-peace of mind
and repose of body—is acquired in the
execution of pedal exercises, then, and
not till then, should the combination
of the
ami pedal, b.
Hie temptation to do everyth^,
once is great in all kinds of musical
practice; it is particularly so to the
organ student, because from the standpoint of the piano player the appearance of the music is generally so
siniple and easy. One does not think
of tbc complication of mental and

,

It' lefttand is a habit comparatively
the left hana is a
re Wfaen this
easy and natural
j*i„„bi- decree a

volitional processes involved in the
playing together of three instrumental
voices, each of distinctive meaning and
*<.»p.~f

It is assumed that all readers of The ~ummum bolluin 0{ playing, is soon ots- “‘hiiitv of those who start as
Etude organ department are firm be- covercd wbcn the time arrives for the
J, organists always remaining so.
lievers in the general principle of "doing study o{ true expression in phrasing,.acSS
e®ting the above third grade
i»or “piirht”
_*. and emphasis of
nf individual
tones or
or
P
.
things right"—or at least as near
right
cent
individual tones
ian0Pequirements
it is not Tnpnnt
meant that
that
is one knows how.
motifs. This expressive quality m play- £
.
hould invariably and
XretrT undoubtedly a good many ing comes principally from a ready com“J. deferred until after they
There are unuoumcaiy
k
mand and application of the four funda- "ecessarl‘y “
It is oossible for the
who play the organ from some
mental varieties of piano touch, viz.: have been met.
JV
studious
son than a deliberate preconceived pu - men a, vanete
staccat0 propergu d d and ««« . studious

solutely required and what is actually
B
possible when any part is taken separately should be a wide one.
Often ten or fifteen minutes given
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AND

CHOIR
„„„

bnid the keys

the is%\avi0»og

■ or irresistible ambition. To para- JWJ* ™"Ca'bor\ staccato), and nonphrase Shakespeare, some organists are
*These are necessary, not only for
'! ."
"* of
o£ th*
the indi^duai
individual fingers
fingers but
but also
also for
for the
the
born to play, many achieve
the art
playing, and perhaps as many others have hands in playing chords as well as m
playing thrust upon them. In this last connection with single fingers m taking
class are the large number of those who, and leaving keys for the proper execution
because they play the piano and possibly of melodic phrases,
teach some, are commissioned and practically obliged to "take" the pipe organ in
Piano Study Should Preface Organ
Study.
church because there is no one else to
piajr iC
All this work should be regarded a„
play
it.
It sometimes happens, perhaps none too necessary preparatory work and be done
often, that the regular organist marries thoroughly at the piano. If it has been
and betakes herself to another locality, done advancement will begin at once at
ZL „ chard,,, have inoriably encou,- ,h, organ and the playing will hare lit,
. m.mnnolistic theories and practices and elasticity, animation and meaning,
aged monopolistic theories ana pra^ ^ Bfte/abovc the level of monotoconcerning the use of their organs,
nous droning which too frequently charperienced player is available to fill the acterizes the playing of the average orvacancy and a raw recruit must be cn
jst ~
por tb;s
tn‘
■** reason schools
' of' music
'
listed. Whether this new player_hashad
. two or three years’ previous study
any preparation for the undertak.ng or
•
before beginning the organ,
not is a matter o minor consideration ^ ^
of Courses 5n Music pre.
It is my desire to draw some of ‘he large
^ ^
of a diploma jn

- -----with this principle will accompli*
easily what otherwise would be dost
only with great fatigue after
^
q{ cfforfc Thi
This applies with
The' 5ayh of’“manual special force to the work required of
capital
ing . ^‘tal Jd “jf, make "substantial the left hand and pedals, owing to the
equipment -wed'orogresfl, but
subst
usual {unction
the re- usual
function of the left hand in su,
a™ements wffl indPica°e what is neces- plying the bass or under part of the
Q
much advance can be ex- harmony and the difficulty of thinking
^y^ ^ essential things are wellopposite directions or observing
formed hands, good finger action, free- conflicting rhythms mjwo pa^w^
dom of arms and wrists, and independ- are ordinarily or primarily associatei
cnee of hands sufficient to meet the or united.
Development o this sort
best of the Bach Inventions mentioned, of independence between hands aj
The
guten feet is the
to be attaint!
ilIU German saying is:
— • “Alte
-.
, prime
. ( . object
dv
Dinge sind drei,” and in organ playing at tne outset or scuuy.
these three things are the absolute inWith t"*se
^
dividuality and independence of the ing steadily m ™n
l
separate hand, and feet. This is typt- utttkruthehe.tour*'“<
fied by the three staves the player has in the syllabus ot the New
to read from. Assuming that a suit- Education Departmen already referred
able preparation has been made at the to. The completion of this cours ,
piano for the immediate demands of plemented by a course in hantwgj
* for the examination
the
manuals,
how
shall
■
•
•
* "
; go about should qualify
for Associateship in the American
the mastery of
Guild of Organists.

^°rk"I)t°a

The Pedal Keyboard.
of the
Common
sense or
or in
in ol
Common
York
,
. ,sense,
e*
..other words
.
YorK ratI0nai judgment, would seem
to
should dictate rigid adherence to the principle
of the of one thing at a time and that thing
a par- aiways right. Hence after it is disa week covered how t0 sit properly on the

First Year.

number of players rom is c - ranks of those who, because of .1 dcliber
purpose and irresistible ambition to
plavP determine to do things right and
excel in the undertaking.
In the February Etude (1908) excellent
practical suggestions will be found as to

schools under the administration
p,.
Dtt
f N
«»Mation iJepartment ot New
State it is provided that pupils
h?ve completed the third grade
piano course and should continue
tial study o the piano one lesson

ftudTanTthf'‘ordL^dutie's of °PUin

course. ^The requirements ofthe third

it seems welt to emphasize the importtnee of a few essentials which may serve
a solid foundation for the future n
tery of the art of organ playing.

Technic. Scales: major and minor in
_ and Jt at 104 H.T. (hands together),
ind 120 H.S. (hands separate); in triplets at 120 H.T.; in sixths and tenths
(canon form) at 80: in double thirds,
quarter notes, at = 100.
Arpeggios. Triad and dominant and

bench suitably adjusted as to height
and distance from the
—_ keys, the feet
will begin to find their places on the
naturals next to the sharps, e. g., C
and F, without looking at the keys,
and practice will be given to repeating
notes with tlie same foot, to obtain a

diminished seventh chords in J, } and
s
- - * *
^ at 72 H.T. and 84 H.S.
^ _ i
Chords. Triads, all keys,
legato and staccato touches, at 100 H.T.,
at 120 H.S.
Four-note chords (triads with octave)
J at 60 H.T. (different touches)
5ctaves
Half-stneratn fc.^ Octaves.
Half-staccato, hand movetent, with quiet wrist, scale of C, H.T.,
nc octave, in \, J and >at 100.
Octave scales. In J and N H Tat 60
Etudes. Duvernoy.Op
Nos r-zt
12 A at 88 Loeschom On
u n
. ... 47 |__
jjtiLi„, Op6
Op.
(selections). Bertini
rl ™’
x9p' 1^7
**
Doring. Octave Studies, Op.
24 Nos.
Cr*m**
Czerny,’ School of \r„
Velocity’ bk I °(«w‘
tions).
>
•
f
tions).

^ but firm action from the ankle
I 2.’^
without any accompanying pressure or m Pedal Phrasing, b •
prelud{
motion from the knee. The ankle is the £°Tnc.ert°
, M*nd££ta Vi i» R
knuckle of the foot and the'knee cor- J,11 ln 9;
first movert^
Sonata II, C minor, ^rst t9°u in C
responds to the wrist. As a quiet ^
wrist and hand is necessary for clear¬ Merkel, Adagio from Sonata , iecs
..
ness, evenness and purity of finger minor, Christmas Pastorale, a
Tours, CalKin,
touch, so a quiet suspended knee is by
Guilmant,
modulation 'and If*”5'
essential to clean, clear and even pedal- Exercises in
inS- The working up and down of Poston!he wbole limb with a stiff ankle joint
. , Vear
* rad'Ca!ly wJong and an effectual
Thlrd
*
, 2;
wellt 'T of, fll,ency and ease as
Bach, Trio Sonatas, Nos- b ^
9 as lndePendence.
cata in D minor, St. Ann s ^

Touch.
The organ makes great demands upon
the fingers and is, in a way, more exacting
than the piano upon the discriminating
sense of the player with regard to tone
and time values.
Many contradictory
opinions have been expressed and much
confusing advice given as to the injurious
effect of organ playing upon the pianist.
and conversely the evil consequences of
piano playing t0 *be touch ot the organist.
The truth is not far from this: that who¬
ever plays the organ without having made
careful study of touch at the piano is
likely to find himself or herself quite seri¬
ously handicapped sooner or later, and
unless time is taken to acquire these fundamental principles of touch the finer
omn playing
ntavincr and steady
stendv deeffects of organ
vclopment in proficiency will be impos-

J

sible.
Pieces. Sonatas by Haydn. Nos. 10 2
The player who comes to the organ n (Schirmer edition). Mozart Nos 1
with an experience hmited to playing the 9 (Schirmer edition).
Mendelssohn
reed organ is probably worse off than the Songs Without Words, 6. 4 o t2 t ~
pianist,
evil effects
pressure Phifipp
Solfeggietta
JJ s
r1 . for the
.
• , of the
" V"
riiiupp £.
iv Bach
Bach, aolfeggietta.
action and genera sluggish conditions m- Bach, Two-voiced Inventions, Nos , 8
duccd by the peculiar tone and mechanism 13. and easier dances from Bach Album
of the reed organ are lasting and difficult (Peters edition). Tschaikowskv TC
c f cl'mination. The fallacy of the notion Seasons. Field, nocturnes, No. 7 J F

Organ Primer.
Stainer, urgan
rnmci. Organ ScWj
Rink
Eight Easy PreW8
P . p ’
Bach ' Studies in P«ijl
p,
, ?
T Buck Three Adagioi
Volckma’ Oo ’256- and easy pieces by
SiiSSint aWd StherL The ac-

l"e.

ntarv principles of
_
P==Ptitial objects to^
istration a e the essential objects to
sought.
Second Year,
,, /Rr;dge edition)Bach, v. 2, Novello t
Stu^

and°s'°WTg
St“dy °f touc,1, Pure
and simPle, with metronomically timed
attentmri will
will be m!..
^ovements; attention
giveni.
to
the
use
feet,
•
,« fof (a) alternate
,
icci, (b) crossftet:and (O^toe and
with
ix.
u heel,
»»vci, wun
fecial attention to foot action already

Fugue in C ’Tlin0^ :P!'e!t’ g r Soliatlr
in F minor.
Rhe.nberger,
^ r
o i. i_
atm«1/o1 Sonata
§0^
—Jw
Pastorale.
Merkel,
^^

.•!?
notMHe keys.and usinS
soles and
b°Lth* 7u
shoes. The
heP1=
, of the
ule snoesThe
broad U a ^ mUSt be low and
a
.de«dedly “common-sense.”
common-sense.”
,cncn "eel is :
_tbe key= ,or to cause . dislocation of an ankle.

in A; and
English
and American J®*
Exercises
modulation, tra" ^
h-xerctses in
in moauiui*—,
^
and improvisation. 0rgan . ^pl^
ment and elementary P«f^

minor.
Guilmant, ^
Sonata lib ^
minor, uumiwui,
Handel,
VI
nanuei, Concerto
^uiu-t- i
» - m ^. flJariJti«j
vaJ,*-Introduction, Theme and
^

reading of vocal score (
G and F clefs.

BACH’S EIGHT EASY PRELUDES
AND FUGUES.
If I were asked to specify the most
important single item in the above study
material I should say unhesitatingly the
Eight Easy Preludes and Fugues of Bach.
They are unique as introductory to the
study of the masterpieces of organ lit¬
erature and in the formation of a true
organ style. Too often, because in spots
they are simple and easy, the difficulties
of the hard places are slighted and finished execution is a matter of chance
rather than positive certainty.
They
should become so easy of performance as
to go smoothly at a considerably faster
tempo than what is indicated for each.
Until the good is gotten out of them to
this extent they should not be regarded
as finished. They may be commenced as
soon as the trio exercises in the Stainer
primer (the Organ) have been played flu¬
ently and with ease.
Observe the following order of study,
for they are by no means of a uniform
grade of difficulty:
Prelude IV. ^=na Fugue! IV. J =
Prelude VI. 1=92

V. J =60
=
Fugue: V.J

Prelude I. J=S8

Fugue I.

change in the movement through the
measure as a whole, it would be done by
dwelling on the first F and the G with a
slight clinging pressure entirely absent in
the touch of the other notes.
This illustrates a fundamental principle
which appl.es to the whole subject of ex¬
pression in phrasing on the organ; in the
treatment of a solo melody the exposition
of a fugue subject, the sharp definition of
a contrapuntal or harmonic figure, and
in general in giving clearness of outline
throughout an entire composition.
For example, the fifth measure of this
prelude begins with a triplet figure on
F. The four-measure phrase quoted is
introductory to the following matter and
hence it is proper to shorten the value of
the G, making it a quarter note instead'of
a dotted quarter, thereby enhancing the
effect of the entrance of the triplet figure.
In the same way a great d'fference in ef¬
fect is made in the last two measures of
the fugue. (Example IV.)

J=j2

Prelude VIII. J =84

Fugue VII. jt =60

Prelude III. J=66

Fugue II. J=8o

Prelude II. J=8o

Fugue VIII. J=84

Prelude V. J =54

Fugue VI. 1=92

Prelude VII. J =60 Fugue III. J =92
(The numbers refer to the Peters Edi¬
tion, Bk. VIII.)
The fourth prelude will test the player’s
accuracy of touch and justness of sense
of rhythm. The repeated notes at the
end of the ascending figure in each and
every case require the light marcato touch
from the combined wrist and arm, and the
movement of the triplet figure must be
steady and firm in contrast to the six¬
teenths preceding. This prelude is partic¬
ularly adapted to disclose the importance
of the prime requisites of good playing—
steadiness, solidity, swing, all of which
qualities require precision and accuracy in
touch and tempo.
Another valuable lesson to be learned
from this first study of Bach is that of

By shortening the value of the quarter
notes on the third beat in the first meas¬
ure, allowing a sixteenth rest before the
F chord following, and so intensifying the
strength of the cadence.
The background of music is silence. It
is the instant of silence that gives s'gnificance to the following tone. Note the
effect of this in the sixth prelude in the
treatment of the chords underlying the
continuous eighth-note movement in the
treble. (Example V.)
Ex. 6.

The remark is sometimes made that
you cannot accent on the organ. This
comes from an attempt to establish a fact
from a theory. Accent on the organ
comes—not primarily or necessarily from
a stronger or heavier touch but from a
slightly longer cling or from a slight
shortening of the note preceding; e. g.,
m the opening phrase of this prelude.
(Example I.)

If I wish to specially accent the first
note in the third measure I will shorten
he note preceding, making it a little less
an a sixteenth, which would be its
normal value as played, so that the actual
0 ation of the effect would be: (Ex¬
ample II.)
Ex. 2.

Supposing, for further illustration,
ndes:red ‘°accent the °in the
ourth measure, it would be effected in a
s'milar manner. (Example III.)
Ex. 3.

>tes ;bC °tber kand, suppose the six
the first measure were
thre^ aS tW° groul)s °f triplets instead of
e groups of two notes, but with no

The question is often asked, in view of
the variety of things to think of in play¬
ing the organ: “What shall I do first?”
Unquestionably the answer is to get the
feet ready, if there is a pedal part, and
work from the bottom up; for two rea¬
sons: first, physical and, second, mu¬
sical, though possibly the latter is of
more importance. The adjustment of the
feet takes more time and occasions more
or less disturbance to the poise of the
body. The bass or lower part, however,
should be read first whether in the pedals
or not, because of its foundational im¬
portance in relation to the treble.
Whether subordinate to the treble or pre¬
dominant in importance it more largely
determines the harmony from which the
treble is an outgrowth.
This naturally emphasizes the impor¬
tance and great desirability, not to say
the absolute necessity, of a knowledge of
harmony and the essential principles of
counterpoint to the organist.
The mention of the latter may give
something of a start to many, even quite
serious students, but a little reflection
and earnest, thoughtful reading will dis¬
close the fact that however difficult the
actual writing of good counterpoint may
be, the knowledge of what it fundament¬
ally consists and particularly the uses of
passing and changing notes in embellished
melody may be acquired in a compara¬
tively short time.
This even superficial ins:ght will greatly
increase the interest and lessen the dif¬
ficulties in the study of polyphonic music
and add to finish and breadth of style in
interpretat on. Without a fairly clear
understanding of the principles of chord
structure and tone relationship a player is
not likely to advance far beyond the
stage of mediocrity in the interpretation
of music of any deep significance. This
insight and knowledge enables one to
form the habit of taking things compre¬
hensively and reading quickly, and there¬
by eliminates or materially lessens the dif¬
ficulties of playing.

MUSIC IN THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

Accent

When they are shortened as indicated
on the line between the two bass clefs.
In the first prelude is afforded a fine
study of the effect of detached chords
(marcato touch), including the pedals,
against a flowing monophonic passare in
the treble. The same kind of touch is
required by the repeated notes in the sub¬
ject of the fugue following. The eighth
prelude calls for the same touch, but
now only in the left hand, the pedal notes
being legato with the right hand.
The second prelude is a beautiful study
in phrasing and lightness of style, while
the fugue has a pleasing subject which
makes it a favorite among the number.
The third is stately and impressive, with
its noble double suspensions and solemn
slow-moving fugue subject.
The player who plays these preludes
and fugues into his hands and feet has
at the same time gotten into Ins mind and
feeling a basis of musical ethics which
will tone uo and purify his whole future
musical life.
,
The seventh fugue is of less value than
the others, but not so easy as it looks on
account of the crossings in the pedals, and
should not be omitted.
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READING “UP” AND HARMONY.

The importance of the quality of music
to be used in Sunday-school is very often
disregarded by those who have this de¬
partment of church work in charge. Too
often the excuse for inferior music is
made, that music must be lively and have
a “go” to interest the children and give
life and spirit to the session of the
school, and with this excuse rrost any
song that has a marked rhythm and easy
swing to the melody is likely to be se¬
lected. It is needless to say that this
music is generally of a flippant, trivial and
almost worthless character, because of an
absence of a correct standard by which to
judge of music and an indisposition to
patiently develop the taste for music of
a higher grade.
It should be borne in mind that im¬
pressions gained from music of this sort
are not only of a low order themselves,
but the influence emanating from these
impressions upon the young children from
month to month and year to year is de¬
cidedly degrading musically, and in view
of the possibilities :n an opposite direction,
really pitiable. Is it too much to say that
in two-thirds of the Sunday-school music
one hears around the country can be de¬
tected the characteristics of the street
song, the popular song and chorus, or
song and dance, with a jiggy rhythm and
a vulgarity to the phrases.
When the younger generation has ab¬
sorbed more of the spirit contained in the
better class of hymn tunes now entering
into more general use in the churches
this evil tendency will for the most part
disappear.
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tn the violin, crude sound posts, loose
base bars, ^dly fitting pegs andjo^

sic a clear systematic trill, well
control, is essential. Any one oi .f
Kreutzer studies is good. I tj
found No. 4 perhaps the best
the trill so slowly that three
each quarter note would

and we fed itS be"e
other is forgotten,
---

In Schottky’s well-known life of
Paganini is found the following: “Pa¬
ganini in his talks with me often said
that he intended, after giving up traveling
as a virtuoso, to impart to the. world a
musical secret which was taught in no
conservatory, and by means of which
a student could learn as much in three
years as otherwise could be attained in
ten years of practice. I repeatedly
asked him if he were not joking; to
this he replied each time: ’I swear that I
am telling the truth, and I empower you
to make this known in my biography.
One person who is now twenty-four
years of age, Gaetano Cindelli, of
Naples, knows of my secret.
He
played the ’cello in a most unsatisfac¬
tory manner and was considered a
mediocrity.
However, the young man
interested me and I made known to
him my discovery, which had such a
remarkable effect on him that within
three days he became totally different
person, and everybody was astonished
at the sudden change in his playing.’ ’’
Paganini also mentioned Camillo
Sivori, saying: “Sivori was only seven
years old when I taught him the first
scales; within three days he could
play several pieces, and everybody
cried, ‘Paganini has performed a mir¬
acle.’ After fourteen days he played
in public. My secret, if I may call it
so," Paganini continued, “shows the
violin player how to better understand
the nature of his instrument than was
hitherto possible, and this is much
easier than people generally think. I
owe this discovery not to chance but
to serious study.
By applying this
method it will no longer be necessary
to practice four or five hours a day,
and it must do away naturally with the
present methods of instruction, which
make the path more difficult rather
than easier. Yet I must say that it
would be a mistake to think that this
secret, which calls for intelligence, is
to be found in my manner of tuning
the violin or using the bow.”
Paganini continued his career as a
virtuoso, and his secret is lost to the
world, for he never imparted it to any
one who preserved it for the world.
During his concert tours his secretary
and friends have given evidence that
they never heard him practice, and to
those who spoke to him of it he said
that he did “mute” practice. He would
go through his pieces mentally, his
mind being so wonderful and his powe£s °f concentration so intense that
the mental practice seemed to answer
the purpose of the physical.
A story is told of some gentleman
who by much scheming obtained a
room next to Paganini, at a hotel
where he was staying on one of his
concert tours, hoping thereby to get
some inkling of his methods of prac¬
tice and the methods he used to gain
the technical effects, which were then
considered almost miraculous. There
was a communicating door between
the two rooms which was locked, and
the gentleman glued his eye to the
eyhole of the door as soon as he
eard Paganini approaching.
The
great maestro entered the room, unocked the box containing his peerless
uarnerius, picked up the instrument,
issed it reverently and put it back in
e ^ase without so much as drawing
me b°w across the strings

'No composer,
,L„uucl,
uibert, has left su5.h de] The
adorned melody as Han • blicl
ody of Handel touches the 9^
more directly and conclu

here is little doubt, however, that
aganini did an immense amount of
m»CL,Clng ’n b’s boyhood and early
"hood.
By some of his biog. Phers we are told that he practiced
r months at a time at the rate of ten
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BUYING A VIOLIN.
Next to choosing a wife or buying
a S horse? I believe life has few

As to Interpretation.
“Interpretation is something so si
tie and complex that unless the i,
terpreter has an absolute conviction«
what he is playing the music v "
solve
soive itself
itsett into meaningless nos,
strung together. Not that it will he
neces.ar,ly a fine internet*-
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little known as the violin, and it has be denjed that good and even valuable purse can buy.” The violinist should i00k at and books I read which eiei
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A person who knows nothing about do for the purchaser who has to have Vera,’ for instance, to associate is
things which determine
1
violins had best not rely on his own a cheap instrument.
New violins, delicate, inimitable line, its tone, whicb
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.
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A musician wishing to buy a piano, them on his shelves for sale. They be fa;riy satisfactory for solo work,
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PAGANINI’S SECRET.

ker.

or twelve hours a day, and by others
that he broke his health down and
ruined his nervous system by his in¬
tense practice. It is well known that
artists who have done much practicing
in their early youth are able to dis¬
pense with much of it in middle age.
Sarasate is another great violinist who
it is claimed practices very little while
on his concert tours.
Mental Practice the Real Secret.

ETUDE
that the ordinary violin teacher can
command an artistic group of wind in¬
struments for his orchestra. In some
of the conservatories in the larger
American cities wind instruments are
only used when concerts are given.
On these occasions professional play¬
ers are engaged for all the parts, ex¬
cept the violins, who are students of
the conservatory.
Other conservato¬
ries rely on students for all the parts,
except possibly French horns, oboes,
trumpets or instruments which it is
difficult to obtain in the student body.
This certainly is a great advantage to
these student wind instrument players,
but the general effect at concerts or re¬
citals is often crude, as a trombone or
a cornet is often a terrible engine of
destruction in the hands of an ambi¬
tious amateur.
The string orchestra is possible,
however, to the violin teacher who has
even a limited number of pupils. If
lie can do nothing else he can have all
his students play compositions in uni¬
son with the accompaniment of the
piano. While Nickisch was conducting
the Boston Symphony Orchestra I
once attended a concert where one of
the soloists was ill, necessitating the
substitution of another number for the
piece on the program he was to play.
As a substitute Nickisch had all his
first and second violins (twenty-four
in number) play the Moto Perpetuo
(Perpetual Motion), by Paganini, in
unison, with piano accompaniment.
The tone of the violins all playing with
“spring bowing” was as of one man,
and -made a marvelously beautiful ef¬
fect, the piece making a big hit with
the audience.
A great variety of combinations can
be used with the string orchestra by
using music arranged for combinations
of two, three or four violins, grouping
the violins accordingly; or the combi¬
nation of first and second violin and
piano is very good. This combination
was quite a favorite one of Prof. Jacobsohn, the eminent violin teacher in
Chicago some years ago, for practice
purposes for the violins. He also used
full orchestra at times.
Again, the full quartet for first and
second violin, viola and ’cello, or violin,
piano and ’cello, can be used with good
effect. This ensemble work is of the
greatest possible advantage to the stu¬
dents, and as soon as the orchestra is
in position to do good work, it can be
used for recital and concert purposes
effectively.

I have no doubt that Paganini’s se¬
cret was simply mental practice. Many
violinists and performers on other in¬
struments do much of this mental prac¬
tice. They will sit quietly in a rocking
chair at home, or in a street car or
train, and silently go through their
pieces, either with the music or with¬
out. There are many artists also who
can memorize a piece by simply read¬
ing the notes and without ever touch¬
ing an instrument.
The secret of learning music rapidly
without much practice is in the mind.
What the mind has a clear conception
of, the fingers will soon learn to exe¬
cute.
I had a striking example of
mental practice in my own experience.
I had a pupil, a young girl of fifteen,
who not only had a wonderful talent
for music, but a remarkable mind and
imagination as well.
Accompanying
her to a concert where she was to play
I noticed her in deep thought in the
street car and with the fingers of her
left hand constantly working as if she
were fingering the strings of the vio¬
lin. “What are you doing?” I asked.
“Just going through the last movement
of my concerto,” she replied.
On
questioning her I found that she could
go through the composition mentally,
tapping with the fingers of her left
hand on her knee. So accurately did
she do this that it was possible to fol¬
low the composition by one who was
familiar with it.
I doubt if Paganini's secret would
work well except with pupils who have
great mental strength and great pow¬
ers of imagination, as well as remark¬
able musical ability and great men¬
tality.
Many teachers of the violin have no¬
ticed that some pupils will make as
much headway with one hour’s daily
practice as others in four. This is on
account of the perfect mental concep¬
tion they have of what is required to
be done.
Take the case of “Blind
Tom,” the negro pianist, who was able
to execute piano compositions after he
had heard them but once. He never
seems to have done any technical work
ENCORE PIECES.
in his youth, and yet he was able to
play pieces of great technical difficulty
Every violinist should have in his
instinctively, because he gained a per¬ repertoire a large number of short
fect mental conception of the compo¬ pieces to be used as encores. Many of
sition by hearing some one else play it. these compositions are played with
All the foregoing simply goes to the mute and are particularly effective
show that the violin teacher should do in concert work after the violinist has
everything in his power to develop the played a piece of the brilliant, showy
musical mentality of the pupil. The order. An eminent violinist at a con¬
pupil who learns to sing at sight, so cert I attended recently played as one
that he can read music mentally, who number three “Cradle Songs”—“Ber¬
learns harmony and theory and who ceuse” (pronounced as nearly as it can
cultivates his musical memory, will be indicated in English spelling “Bairsave himself hundreds of weary hours suhze”). They were programmed as fol¬
of practice.
lows:
Three Berceuse—a.Reynard
b .Hauser
SMALL ORCHESTRAS.
c .Godard
These three exquisite compositions
Violin teachers are often deterred
from forming pupils’ orchestras by the are not difficult, but are all real violindifficulty of getting wind instruments. istic gems, and are not beneath the no¬
Where really first-rate wind instru¬ tice of the greatest artist, as well as
ment players are not available it is the average violin student. On the oc¬
much better to form a string orchestra. casion referred to above the audience
Wind instruments are effective from was greatly interested and seemed to
an artistic point of view only when enjoy these three lovely cradle songs
Other solos in which “tone”
played by artists, and it goes without greatly.
saying that it is only in extreme cases and not showy execution constitute
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the chief beauty are the “Largo,” by
Handel; the "Swan," by Saint-Siiens;
“Air,” by Bach, arranged for the G
string by Wilhelmj; “Minuet,” by
Bocherini; “Cantilena.” by Bohm; Ber¬
ceuse in G by A. Simon; “La Cinquantine,” by Gabriel Marie; “Sere¬
nade,” by Pierne; “Serenade,” by
Haydn; “Spring Song,” by Mendels¬
sohn; “Evening Song." by Schumann;
“Simple Confession,” by Thome; “Cav¬
atina,” by Raff.
All of these pieces can be played
with good effect by students who have
even a limited knowledge of position
work and are of the highest artistic
character.

VIOLIN QUERIES.
A. L. F.—It is of course not im¬
possible that your violin is a genuine
Stradivarius, but these instruments are
extremely rare. The number of ex¬
perts who could give you an authorita¬
tive opinion as to its genuineness is also
extremely small in this country. There
are a few, however, in New York,
Boston, Chicago and some of the
larger cities. You would have to send
your violin to one of these experts for
an opinion.
A. R. C.—Do not on any account
have your old violin revarnished, if it
is. as you say, a fine old Italian instru¬
ment. This process detracts greatly
from the value of an old violin. Col¬
lectors whose buying has much to do
with fixing the price of these old in¬
struments will have nothing to do with
an old violin if the varnish is not in the
original state.
H. C. J.—The violins of Carlo Ber¬
gonzi rank very high among Cremona
violins for their tone qifhlities.
In¬
deed, so highly do some violinists re¬
gard them that they consider them
very little inferior in tone to those of
Stradivarius, although others do not rank
them quite so high.

VIOLINISTS
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WOODLAND.
A Children’s Musical Party.
BY PRICILLA PERKINS.

THE

tfcat any sensible
Still she was not sat ea ^
denied
felt that somethmg
very hard lot
to her, or that she n
indeed.
. t acher
Her parents had a toe
dollars for
for her and he «ce,^ery week and
each lesson. He came
/
to Diay
one day h“ 'fTolfv and hVwaf.o
for him She did play
Jh ^
disgusted with the result
^ cal]
to the teacher and asked
to confer with him.
v.
.
The Teachers View.
little portrait ga^ry, backed up by
The teacher told him: “The whole
green of the woods. The portraits were
has so much that

parents want the best and",
to pay for it. But there are thousand
more who have teachers whe charj
anywhere from twenty-five cents
The principle is the same, howtvZ'
The parent pays as much as he tan
possibly afford for music lessons, and
no child has a right to waste the montv
»P™. »m»n hor in .hi, way. effi
do not reahze what either time or
money means. One of the reasons why
children of poor parents make so
much better progress than the children
of rich parents is that they know that
every lesson means a sacrifice. If y0J
do not make the most of your lessons
hereaftcr, I have arranged with

illustrated postal cards ™ f
^,y she appreciates nothing. She thinks
bought at slight expense
musicaJ instrUction will go
dealer. Then 1 nam<rdon that on forever and that you have so much
the composer s portrait that
that the five dollars you give me

father to bring five poor children to
y0ur home and teach them in a class in
the same time that I give you and 1
will warrant that they will do more

yZ

--s B-’KSffiSSS £?.tirsi-srtsiy »2=2;-"

At last the summer
and the hunger for the deep green
the woods comes to us all. 1 want to
tell you about a little party to the
woods that is one of the best ideas for
a music class I have ever heard of. My
pupils had worked very hard, and when
we srave our final musical© in June 1
... find that many
m-inv of
nf thrm
s surprised1 to
them
WCIV very nnxious to go on right
through the Summer. I thought that
ih-v had ill worked every little bit of
0( th.ir dear little
cntntisia
wha,
bodies, but t c>
fun it is to practice m
»
with interesting studies and pieces.
.
How it Came Abou .
I felt that they ought to have some
encouragement for their good intenlions so I proposed a party at my
it li
'’Oh Miss Perkins" one little
eirl shouted, “don’t let’s have a party
? ,'
.
, ,
1 c,’s
in doors. 11 s so not an
y’
have a picnic.
lhis idea was emnusiastically endorsed by all of my pupiMThen one bright boy suggested. Let s
make it a musical picnic." A somewhat
haughty little maiden asked. “Who ever
heard of a musical picnic?" "Nobody
did." shouted the young man who proposed the Picnic, "but I guess we can

The children thought i
ana
i great fun.
How the Prize was Won.

Then I gave each child a pad of paper
* .
._j-:i
J^^Tand
a pencil, Each
, was a different color. Then I gave
.
.«
if___
mem
me*
u..c—.
tjlem
these
directions:
, Write your name at the top of
the sheet of paper.
2. Write the name of the composer
on the tree I am pointing to.
Write the name Df tbe city in
which this composer was born.
^ Write the date of his birth.
g Write the date of his death.
6. Write the name of his best-known
piece.
When this had been done I told the
children to go to the tree and pin their
slips to the bark of the tree. They enjoyed the fun and novelty of doing this
very much. Then they took up another
tree and treated it in the same manner,
When we got through the trees looked
aj .f they were decorated with little
papcr flags. j then examined the slips
and gave a pr;2e for the best answers.
Then I distributed the postals among
the children.
Luncheon

did. What a success i
children were so eager to do their part.
Just What We Did.
We started at eight o’clock one mornmg and took a trolley car to a little
picnic grove in a park on the outskirts
of th,- ,-itv
We had orcviouslv ar„ *7 withthenarents oftheDupdsso
.“ f
. ... hm.urht a contribution
that each child brought a contribution
toward the luncheon. One brought
sandwiches, another cake, another
olives, another fruit and so ""1. When
reached the grove the children
played around for awhile, and finally a
little boy who had made lots of trouble
for me during the winter came up and
said: “1 don't call this a musical picnic.
I don’t sec that it is any different from
an ordinary picnic.” I replied: “I was
waiting for you to say that.’ Then a
prettv little girl of ten ycar« came to
m M.
song.

«- —
Musical Games.

Wc sang the song and made the old
woods ring with the merry, happy
voices of the httle folks. The, I took
out a number of pictures of composers
from my satchel and pinned a composcr’s portrait on each of several large
treCA , T7urC •
Befh0uen' RlCh'
Handel, t hopin. Mendelssohn, Weber,
Mozart, Haydn, Schumann, Schubert
and Wagner.
It made a very pretty

-. -- ...

but without avail. I am sure that ttnei
has talent if she will only work.
The
father thought it over for a long time
and then he said:
The Father’s Idea.

“I think that this is a far more
serious matter than a mere affair of
music lessons. Ethel is a dear child,
but she has no idea of the real value
of time and money. If you can make
her realize this it will be a very ltnportant event in her education and I
will make it well worth your while.
The music teacher knew of the generosity of Ethel’s father, but it was several weeks before he hit upon a plan to
correct the little lady of her dangerous
ideas. Ethel’s sister was taken ill with
a contagious disease and the doctor insisted upon having Ethel removed
{rom the house. The music teacher
heard of this and found a temporary
home for her in the house of a friend
in very moderate circumstances. The
friend’s name was Mrs. Walters. The
Walters had no piano and so Ethel
couid not go on with her lessons.

Ethel’s Appreciation.
Ethel knew that when her father sak
things he meant them, and when he
sister recovered and she returned homo
there was a sudden advance in Ethel's
musical work that astonished everybody,
f want all my little readers to think
for a moment of the amount of money
that thcjr parents are putting
their musjcal education. There art
jots Qf iittie luxuries that parents!
without just because they want their
children to have every possible oppottun;ty Think how many pleasures an!
comforts your teacher’s fees could buy
for your parents and then realize hot
much you owe them, even if youdonot
know your duty to yourself,

k”~

SSu 2d!

Apprentice Teachers.
I do not believe in experimental
teaching. Young teachers should re¬
main long enough under the counsel of
older teachers to observe their methods
of conducting lessons so that they will
not have years of costly experimenting
to do. The idea of training an ap¬
prentice such as practiced in some
trades in Europe would be a good one.
The apprentice pays the master for
the privilege of helping him and watch¬
ing him work. When the apprentice
has “served his time” he is entitled to
the pay of the master. He does not
start in at a ridiculously low rate and
attempt to compete with the master. If
he is worthy he deserves to have his
due at the start. Young teachers who
start in before they have had the right¬
ful amount of training and set a very
low fee will find that it is very difficult
to raise that fee, and that it would have
paid them far better in the end to have
given more time to preparation.
Young People Should Know.

Big Fees and Little Fees.

Do not think because your pzr«»
do not pay a great fee for your mw
lessons that your teacher is not wortly
Few people have any idea how moo
money is spent in great cities for *
musical education of a few rich c*
The Teacher’s Plan.
dren. New York, Pittsburg, CW
T,
,
,
,
,
Philadelphia and Boston all have a n
One of the mothers had ^ made wSfJZtlL
St of wealthy
itny families
iaiiiiucs who pay
v-j big
° to ,
some cookies in the form of fifes Walters receive five dollars a week for secure exclusive teachers. These tew
nd bells, and the children
often have been fortunate | s«»
..—
— — very father and proposed that Ethel be given I
- a
make-believe band that
introductions into well-known
funny. Everything tasted delicious and ttle am°unt of the fees for her music jjeg an(j tJ
^ave certain accofflp^
after we had played several other lessons, and be made to understand ments an(j a social distinction
hey no
. ■ music party was a success that dollars a week. This allowed
___
her five frequently have n0 more ability tj®
should be frequently repeated. The dollars a week for spending moneysome" little "teacher
anC^ enmp
teachei in a backw^
children didn’t realize that I had given during the first week this sum disap- country town who can secure n
the best possible kind of an examination Peared in a few days, for things that than twenty-five cents for a es ^
"f
work that they had done in Ethel had very little use for. Two cotirse there are some realty
°*'r ,itt,e history class- and also that I dollars went for candy and another two dinary teachers whose time is
h;u, made them more anxious t0 work dollars went for a doll, which she very
,,
.M
_ fee of five dollars
dollarsbetwew
harder with their musical history in the thoughtfully bought for Mrs Walters’
e that
exorbitant, but the difference “ ^
future. The next time I am going to little girl- The rest of the week she
the average teacher of the
.‘-J c—*
- pupils ,--J
..
have
scale trees, and
first ’have the
had to spend
in a kind of poverty she
6jf)vera«c.tcteacher of*
put the number of sharps or flats that had never realized. She learned from d.
and
,7 •
from the «o9!*
belong to each key upon the tree having ^rs- Walters that Mr. Walters only "elghty . ml,llon
.
(fiat name and then have them write the received twenty dollars a week, and standp°'nt, very s lg
names of the pieces they know in that tkat they had to count every penny.
„
^
Tustly.
key'
The next week Ethel was very much
Eay Your Tea
^
^
—
m°re careful with her money, for
I feel that if your teacher «
AUNT EUNICE’S LETTER
money hadtaken on a new importance anything at all, she shouldI <
\laKto her. She had never realized that least fiftv cents for each halt
l
DEAa LlTtLn Fkiends:—I want to five dollars was such a large sum One son Most music teachers are un“.
wasted music lessons can become. Her
father was very" “welf-'to-do^and 1 never knew hovT
rarely gave little Ethel any’ snendino- Mrs w°n^ haVe t0 Work to get il:money.
^ spending Urs- Walters says that girls work in
Every educational opportunity tw
I Tu°’e week for five dollars
one could think of waf p[aced L 5*1
" a
'
are hundreds of men
her and she had almost every cnmU ^
, ,Streets in our country
and luxury a little girl c£dd wlnt
5 °°k AUp0n five do,lars as
There were toys without limit iiTher tho hi°
Are there many girls
play-room and she had far more candv I ,1
t0 pay 50 much for
than the doctor thought good La
71
US1C lessons?”
Hl. _,
u|c
girls and she had almosT
everything dreds of' ,bMd C°U-SC there are h“nng dreds of children in our great cities

injustice. She has studied, worked and
sacrificed to help you and you should
give her a just return. The teacher
who is worthy should never be con¬
tented with any fee less than this and
the teacher who can not command it
should either move to another neigh¬
borhood or look into her own musical
accomplishments and find out where
her weaknesses are and ascertain why
she can not command a rate similar
to that which a qualified doctor or
lawyer should receive. Many most ex¬
cellent teachers are either too modest
or too self-sacrificing to demand a
really just fee.

Tha, “ bre.“ = man, p.«
f think
is to their children. They ^
music is an acc°mpl‘shm
that
comprehend the great truth » ^,
is one of the greatest^
training of the mind a«d, thJu>f
who receives a musical
often admitted to the great«
>
of music lovers and th“S
opportunities that might not
ha^e been unCovered.
her
than one dollar for sixty
able instruction you are doing

I have put this in my letter this month
as I believe that young people should
think about the money that is spent for
them. Every penny spent for you
should count for something. If your
father puts money into anything that
does not pay him he calls it a bad
investment. There is nothing that dis¬
gusts a man so much as a bad in¬
vestment. I am sure that none of my
readers want to be looked upon as a
bad investment. It is your duty to
show your parents that for every penny
they spend upon you, you are doing
your best to get the value of that penny
by hard work.
One of my readers who is a teacher
said that she reads this letter to her
pupils every month. I want to thank
that teacher as well as the many who
have written me such interesting and
encouraging letters.
Very cordially.
Aunt Eunice.
ON THE NECESSITY OF COUNT¬
ING ALOUD.
BY HELENA MAGUIRE.
Query, twoery, tlckery seven.
Alibi, crackery. ten and eleven,
lein. pan, musky dan.
Threeddle-um, twoddle-um,
1 wenty-one; eerie, ourle, orle.
You—are—out.”
This is the way that dear little
Marjorie Fleming used to make her
great friend, Sir Walter Scott, count
aloud to her, in the days when he used
4 a wr?P her in his plaidie and march
.
her on his shoulder for an
afternoon’s fun.
And I arn sure (hat you yourself
have liked to count:
"One, two.
Buckle my shoe.
Three, four.
Open the door.
Vive, Six. pick up sticks.
Seven, eight.
l-ay them straight—"
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and so on, and that you have many
times counted

So that even if you do get dread¬
fully hot and cross trying to count the
“One little, two little, three little Injuns." way that your teacher is so very par¬
ticular
about, and feel like saying
and so on up to ten, and then back
again, and perhaps you know many things, and pounding the piano when
other ways of counting which I have it does not come right, never mind,
never learned, but there is one thing just keep right on, same as Napoleon
which both you and I know perfectly did. The practice period cannot last
well, and that is that there is not the always, you know, and soon you will
least bit of fun in these counting get cooled off, and father will come
home, and mother will tell him how
rhymes unless they are counted right
out loud. To get the real flavor of long you practiced, and that you
them, and all the fun that belongs to counted so loud that she could hear
you quite at the other end of- the
them, they must be recited right out
house, and surely that is reward
loud, just as little Majorie used to in¬
enough for anyone!
sist upon her great pupil doing for her.
Well, all that wc have settled up to
Then, here is another thing—there
now is that it is best to count aloud.
is hardly a game that you play but that
Now let us sec if we can find a good
you count to. You count when you
reason for iohy it is best.
play jacks, when you play bean-bag,
You would not notice it while you
when you play soldiers and when you were playing yourself, but if ever you
dance. And why? Because counting were ill, and sat at the window watch¬
aloud makes it ever so much easier to ing the other children play, you per¬
play, whatever the game may be.
haps noticed that whenever children
And playing the piano is not one bit arc having a very good time their
different from any other kind of play¬ tongues are bound to go ever so fast,
ing—your teacher asks you to count and the more the merriment grows the
while you play because she knows that quicker their tongues will go clippercounting makes it easier to play, not clap. This proves that while counting
harder, as you think.
or repeating rhymes helps us to play
better (as everything that is done well
Counting Makes Playing Simpler.
is done to some kind of rhythm), also,
the more active we are, and the more
I know that it does seem at first as
quickly the blood circulates, why the
though counting aloud made practicing
more the tongue ‘‘loosens” and the
ever so much more difficult, and I will
greater is its desire to enter into the
tell you why that is. It is because
general activity of the body.
when you are playing in the schoolyard or on the playgrounds you count
Observe Carefully.
just as you please, and if you could do
this at the piano you would not mind
At the piano, as your teacher has
it at all. But to have a grown-up per¬ told you, there are right ways and
son, like a music teacher, take charge wrong ways of being active. You are
of your counting, and make you do it using your hands and feet, your ears
always in one particular way when you and eyes.
Now, your eyes do not
are playing one thing, and then change work very steadily. Watch some one
the counting all around when she gives practicing and you will see how she
you something else, and to have her seems to seize an eyeful of notes, then
keep doing this, and to have her so down her eyes drop to the fingers.
very particular about it all the time— Then she realizes that she did not
I tell you it is hard. And, too, it is seize quite everything in that eyeful
very unpleasant to have a teacher con¬ and glances back for a fingering, or
tinually interrupting you (no matter the note in the left hand, or she has to
how kindly she does it) and making look back at the key or time signature,
you play the same measure over and or to the beginning of the measure to
over again while you count it, when see about an accidental; then she
really you can’t see what difference it seizes another eyeful and proceeds as
This sounds very unsteady
makes how it is counted. But, of course, before.
you are too polite to say what you and it is, and if we played the notes ex¬
think, and so you feel that the only actly as we saw them we would play
safe way is—not to count aloud at all. very unsteadily indeed. I know some
Your teacher is not satisfied with this, little boys and girls who do play in
however, even though you tell her that this way and they are not nice to listen
you are counting to yourself, because, to at all.
Your eyes can see a half note just as
while she does not for a moment doubt
that you are telling the truth when you quickly as they can see an eighth note,
say this, she knows very well that to but if you play it just as quickly you
get the real best out of counting you will not have that rhythm which we
must count aloud. She knows that you have decided is necessary to every¬
will not enjoy playing the piano until thing that we do. And just here is
you are able to do it well, and she where the tongue steps in to help. If
wishes to help you to use every means your hands and feet, and eyes and
which will help you to play well, and ears are all busily engaged, each at its
one of the greatest helps most cer¬ own task, then it is quite natural for
the tongue to step in and perform its
tainly is—your tongue.
If you have ever tried to train the duty, which is, to distinctly say each
children with whom you play to march count, so that that half note of which
so that they will look like a truly regi¬ we spoke a moment ago will be given
ment. you know that it is not an easy the time due to such a great big digni¬
thing to do, and also that there is no fied note, and the little eighths will be
satisfaction in playing soldiers unless made to skip along in the quick and
everyone keeps time and marches with sprightly manner that wc expect of little
the drum, and if they do not do this notes. It is really quite a game, ob¬
taining just the right amount of time
you just can’t bear it; it makes you so
hot and cross that, sometimes, you say for all the different kinds of notes, in
the different kinds of rhythm, and very
things.
amusing to see how the tongue will
Just so with playing the piano. It
“boss” the notes which the eye picks
is no easier to train yourself to keep up so carelessly, and marshal each one
time at the piano than it is to train in to proper time. You simply can’t
your little friends; but then neither is do this at first without the tongue, but.
it any more satisfactory to yourself to of course, after you have done it a
pIay the piano, unless you play it right, great many times, the drill has been
than it is to march with a hobble-de¬ so good that you can sit down and
play two or three pages of notes in
hoy regiment.
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perfect time to “company.”
But
always this drill must come first.
M. F. Addison Porter tells little
children to count aloud in this way:
“Speak each count distinctly (staccato),
well forward, using the tip of the
tongue and the lips, and natural speak¬
ing voice, entirely independent of the
playing.”
And he adds, “Counting
aloud, if correctly done, is of the
greatest value to pupils. It helps them
to get a clear idea of the rhythm; it
develops independence of thought and
is one of the best means for concentrat¬
ing the mind on the practice.”

COMPOSER’S NAME CONTEST.
So very great has been the response
to the “Composer’s Name" contest that
we have thought it best to defer deci¬
sion for still another month in order
that there may be no mistake or mis¬
understanding regarding the names.
We must confess that we are amazed
to find that so many names could be
formed from the line “The Etude
should be in every musical home.’’
The contest closed on June 1st and
no lists received after that date will be
counted except those mailed on June
ist. As this issue had gone to press
before June 1st it was impossible to
make a just decision as to who should
receive the Riemann dictionary offered.
We desire to thank the readers of the
Children’s Page for the immense
amount of research this contest occa¬
sioned. Several lists make it evident
that those who prepared them had gone
back through the issues of The Etude
for several years.
Others indicated
that musical dictionaries had been
searched from cover to cover. We do
not believe that all this effort was un¬
accompanied by the benefit of extend¬
ing and reviving the memory. Every¬
one who sent in a list has undoubtedly
been helped through reviewing in their
memory various phases of musical his¬
tory and biography.
Although only
one will receive a prize those who have
contributed will have little to regret, as
the educational advantages they have
reaped are by no means inconsiderable.

A VERDI PUZZLE.
Here is a very good idea for a musi¬
cal puzzle with which teachers can pro¬
vide mid-summer amusement for their
pupils.
Draw a rectangle six inches wide
and four inches deep and divide this
into sections two inches square. Num¬
ber each section as follows:

I

2

3

4

5

6

Next cut out five slips of paper two
inches square. On the first slip write
“V,” on the second. “E;” on the third,
“R ;”on the fourth, “D” and on the fifth,
“I,” thus making the letters of the word
’Verdi.” Now arrange these slips on
the above-described rectangle in this
form:
I
D
R
E
V
The object now is to rearrange these
slips by moving them as on a checker¬
board until the letters appear in the
order “Verdi.” No letter is to be re
moved from the rectangle, but each
letter must be shifted by means of the
one vacant space until the right ar
rangement is reached. Children will
work over this puzzle for hours.

the
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PUBLISHERS

NOTES
School of Technic
For Piano, by
Isidor Philipp.

Wc have been
fortunate in procuring from one of
the foremost technicists in the world a very important
work. Isidor Philipp stands at the head
of instructors of the piano of the Paris
Conservatory, and this work is the
culmination of his technical work for
the piano. We believe that this will be
an epoch-making work, as it contains
all the ideas that have been developed
along the line of piano technic in mod¬
ern times. It will be an up-to-date
work for piano education. It will be a
complete school in every respect.
There is no form of technic that has
not been covered and treated in an ex¬
haustive way. Wc expect to have the
work in print for the fall teaching—a
most excellent time for teachers to take
up with a new work of this kind. Ow¬
ing to the completeness and thorough¬
ness of the work, it will occupy nearly
200 pages of ordinary music size and
will retail for at least $2.00. Our spe¬
cial offer to those who wish to order
in advance will be only 50c postpaid.
Isle of Jewels, This charming new
by Geo. L.
work announced last
Spaulding.
month will be con¬
tinued on special offer
during the current month. Wc predict
a great success for this new operetta.
While it is easy of preparation and pro¬
duction. it is nevertheless brilliant and
effective throughout. The text by Jes¬
sica Moore is clever and highly amus¬
ing. The music by Geo. L. Spaulding
represents the composer at his best.
Several of the numbers arc veritable
little operatic gems. The work is suit¬
able for performance at any season of
the year. Opportunity is given for ar¬
tistic yet inexpensive stage pictures,
since the characters represent various
familiar jewels, and are dressed accord¬
ingly.
For introductory purposes during the
current month the price will be .toe
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.
Chronology of
Musical History,

Wc have in the
process of printing
a complete c h r o nology of musical events from their
earliest history to the present date.
These are arranged according to the
date and make not only interesting
reading but it is valuable as a reference.
The little work will be published some¬
time during this month and the cost is
exceedingly small. Wc offer one copy
for the sum of 15c postpaid. We shall
be glad to hear from all who wish to
take advantage of this offer during the
present month as the offer will most
likely be withdrawn with the next issue.
ReineckeJuvenile
Album.

This important new work
will be issued most likely
during the coming month.
It contains an entirely new
set of easy pieces by the celebrated
composer. Carl Reinecke. These have
been written especially for us and arc
intended to parallel Schumann’s Album
for the Young. There are 26 pieces of
varied style and written in the modern
spirit. Our introductory price on the
volume is only 25c postpaid. It is a
volume that will be welcomed by al¬
most every pupil.

THE ETUDE

etude

. • a •
Blank Programs. Our announcement
Settlement
As we explained in the Blank
g
jn the last issue re¬
ef Accounts. "I-ubbshers’Notes ofthe
blank form of program that
June issue of The Etude, gw* b
for small recltais or conand also by directions that were en'
has been welcomed by a great
closed with the June tst sta.ementsito cerU
We have them now
all our patrons, we expect at le
for distribution.
These are
complete settlement of accounts each
y
forms of programs con-

str — 0n,he“pas
CONCERT

been used or retained before the new
season opens in September.
Immediately upon receipt of the re¬
turn of “On Sale” music a detailed
memorandum of credit showing value
of the music returned will be sent to the
person making the returns and this
amount will be deducted from the total
of the account and statements sent
showing balance due us, which should
be paid promptly.
There is but one exception we make
to the one settlement, and that is—
if your present selection was sent during the season just closed (that is since
June, 190;), and is of such a nature as
to be of value, to ,v.
you during
a the next
season, you can (by writing us for conditions) arrange to keep this for
another season, thus saving yourself
transportation charges two ways.
Any further information will be
gladly sent on request.
Important.
Be sure that your name and address
is on the outside wrapper of every
package of music you return.
—m .
.
. ,,,
,
.
Keyboard Chart. We announced last

given by
or
RECITAL
by the pupils of
The paper fs 0f the very best and
tbe outside cover is tasty and ornamental. The inside two pages are lett
for the program. These programs may
be either printed or written. It is
lithographed in color on the very finest
paper. The size of the page is
^x6r/i inches. There is also a small
car(j 0f tbe announcement of The
Etude on tbe fourth page. The price
of these
programs js 60c per hundred
w»
— r
postpaid.
we cannot undertake to do the printjng 0f ^he program itself. We simply
furnish these blank designs and shall
be very mucb pleased to segd a sample
0f them to anyone who wishes to examine the form.

Learn Piano Toning

for June.

it has been foundT
essary to print new
editions of the following publicationsRoge^s, Graded Material for the pjD
Organ. This work has passed through
a number of editions. It is about tie
most practical elementary pipe 0rgJ
work ever published, being superior m
many respects to the well-known work
by Stainer. Pianists who have just
taken up the study of the organ will find
this work particularly suitable for their
Greene’s Standard Graded Course of
Singing, Book I. This work is intended
to do for vocal study what Mathews'
Graded Course has done for piano
study. Volume I represents material
for about a year’s study and contains a
selection of the best of the easier stud¬
ies to be found in the entire literature
of vocalists.
Four-Hand Parlor Pieces. This is
a very useful work. It contains mmbers of a bright and entertaining
character of intermediate grade, both
original compositions and arrangements. It is one of the best four-hand
collections.
Stainer & Barret Dictionary. This
is one of the standard works of reference. It is really more of an encyclo¬
pedia than a dictionary. It is a compendium of practical, musical informa-

A Profession that Can be Converted into
Money at Any Time or Place in the Civil¬
ized World, at an Hour's Notice.

|
*
at
u
egulatlng,“’Action
*
\
;

j

Randegger’s Method of Singing,
This is one of the standard text-books.
It is a clear and comprehensive treatise,
covering all points of vocal art.
Clarke’s Theory Explained to Piano¬
board chart. This announcement will
&*** wil1 h.e. delivered forte Students. This is one of the most
doubtless prove interesting to many ?h°?ly' Thls
an fc^fnt .9™?*' popular of all elementary theoretical
teachers and students. This chart is tu.nlty tb secfe tbls spl?ndld collection works and it has had an astonishingly
made of heavy cardboard. It is small ° s“ at a
prlc..e' Ther.e are large sale. It is intended to impart to
and compact, being about two octaves « complete sonatas five each by piano students the principles of har¬
in
... length. It contains a representation Hayd”’
Hayd"> Mozart
“°«rt ?nd Beethoven It is mony in the easiest and speediest man¬
of the keyboard which is intended to a c?1IeIStl°n originally compiled by ner possible, serving as an introduction
fit over the piano keyboard at right Lou,s Kohler, but the editing and re¬ to all large works in harmony.
^
angles. the chief object being to teach ™10n f?1!™’ tbaf >n the celebrated
the relation between the keyboard and C°tta ed,t.IOI\ h** one of the best of Reed
On the third cover page oi
musical notation. The chart in addition a'' educational volumes introductory to Organ
this issue will be foundalistoi
—
v/*
mv. larger
iciigci cictsSICS.
to the keyboard representation also m^study
of the
classics,
Music.
books, studies, pieces, etc., for
During the current month the spe
sill.-' the
IUC notation
Iiuidiiuii for
iur both
uuin CieiS.
clefs, Int
the
the reed organ, music for which
names of all notes, also gives the rela- cial introductory price will be 35c, post
instrument appears to be in more tha
paid, “
if casn
cash accompanies
accompanies tne
the orde
order.
i.vc time
„,„C value
vaiuc o.
*;-e
of an
all notes ana
and an
all tne
the *'‘uuusual demand at this season of the
key signatures. This chart is gotten up
year.
Our publications for the ree
Will last in- *■
“»
inis volume will b<
anda will
hirst.Velocity
This
in very substantial
suusiamiai style
s
organ are edited and arranged with s
definitely. In addition to heirur
uoful
Studies, hy
by
being
continued on specia
Demg useful
usetul Studies>
special view toward the needs of P»P“*
" also
•
during
th
for teaching purposes, it will
prove Geza Horvath, offer
and performers on that instrument ana
current month, al
valuable for self-study.
can be relied upon as the best materia i
During the current month, for intro¬ though the work is very nearly ready
of the kind available. Reed orga j
ductory purposes, we are offering this It is intended as a pleasant introduc
teachers everywhere use “Land®,
chart at 15c each, postpaid, if cash ac¬ tion to the acquirement of veloci
Method” and his series of graded stuuThe studies,
companies the order.
-, which
.. ...vn are
aic brief,
unci, yet int
inter
ies in four books; these works art
esting, have been compiled from variou
standard in every respect and rec°
A New Volume Volume IV of sources by Geza Horvath, the well
nized as such by all careful teac
of Grove.
“Grove’s Dictionaryof known Viennese composer and teachei
Copies of the above or a selection«
Music and Musicians,” Practically all the best writers of edu
sheet music for reed organ or bo
which is published this week, covers rational piano works are representec
be sent to teachers on sale or on
the letters Q to S. The evidences of tlle chief idea being to avoid anythin
proval, upon application.
the thorough work are as abundant in hackneyed and to present as much absc
this as in the preceding volumes. Old hitely new material as possible,
Summer During July and
t
articles have been revised, extended,
The special introductory price of thi
Early
establishment will cloand brought down to date; new articles volume is 20c, postpaid, if cash ac
Closing. 5 o’clock during the '
have been added, and the scope of the companies the order
and Saturday at one o
dictionary extended by (he inclusion of
It will be well for our P3^”115,.,,..) w
that orders which are usually
^
— •■r volume to 1
us on Saturday afternoon will n
filled during these two montns ^
Women’s Club This is the title which
. t 1
• added to our high
Monday morning, and regula
Collection.
has been selected for Model' Anthems°f A "a*” c£1Iection
orders accordingly.
our new collection of and Anthem
*epertoi
part songs and choruses for women’s volume Jill
V^°!\sh,p'
This ne
fllW
voices. This useful volume will con- eeneral
,.equaI lf not surpass t
Summer
There are a gr
mote
New Music, teachers who nr
tarn sacred and secular part songs and fng
?tthr*e prece
choruses for two, three and four parts, ence in the
pr°.?ted
our expe
active in teacb'nJe are *
some of the pieces having incidental th. „
1
compilation of the oth
the summer than winter. L
.
outlying districts that can ^icl
...lo,. A spWdid array of =„“str
and h"'
« g«
reached in the summer mont ’ 01)ik<
is represented. It will prove the most terial JL -S^Urce a wealth of new m
satisfactory
book u.
of the
this book.
We
these teachers we are gladAo
seSi
-u.c kind
Kina ever is- sure ;. Pec,.ally for
Ior lms
b°o
... a
sued, containing numbers suitable for success
meet Wlth
with untJualifi
untiualif
that we shall be glad indee
^
S*,'
all possible occasions. For introductory
For int a,
our new publications dur,nfVe pUblii!l
purposes
durine? the
' °r introductory Purposes
ournnsec during .
purposes during
the current
current __y
month the orel
mer months on inspection. W r ^
price will he 20c, postpaid, if cash ac- will
bl Tc h' thee Spec,al
sPecia> °ffei
offer p,
Jill he
from is to 20 pieces a mont, * o3trot>5
comnani(»<
i ■ 4
U1. be I^C.
t5c, nnstnoiM
postpaid, u
if cash
be pleased to send these to o
Pames the order.
'
during the summer.

“ot "o,'",pla,'■l in,h'"*■

Sonata Album. The Sonata Album is
now about ready, but
the special offer will be continued durJng Pe current monthj which will be

ssjst

veDpatentedSME?
,ekVleisure-hoar
_/pert to earn the^plendidrewards
- wr/»PnkL„?M
accepted tlle
Pro,of rof
desJrjptivebooklet,
■ dress by Pi__,_,
entitled, •• Winning IndeTHE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING
15 Monument Square, Battle Cbeek, Mich., U. S. A.

Smokers
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate relieves
depression, nervousness and wakeful¬
ness caused by excessive smoking, or
alcoholic stimulants.

Music Plate Engraving
At Reasonable Rates
M. M. C. WALKER
Room 28, 908 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CORRECTION OF MUSICAL M.S.S.
A SPECIALTY
A" w. BORST. 1505 Arch St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
uomposcrofCantatas: John Gilpin. Mrs. Speaker,etc.

PUBLISHERS NOTES—(Con¬
tinued).
Beginning a This is the season when
New Season, a teacher finds time to
plan for the fall work,
a successful beginning being by far the
most important thing toward which to
direct one’s efforts; it is not only im¬
portant to secure a certain number of
pupils who will be ready to begin their
studies at the opening of the teaching sea¬
son, but it is also necessary to have an in¬
stantly available supply of teaching ma¬
terial ready for the particular needs of
each pupil. It is not easy to anticipate all
these needs with the utmost exactness,
“T
rCally, CS.Se"tial t0 do s°- b“‘
it is the part of wisdom to be prepared
at least within certain definite lines;
what one chooses in this respect has a
far-reaching effect in promoting or retarding the teacher’s as well as the
pupil's interests
P
.Ac, ni „
r „
The On Sale Plan so successfully
conducted by this house makes for
plain sailing in this regard. Any
teacher who indicates his or her actual
or probable wants in the nature of instruction books, studies, pieces, etc.,
171 ay depend upon receiving a specially
selected assortment, all to be sent “On
Sale” with the privilege of returning
the unused portion at the close of the
teaching season, the final settlement to
be made at that time. Under this plan
there is no initial expense and no obligation to pay for or keep anything not
wanted or used in the season’s work.
The experience of many years in
making up “On Sale” packages enables
us to handle this class of business to
the utmost satisfaction of an immense
number of intelligent and successful
patrons. Aside from the conveniences
.
, .
.
,
,, .,
,.
guaranteed by the plan itself, the dtscounts are exceptionally liberal, and the
character of our publications, designed
especially for teachers’ use, is such as
to insure the acme of satisfactory resuits for teacher and pupil.
Old
patrons need not be told of these things

TESTIMONALS.
“Voutbful Diversions” Is Just tbs book
nature.—8. Jl. .
ltec(
Received tbe “Progressive Studies for tb
Organ' . Whiting. This Is the kind .
-f myself t
llIU
w vel...
very mucl
much pleased wit
Vhrts Olfinyer.
stralghter b___
- pleasure every way
1 with you.—Mn. ‘
J. £if»ion<f«o
The music 1 ordered some time ago Is
baud, and I am very much pleased with
as I have always been with all I received
from you. I heartily recommend your house
to“ anyone needing Home
some go,kI
good music,
music.—t’ccilc
Robert*, Switzerland.
i (.un certainly recommend -First Steps”
as fine for beginners, especially for very
smal1 cl‘“dren ~1,r’'- r- B H
I have already used several copies of the
irst Nonailnnn auxin# my pupils and can
recommend It enough to want moroScIlic
William*.
i have used l.andons “Reed Organ
Method" for years and prefer that to any
So/r'ctt * hav* ev‘‘r
—T- L
, ,
alie^lhartSeefr^y “n^V^aatt
factorily as “First
Steps.”—Josephine
, The service of your house has been perfect
w,,h 'v,,u"
....
hav^on°gdlhwn‘S|ooking“?or8 It is a°very
npat flnd useful volume.—c. *
You till orders so very prompUy^ that I
find It more satisfactory
house, particularly If In

LOVERS’ LANE, SAINT JO

IsrS
Everybody k

ose who are at all informed
s Michigan Summer Resort,
d ° h * h'
cleverness of
to make the successful popu-

ON SABBATH EVE
Price, SO cc
By Carl Wilhelm Kei
A piano solo; melodius, very pleasing and
tuneful. Of only medium difficulty.
The above are published by the People's
Music Publishing Co. The trade supplied by
« ..

BLACK-E

..
Some New Piano Nur
BOt’KKICK ANTHH'K
Mu..(■»,>
BAKCAHOI.I K ^ ^
'mu, r„.

r

Tin: EM IIAXTKU CASCADE

k
2?
FOR THE VIOLIN
STUDIES IX SHIFTING
Coapitodjbjr J. “— “*

m
t Francis Pike.
,
, . .
.. , .
All music and hooks which I order of
y„„ arrive so promptly that it Is a pleasure
t0 receive the articles.—j/r«. A. h. lehodrs.
j have received "Six Poems" by Mac^lowcn, and^ am^ delighted with “
ype and general
style m-e° quite fn l’, r’ * " with Macltowell’s
i.—Mrs. Caroline
a!,ar"

PUBLI81IRD fi

CLAYTON F. SUMMY COMPANY
220 Wabash Ave.

::

Last month we published
..
|
„ summer reading course designed to help our readers
.
„ , ' c
j._
in their fight for advancement
If vou
..
. can
. add to
your income or to your usefulness
a teacher by reading any one or two
of the books we recommended the
slight expenditure will prove a very
profitable investment. Look over the
list in the June Etude very carefully
and thoughtfully and pick out the
books you think will be of the most
.
»
i ...
value to you, then write us about them
and we will give you full information
as to price, as well as any special information you may desire
about »..j
any
uesue auu...
other self-help work you desire to

termined°riforrH<.ealy,are makin,? \de'
ere-,. ° fffort to close out all these
5 3rdCakvSs°firirUme.ntS rthin ‘he
reduced
^-d the pr,CeS haVe beCn
™ wtth this object in view.
oend for a mn.,
.w I- ,
rr
do not
■ u copy 07 this list. If you
piano
W1Sh t0 pay a11 casb for 3
Davm’ y°U can arrange for monthly

pursue' 0n ma"y °f ‘v b°?ks ^
tioned we are xn position to quote
special prices. A fine inspiring educational work may be the turn,ng P°'n
in vour career.
Sometimes a good
,
,
I
nf
book proves as good as a course ot
lessons. When the autumn days come
you will not be obliged to look back

AdyamsnLetd^SS Ly°n & Hea,y’ 76
I-yo a1 Ch,cag°and ml,
^ealy exhibit the largest
world
Vaned ^ock of pianos in the
- - °Ver Loco instruments.

upon a" aim,eSS’ Wafterd vaCati°n.. ^
you have a good book for your pilot
during the summer.
0

Summer
Reading
Course.

C'J

Pfeiffer.

Yrz

tP

I have received the "Musical Poems," by
Octavia Hudson, and And It the best I have
gcen for children.—Martha Borge.
.......
Fables set to Music also "Tunes and
Rhymes" have been received. They are so
pleasing to children that they naturally like
.... . play them, hence n love
reading and practicing music Is created.
lara L. Kiefer.
Received “Musical Poems," and think It
le of the daintiest volumes your house
"
pleasure and profit
of the armi- o'f ’iittie .. ..
the brightness possible In their plnno
~J/’*' A hemn'JMust any I am more than delighted wltt
“rroiwf'r h Method and with ‘McFarren f
scales." etc.
-Schumann AUmm- emm
duly to hand withwhich
-d.—Mrs. il. 1C. Holmes.
j,|v..psi,!ns
for children— Jfr«. lr. il. pin.
"“c yours are „ blessing
nili,n,- and I will testify that nevi

{he

I have received MacDowell’s "Six roema.”
Several of the number were old friends, and
1 am charmed with the dainty binding. In
(]u, future ] shaU oertainly look up all the
advance notices.—Elizabeth L. fin taler.
Received Whiting's "24 Progressive Organ
very plej
“
■ L. Boman.
IM>H|,i„n, as we ‘
.
i could not « et along wlthou
often 1 don't —
Op
offer. So
like until I examine them.
ahnd f™""' ju I esteem the privilege of
l very much.—Mrs. A. E.

c:

Chicago, HI.

stands so high in the estimation of toward keepingA..
teachers everywhere, but we wish to Mrs. A. C. Paris.
extend its influence also to those whe
express my appreciation of your
wlmt WC
Sale" pralnt, la I alnaiV
have not yet taken advantage of out teachers
of the
’Otlld do.
way of doing business.
this.—Mrs. J.cMou Lap.
The details of this plan are cheer^ fl
the most dculi-uldc from
fully furnished to any teacher making every "point” of'"view
- of any music house I
with, and
like your editions
application, and this is a good time to
™IE IEt-—Mrs. //.
apply.
” ,- Fulton

There Great Sales of Pianos
A list that is the biggest that has
ever been compiled, comprising fine
Sla”os, bas just been issued by Lyon
SHealy. This list contains the names
I tb® hundreds of fine, new pianos
tfiSt TLUgtlt by Byon & Healy from
e Ihompson Music Co., the Healy
p.uslc Co. and the big F. G. Thearle
ti'3"0 Co. when those concerns refr,om the retail business. More°ver.
i
r
,
. me particulars of each instrument are given, so that the buyer may
p- ge ,for himself whether or not the
p The
n°_'tfi a bargain.
8111
low Tngures quoted are phenomenally

'““f'adverttsers011 THE ETUDE 'when addressing
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The American

Girl

A Comic Operetta lor dirls
By CHARLES VINCENT, Mus. Doc. Oxoo.
--ing of the escapades of an
English boarding school. The
other principal characters
...-bool mistress, a
•—'— |-school girls at...„„™.
iprightiy dialogue ; dances; drills; rolliking songs and choruses: Sing a Sofig in Praise
of Summer," "When we leave School " (solos for
twelve girls). "Muscular Maidens,” “Hammock
"P«nek O'Radcrty's Flying Machine,"
Military Maidens. " In Chicago, U. 5. A.," etc.
A most effective stage piece. May be given with
piano or ORCHESTRA. Price Ji.oo.
SPECIAL OFFER : For introduction
copies are offered this month for 50c
Thomas J. Donlan, 831 Colonial Bldg., Boston
Agent for The Vincent Music Co, Ltd., London
Pie.:ISC mention THE ETUDE when addressing

THE

m Buenos Ayres.

PRACTICAL
TEACHING HELPS

*Carbone, who represents

Exercises in Time and Rhythm
Effie A. Allinwn Hepler

kViC

'•i

tenor had r^nft/performances, beginnInk
two seasons of nfty V
.: manager ot the
in June. 1909, from uaten , Buenos Ayres.
Italian <?rand Oee? House ^
wm appeal

'""con vi need

“Vr^t Vienna
; & SSTHE WORLD OF MUSIC.

Wilcox School of Composition.
Dept. “Jtr
’ 225 Fifth Ave., New Tort City.

8eason

jesstt

At Home.
Construction of Melodies
Henry Schwin*
..
work to take u
melody
PIH | _ basis
iderstood. Price. 50 cent*.
How to Teach. How to Study
E. M. Scfton
The young teacher or one about
-r the nmfM«lon. feels
work
aid t
htme. BVery difV pit
i th
CUie and Account Book for
Music Teachers
E. M- Seftoa
This book contains everything to
?«; dally i hedu?c of lesson
pupiir'casb account, bills,
hi oils' sheet music account.
- —*c Dubllsher, dally
summary. —morundum,
First Studies in Music Biography
Thomas Tapper
,, _
#tnn-atudy In musical
ook li the best obtainKSJf^lr U ‘readable*
never heavy
Events In American

S?“?7^cI?“pVc\u^V,A,^‘VanS
complete sketA^of cven^compos.
explai

aching

Choir and Chorus Conducting
F. W. Wodell

cletlee, their manugein
and ....
,, making a work
•nsable to
conductor.

isolutely

Theory of Interpretation
A. J. Goodrich
hi* work contains many fa
the meaning and stvurtu
ogressiMilc that every progn
,.. One need
studied harmony In
by it. It really at
ual In music by bogl
imallest germ or n......
Ing the construct lon^by^-^. —
•sfuT'in^'tlisfr icsthetle rela

MUSICAL GAMES
MUSICAL DOMINOES -

r, 50 cents.
ALLECRANDO - W. L. Holer
A set of cards, containing musical
characters, which may be used '
a variety of games. Price. .>0 d
MUSICAL AUTHORS
A game designed to aid the s
of musical biography. Price. 33
ELEMENT AIRE - M. S. Morris
d instructive g
rudim
eachlm
Price, 50THE GREAT COMPOSERS
Similar to_ the well-known game
Mail order, elicited and filled tc
of the country. Any of our woriti
inspection to responsible persons.
THEO.

PRESSER,

Philadelphia.

„ IS frequently inspiring and P.r^X'tee will, the other

:rwin,outtcm,^
.’
them Of ln«c«srtJojhc

wTKt“e con
blK^JSSM^!S£SlS!.
Lgazlne education ^fotir day,
#<gj, musical^ pet-

EM'S j»jfe

HrSis

5ssM»

organization In the Fall.
g® V totiKtal - well as voc
icah D.ppel. codirector of the Metrothee*^“?lu£ indhMduul
OiHTit House of New \ork, said re- efficiency as ^e“ ®® t 0f school music. Ad,utlv ■ " tead ol an orchestra of only the scope and ex ent of cno mugic
in.

ate
rs?
thirty.
Westar
shall then
have c»“.:
enough ■first ssJ
struction, sgs
by chddren of sr»i'»
tn
for all
"br^nd ‘it wl'lfno longer^be^ecrasary £&£
e a ..laver of the first wind Instrument Increase in training facilities Tor sucm^ ^
schoof'teachera^Advance^ credlte ft>r musk

THE WORLD

RENOWNED

SOMES
..
THE SOHMER-CECILIAN INSIDE PLAYER |
Favorable
Terms toa-LL
Kenpom
- S^P-ASSIS
SOHMER &. COMPANY
Warerooms, Cor. 5th Ave. 2zd St., Ne»Y«l

YOUR MUSIC ISTORNt

dog wlrif Tetrnizlnl*atVe** Manhattan Opera steJt£H*oar to take cbajfof th£ vocal_ depart;
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°in another
Goldbeck
s death, wmen 'appears
M 1^ relativeg
hns
kindly famished us with the following:
»ii>nhprt* Hold beck began his studies under
j
, KOhier, and astonished his
teacher bj^
by composing
a Fesson
pretty little
teacher
om^o^
Krommelody
tliat
.
b|g creatlve power asserted Itself,
the a„e of eighteen he had composed
an
a_ -Saratoga’ (which, however, wait
never gtaged), several concertos and many
qnartets. s
“During his life he had numerous occa
slons upon which to conduct the orchestral
performance of his works. Theodore Thomas
this opportunity in 1889, and the
orchestra of his successor,i Frederick^ Stock.
and“ ,r
'Leaping
rendered 1" 'Forest
"
' Devotion'
”
""
Marionettes' in April wUh magnificent
— -li-i.
<
; Goldconsider 1
cess,
which — —- —t»Akni.f
last triumph.
id me. Cabreno said upon leaving America: beck's
“He
conducted
his
suite
‘Orpheus'
at
Is for America, it Is simply wonderful “■•- Festival Hall, St. Louis World’s Fair, in 1904.
strides this country has madee artistically It
“When plavtag before Kaiser Wilhelm at
the last few years."
the age of 14, his rare genius so delighted
the monarch that he presented him with a
Yin. Frederic \Y. Wooe]
grand piano and official papers to the effect
Ing director of the I’eojile' [‘horat Union <
that he was to be freed from service in the
Boston for the season of 1 4-1909, owing I
army. This was an unusual grace.”
. Cole, the re;
'nlury to Mr. Samuel
President E. H. Scott, of the Western
director.
Conservatory of Steinway Hall. Chicago, re¬
lic well-known Ameri- cently delivered his lecture, “Music, the Art
her way from Mexico of Arts," with great success in Chicago,
e has recently been
The Philharmonic Society, of Dayton,
curing, was so serli d.r 1 Injured by a storm Ohio, under the directorship of W. I,,
it sea Hint she wa ohlljred to go to the Blumcnschein, recently gave a highly auecess’resbyterlan Hospital in \ew fork to be ful performance of Haydn's “Creation.”
At the May Festival, recently given in
conductor of the Duluth under the direction of Horace W.
New York has
55,ner. the Duluth
Oratorio Society
and the
P**8 Mlnnpnnolis
ie city of* wIa>s \ngelcs
Minneapolis Kvmnhfvnvr
Symphony ocdotml
assisted. Thr
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follow
I health. He has re- ’“f were among the numbers given : Sullivan's
> his v
liorus lIn that eltv. „
In .3
Legend. Peter Benoits “Infu
cently formed a new chorns
—• ition of foreigi
foreign the "orld, Grieg's “Olaf Trygvasson.” and
reference to the importation
said- 5f.vpl'a' of the
important orchestral
choruses for American operaa houses he said:
—3 —e
- works of
"The day for bringing a foreign
elgn opera chorus "agaer,
"agner. Beethoven.
Beethoven Schubert, etc. The fei
festiTa ms rePorted tn
to have K“™
been very successful.
to this country is past. The choruses im'
val
ported, unless under the most exacting (
College Musical Association,
expensive conditions, are horribly
_ under
HMR_|
horribly unsa
unsatisthe direction of Abram Kay Tyler, gave
fa';'?Kre are pretty girls In Italy. France A S‘H%‘S'’??;
and lo-rmanj. hut the handsome ones, with I.lza Lehmann’s "The Golden Threshold”
voices, find plenty of material inducement, in successfully rendered
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.ray of salaries Vi
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m
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remain at home. In the second place, it
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delighted with all that he heard and saw of „J,T Ja ''"mored that a new svmnhonv
imisleal progress In Canada. In speakine of orchestra is to he esfahtiekos
vVj™p,on,'
the service at the Toronto Cathedrar he
, "‘pltte
that I will go
Abroad.
home to England with the knowledge that «
lamp Is burning here In this cathedral whteh
i„ ,
lasting jSaUeD°ceeXuponeehn^mm"^“hi,
year1”;"1 sup™vise The
can possibly do. I was glvi
there were no boy voices in
<la. Where,
at the
\ 3 A0 hal“ his works
”J»V: performed
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work.
then, did these com.' from?fTt
many services in English
heard many below the level
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ORGANIST FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
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Teacher of Organ, Piano & Harmony

or Multum-in-Parvo Binder Co.
624 Arch St.,
Phala-. P«-
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FREDERICK MAXSON

On* Hundred Organ pupllt have obtained church positions.
ir pupils have aucceaefully passed the examina¬
tion of the American Guild of Organists

The Sternberg School of Music

CLASS PINS
Special designs for musical clubs^l
Write for illustrat.ons to the mamm

BENT & BUSH CO,
15 School St,

-

CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG, Principal
Complete Musical Education in all branches
WRITE FOR CATALOG
Fuller Building. 10 South
PHILADELPHIA
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recently.
Strelezki was a pupil of
ed°'nDvfNT
t0 Johann Strauss will t
erected
in V
Leipzig Conservatory and of Madam S
was a cousin of Sir. Fr»
It is reported that a number of Italian maun. He His
most popular song
millionaires, including i prominent publisher. Burnand. Dreams,”
which ran through several
have jn^ contemplation a “trust:' _.
lit ions. The "Hose" is also a very popular
f--$2.(K>0 Oo6“"in“orderrt*t''“^"-th
“ ji ’u order to induce ?.oai,1‘
Itartan
img
by
this
versatile and melodious com•, singers, ’who°‘have " uuuu^ulucmg
^enticing
user. Among his best known piano pieces
re “Reverie," “Nocturne.” "Saltarello."
\aJ °m Englaud
and America,
n Ttaijr
..*
|n
Serenade,” Opus 191. No. 4; Third false
'oetlque. All these pieces are excellent for
Kiciiakd STRAUSS
Strauss lias
h s^ deligh
delighted Paris with
■aching purposes. The thirty studies for
his interpretation of the Be
Sym- pianoforte! Opus
phonies through the medium
Philharmonic Orchestra.'“The Parlsi'anB^were
particularly pleased because he did not
distort the symphonies, but "conducted them
Miss Marguerite Melville, a young
A monument to the memory of Ludwig
American pianist in Vienna, many of whose
compositions have been published by leading Spohr, the famous violinist and composer. Is
European publishers, has recently given a to be erected in Braunschweig.
very successful eeeeee, Ir. v;..,several prominent Viennese musician
Herr Max Pai
Pacer has been appoint!
Director of the Stuttgart Conservatoire.
The American singer, Mary Garden
Sibelius ha
Fairy Opera, 5U»ucu
ovaueuvu,
me
libretto by the Swedish author, Strindberg,
Lbschetizky has taken unto himself a
which has recently been performed for the fourth wife at Budapest.
The famous
first time at the Svenska Theatre in Helsing- piano teacher, who Is nearly seventy-eight,
fors, under the conductorship of the com¬ married Mdlle. Marie von Koszborska. one
poser, who, at the end of the performance, of his pupils.
the recipient of enthusiastic plaudits
and cheers.
French composer Jean Pbillippe
. will be revived nt the Paris Grand
s first given in 1733.
concerts__
Berlin. This is 1 much-sought position
Germany.
-deal instruction ...
A Schubert Festival was recently given three years. Tl
ecessful contestant wa
in Lille, France. The conductor was Pierre Charles Flandr.v, a waiter
restaurant il
Monteux, and the leading soloist was Marie a little city of Southern in
Fr
jAyuF.s Blumenthal, the well-known cor
"Madame Butterfly,” Puccini’s famous
^pieces, died I
opera, has just made a pronounced success poser of ^ songs nndhlann
on May 17th last.
at its initial performance at the Royal Opera
House In Wiesbaden. This opera *
have swept Europe ns It lias America.
Theatrical managers in America refuse even
to consider the music of a new opera until
the merits of the libretto have been decided.
Prof. Gustav F. Kogel has recently
It seems somewhat lamentable that this work
conducted the famous Concertgebouw Gesellwill go down in fame as an open
scliaft in Amsterdam. He was received with
Puccini when in reality much of its
is due to Mr. John Luther Long’s fine con¬ great enthusiasm.
ception of a story witli great heart Interest,
and to Mr. David Belasco's fine dramatiza¬
tion of this tragic romance. Surely much
honor should be due to these two Americans
in this great international success.
next season with a view to popularizing his
works. “Stemengebot,” “Diedrlch von Bern"
and other less known compositions. He will.
it is said, be accompanied by his mother.
Young Wagner has been one of the con¬
ductors of the Bayreuth festivals for years.
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Chopin Album
Selected Works
Edited by I. PHILIPP
Price, Sl.00
w!nu.Ch,op.i,rl Album is possibly the most
50 CENTS POST®^

t&zssF'*^grade
in co^gifled. comf>oser«lhe !_ _found
2d2S5pondin* albunis in tlthe various standmazurkasl nocturnes, ballades,
etudes, i
is scarcely a pupil of any
a<M*Ipk-rent 'vbo does not neefi this albui
n”i^
one accomof the
Diichiw? j-hvp±
n& ad,li'ion
teachers, is bpi"«
a most
i^date
Hj? work is practical and up“ble for us ,o mull'V.on is as Rood as il is

^

PIANO*. ,
Vvervth”*g^known io 0,0 ^
W'rilC 'woHd ‘
LVOV A HKMT
^easementl^TSi^5^”
>ur advertisers.

Theo. Presser, Philadelphia, Pa.
rertW.011 THE ETUDE when addressing

ssional Want Notices are inserted at a
cost of five cents per word, cash with order.
York. In defense, he says - ..
_
tions appertaining to the concert in ques¬ Business Notices, ten cents per word, cash
tion were not of such a nature as to en¬ with order. Do not have replies directed to
gender adverse criticism, and adds: "Patti this office.
was once obliged to sing in a circus building
in London.
Where Patti sings Is ‘first
‘ ‘TURN-EASY’' TABS save the music. Sim¬
class.’ True art ennobles every building In
which it is given, and the act of providing plest sheet-turning device ever invented.
1 generous income for one’s wife and child Agents wanted. Special proposition to teachers.
— -- Injure any artist.”
Send 10 cents for sample package. Turn-Easy
Company, Pittsburg.
Sistine Chapel at St. Peter's, in Rome,
HOOK-HASTINGS ORGAN, two-manual,
wrote. In the registry book. “To the Great pedal, seven speaking stops, motor, nearly
Master, from his poor disciple, Laurentius new, for sale.
Metropolitan College of
Perosi.”
Music. 4429 Baltimore avenue, Philadelphia.
Jean Louis NicoDfi's “Gloria-SInfonie
was performed under the composers direc¬
WANTED.—First Tenor for male quar¬
tion, and with marked success, at Chemnitz. tette. Address, R. F. Long. 4 E. Main street
Massillon, Ohio.
seventeenth season of the concerts there. One
of the last requests of the late Maurice
Mnquet—the founder and conductor of the
concerts, and who had zealously rehearsed
the music during the winter—was that his
wife, who had shared his long labor of love
in establishing the concerts, should conduct
the Mass ta B flat. This she did. and ac¬
quitted herself of her task with great skill
and commendable enthusiasm.
Richard Strauss' “Salome has just had
its first presentation In Stockholm. Sweden.
The attendance and enthusiasm were said to
have been very great.
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GEMS FROM
EUROPEAN
CONCERT
PROGRAMS
Monotony is the bane of the
teacher’s existence. If you
have become “sick and tired”
of the standard classics of the
past the following compo¬
sitions which have a peculiar
charm of their own will prove
interesting. They have been
received with great enthusi¬
asm in Europe, and American
teachers who have become
familiar with them are order¬
ing them in large quantities.

DVORAK “HUMORESQUE”
ansposed key O, Grade
Price of each, *0.75
Kreissler arranged this piece for violin and
made it very popular during his recent Ameri¬
can tour. Il has a fascinating lilting rhythm
and a fine melodic quality which captivates and

&

pupil not having a highly developed

DEBUSSY “ARABESQUES”
tirade 7. Price, $1.20
The great success of '* Pelleas and Mcltsandc,”
Debussy's exotic opera founded upon Maeter¬
linck’s symbolistic Drama, has created a great
curiosity regarding the new French ct-mpoaer's
works. We have selected
‘ "cely to reach popular appreciation,
flavor entirely different from anyve heretofore heard. Don't form
about Debussy until you have
ay his works well.

c:
%\

STAUB “SOUS BOIS”

Bo.toB>B

mSL as scats ESS-sAftS
■«ikSi,.bt.i G“*“

Warren, Ohio.

If your music dealer

«"*»‘a&fS,T8K1TEM
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DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

0 repair it bynsing

unaei the direction of Mr. Thomas Tapper
.Iso be a. -- of th,

Jffik TESSa VwWSS

learn to write music
Lessons in Harmony and Practical
Composition by Mail
COMPLETE
<1590 DO PAYABLE $5
COURSE
QUARTERLY
QEO. DUDLEY MARTIN, SCRANTON, PA.

A MUSIC SCHOOL

J5Wtte?-a a’total of eighty stringed
uni
Instruments.
Ses? tending to make one complete con¬
sul! Melba will return to New York tinnous musical education,

Musical
Festival
k,Fifth
l*a„Annual
was aMay
great
success.
The
Included Mme ff,J’a''ren°The *J?t“r
. nml Mr. (unningham. ine mcioi
Herbert Orchestra assisted.
Oatti Casazza. the new director of.
id Opera In New York, and formerly
director of U\ Scalu In Milan, asserts that
1 ie bus absolutely no national prejudice in
mode, ami that he will produce the woiks
,f all standard composers of opera, irrespectve of nationality.
. c , « u v. „
The May Festival in Springfield. Massa•husetts, was both a financial and artistic
festival orchestra^ was ^ con: Molenlmuer. The soloists
dueled hy
Harold Bauer. Mme. I lildegard Iluss
\ Dr. Franklin Lawson anu others.

C. W. Wilcdx, New York.
“ Great
Oaks from little acorns grow.” Beginning
only a few short years ago to teach com¬
position and arranging of music by
mail; to-day he has erected a college for
the same, and has his offices in one of the
handsomest buildings on Fifth avenue, in
this city. Surely no greater proof of the
success and efficacy of his method could
be desiredThe Dominant, Sept., jgo7.

ETUDE

PERMANENT POSITION for teacher of
Plano. Violin and Voice. Splendid place for
man and wife, and work for both. Must be
sober and reliable. H. M. Stanley. Pres.
Board, Dublin, Ga.
WILL SELL WHOLE OR HALF INterest in well-established and highly remun¬
erative music class in middle West town of
4,000. Net profit of $1,500 yearly. Thorough
Investigation solicited. Address. 727 E. 16th
street. Minneapolis, Minn.

SELECT PARTY of ladies and gentlemen
The school of music in Koblenz, Gem
sailing for Europe July 9tb. wish few
has just celebrated the one liundr
anniversary of the year of Its foundation: a more to join. Entire cost. *600. Ten weeks.
magnificent series of musical w-orks. with Address, C. E. H„ care of The Etude.
--»
some
of the greatest artists of
01 the
me day
uay »s
interpreters, was given ta commemoration 01
PRERIDENT E. n. SCOTT, of the Wester
this important event.
Conservatory. Chieago, has accepted a nun
Fifty years hare elapsed since the death ber of engagements to lecture during the sun
of J. B. 'Cramer, which occurred I "London mer in Chicago and the middle West. Ill
when the noted teacher was seventy-nine subject will be "Music the Art of Arts."
years of age. In his day. Cramer was ex¬
ceedingly popular as a composer. *>UJ
WANTED.—Position hy young ms . with
with the exception of one hundred famous
etudes and a few salon pieces, he Is practi- thorough education and experience, ns in¬
eally unknown.
structor In Theory and director of Chorus.
Band or Orchestra. Prefer college or good
Anton Strelezki. whose real name was city.
References furnished.
Address. F.
Burnand. a
composer of dra"nl"K'r(‘j{’(S
pieces and many very charming songs, died Harley, care of The Etude.

Grade 7. Price, *1.00
A brilliant concert number which requires
good technique in broken chords. It has an
extremely attractive melodic background. If
you have liked Sinding's famous "Rustle of
Spring" you will find much of the same fasci■hich is equally idyllic
ind fluent.

MASSENET
“PAPILLONS NOIRS”
Grade 4. Price. $0.60
Another "very different" piece by a leading
French Composer. The name “ Black Butter¬
flies " is well chosen and the flavor and design
of the composition are equally rare. It makes
i£traak;neUr>re',,Wri.
e which Vlsase

SCflliTT “A LA BIEN AIME”

writers, and more than this, the composition
has the advantage of tbs fine workmanship of
a composer of the most interesting concert and
salon music of the day. If you arc not already
familiar w— - -are confident that it will become a
part of your teaching repertoire.
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Recital Pragrams

ruj itx of Miss Elizabeth Zimmerna,
Hustle Dance. No. 2, FrankmTcL
Roses, Streabbog; FIowerRmUSll
Lange; Absent (voice). Met™if.
Hubbard. Kugelmann : Fairy Sone kA
net (violin). Mozart; ShaS^T%ll®?S
The Voice of a Heart, Van GaeH n 'S
Dewdrop. lilrbeck; Bavaria* BhJ't1-

Also Pages 475-479
NEW LIGHT ON PIANO TEACHING^ _ ^

SHEPARD
PIANO SYSTEM
3
—-AReoelathninTrueEdacanUo
, --

Keueiatiuu
■
Adds New Powers to Old
Methods
Combines with any-Vitalizes all
SUMMER COURSES, 2 to 6 Weeks
ALSO BY MAIL
Seud tor booklet of NEW IDEAS

Harmony by Mail
A Revelation in Simplicity
and Practical Value
FREE Specimen Lesson. “Harmony Sim¬
plified," tath Edition, sent "on approval"

SHEPARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1/inPII

VlKUlL
19 Wesl

PIANfl
PIANO
FIANU
SCHOOL

CA BndCORANGE.LN. J.

Special sum
Summer Course
Special
T-_ and Others
For Teachers

Nymphs at l/lay Frysinger; Cant L?
lln), Borowski; Winter Lul(gbyv|j2S»|
Koven; Fanfare Milittlr* K&PJU
Maiden (voice), Parker; Roman™ J®
It. Schmitt; Ave Verum (XVf1
Mozart ; A May Morning (voicei” if?
Canrice Homrroise fnianni.
****

Pupils
Polo:Meyer Helmunt

Nieman; Aiazuitwt
Jensen-Nieman
muring Zepliyi-;cade du Cbaiuiron
Caprice, Woilenhaupt
March ana
Beffi
Watai“;Dayr-Grieg;
M«ch
and
TArvirrlal • YVoddlUff
Dl
Chorus from Tannhauscr (8 hds). Magnet.
Punils of Srs of the Visitation (Mount de
P
Static Tone Pictures Nos. I and II, Grieg;
t wVeh. Dk* Grieg; St. Francis d’Assisi
lC«h lLertication’aux oiseaux (Bird Sermon).
Uszf- A Flat Impromptu, Chopin; C Minor
.’-if Mozart• Le Nozze di Figaro "\oi.
ehe1 Ranete ' Mozart: With Verdure Clad,
Haydn - When Celia Sings, Moir; Im WunderMnnot Mai Schumann; Romeo et
Juliette “Ah’ Je veux vivre,” Gounod; Long
a™ MacDoweli • A Maid Sings Light, MacDowelL Elizabetivs ()ebet "Tannhauser.’
W^ner- Nocturne G Major, Chopin; RevolutlonatT Etude, Chopin: Hungarian Rhapsody
\’onai4 Liszt- Peer Gynt Suite. Grieg: Serelvide ’Saint-sViens ; Legglero, Op. 25. No.
Stodtae' Sextette from Lucia de Lammerh.n™ alone), Leschetizk.v;
In der Nacht, Schu.*
“Spanlsh Rhap°°dy <2 PiaD°S)’

x
nii’i"
K5aty^ldi Kern ;“ii Trifling
C[ .
, Hovs
r0me Out to
i^'and
BoyfHfOut'To
lvtrr j.a,c» Shadow Dance. Deiiafft
Never,
Never.
Never Land Delias,''
Wedding Dream, Wolf; LteteninrT4
Band, Engelmann ; Song of the BlShV
Melody Varied, Blos&;Cholr InvislWtSfiJ
dcr; Dying Poet, 6ottschalk;
Spaulding; Barcarolle, Reinicke; A&L,!
Spring Williams; Margherites Waltz.^
hold: Dance of the Wooden Shoes, fra
The Magic Wand, Herman; Go Tel“
Sally. I.awson; A Mayday, Rathbua: I>.
the Scenes. Zimmerman; Plfiie DP,5
Wachs ; Ballade Op. 19, Leybach. ^

Pupils of Mr. Hans Richard.
Concerto, C Minor, Beethoven; Iyj
bllndl.r Tiinzc. It. Schumann; Three N*
JUNE 24 to JULY 24, 1908
16th Street, New York
Op. 4. W. Pogojcff; Landler; Zum Kw
vortrag. Hans Huber: Melodie. M. Ji>.
SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE
,. M. VIRGIL. Director
ski ; Faschingsschwank Aus Wien, iU,nann ; Caprice Valse (wedding cthl
Saint-Siiens; Carnival, Op. 9, R. Sclmaj
■»
Pupils of Miss McSpadden.
_
SIX WEEKS' SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACHERS
Electric Flash (4 hds), Goerdeler;Ctf
Special Kites.-Bcginning June 22d
JRRR| Boone;
,,u,,lle Happy Thoughts,ihC
de Concert,
.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC, 212 W. 59th SI.,New York City Pupils^ f^^tonv'to E flat (4 hds). non ; The
Talms, Leybach; Dream We
(4 hds), Mitel
, ( 77ir Metropolitan College of Music)
EDGAR 0. SILVER, President
Mozart: Bridal Roses, ‘Spaulding; Spanish 2{j®el{?,!. J* Ellsworth;
“ Tell Vesper
Bells. M
yapee (t hdsL M<*zkowskl; Over HU land Ihe Clock.^Eiigv
Bonnie Dundee (6 hds), D'Je-j
S. Chittenden, Murjr FI
KATE H. CHITTENDEN. B

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS

COMBS
Broad St. Conservatory of Music
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS. Director
1329-31 S. Broad Street
Philadelphia
rairivt « i class Hurrairno, t^.^,.»es». fr*m ««»■

Will conduct Two Sessions of
Special Summer Classes
in July and August
For all teachers of piano who are
vitally concerned In solving the prob¬
lem of what studies and pieces to use;
who wish to study ways and means by
which to broaden the scone of their
work; who desire to understand more
clearly the important relation of suit¬
able teaching material for each grade;
who are eager, in a word, to gain a
wider view of the musical horizon, and
to learn better the art of selection, pres
entatlon and Interpretation of that
which Is memorable and beautiful in
No work need be prepared by the
teachers; they arc to listen and absorb
tiie studies and pieces interpreted by
Mrs. Adams, at the piano, and note
the authoritative suggestions she has to
give on this Important subject of music
for^the piano, arranged In sequence, for
Teacfiers return to their classes, from
these sessions, with new confidence in
themselves because of having lists of
proven material, gathered from world¬
wide sources, logically planned from
the very first work at the piano, and
on through the succeeding grades.
First Session. July 8th to the 21st
Second Session. August 5th to the 18th
(The work is the same at both sessions.)
Write for further particulars to

CROSBY ADAMS,

Oak Park, III.

i. It. KEELER, Secretary
W ILLl.il U. rosncji, Dlr«au>r Ihf

Minneapolis School of Music, Oratory
-™“ CT and Dramatic Art ^ minneapous,
MINN.
15 h

- -Branch"

a Summer Day, Kellogg.
,
Pupils of F. .4. Williams.
.
The Two Larks. Leschetizky; Alla Marcia
J. H. Rogers; Allegretto from Symphony No.
20, Haydn: Romance Serenade, Wilson
Smith; Polish Dance, Scharwenka ; F lowers
in the Forest. Llchner ; on cake Chautauqua,
P. A. Williams: Valse Op. 70. Chopin: Spinning Song. Mendelssohn; Itondon Caprlccioso,
Mendelssohn: Witches Dance, MacDowell;
Grande Marche de Concert. Woilenhaupt.

Holden Stars (4 hds). Sreabbog; lirt
No ° Godard; Bird of Promise Id*
. qqu, nia Mill at Twilight, taj
The Blue Bhd, Ellsworth: Sleigh Rife 4
t, . Beautiful Spring Reverie, G«i*1
gDr|nE'tjme Ellsworth; Silver Stars. W
s . ",f0|! k' Evening Song, Blake; 8*
?MLd alone) Llchner; Recollw*
VAuth ltoTanon- Little Falrv. Skin¬
, ’ Vbe l!rook. Goldbeck: Polonaise
. ,, r-nrrlcolo (4 hds), Gabhairs
choPln • 11 L°rrlcoio (e aus;,

of Mr. Carlo Kohrssen.
'in. Bach: Etude, Woilenhaupt;
___ Moszkowski; Spring Song, Mendelssohn; Sailors' Song, MacDowell; Tarantelle,
MacDowell; Valse, Chopin ; Mazurka, Godard :
Spring Song. Rossi; Minuett, Grieg: Rahoczy
March, Liszt.

>'“#'*<* 'flSff ilffo'S1
,VheeT p A Williams; Ton'
r 'l.'ome- (’-bildhood Memories,'
p'Vni.nm- yinrelioftheGiant':. J, H. 1;:
?"£?., JJh1 i lip Song P A. WHliam«: i
A Itur 1 Love . ong
VnperOj
V\P||s"n G Smith : CanrlcHo. Homer »-

Pupils of Loretto Seminary.
Fra Diavolo (12 hds). Auber-Czerny; Sit
Nomen Domini Benedictum (Mottet), C’aj;liero; School Festival Waltz (G hds), Sreabbog; Grande Valse Brilliante (8 hds), Schulhoff: Marche Trioraphale (2 pianos), Goria ;
Oberon (12 hds), Weber-Krug: Aria (violin),
Dancla; Happy Days (voice and violin). Strelezki; Polka (12 hds), Behr; 2d Valse (4

K1 Vi 1 nor *1 ovpr
monBarciroM '
Npvln • Festivitv. Henry K.
,^rn^lnTn ’Arthur Foote: Sans Soud^
R Y’ To a Wild Rose, Danced
’ MacDowell; ImpromptJ
}} tches. MauJ
d fngue fj® 1
Suit MacDowell; Etude "H
’
Gottsclialk.
_

Brillant (8 hds), Moszkowski.
—- of Miss Wheaton.
iverture Tancredi (4 hds), Rossini; Gems
From Martha ,A
(4 UA-'
hds), 1
-Bicycle Galop,
Carl Bechter; Dance No. 5 ,,"* hds), Moszkowski; Japanese Dance (6 hds). Ejoi7v
Baker; Thine Own (4 hds), Lange: Jolly
Little Players (4 hds). Maylath: St. Al¬
bans March (6 hds), Rosewig; Song of the
Waves (G hds). Raff: Overture. William Tell
(4 hds), Rossini: San Sonci Galop (6 hds),
Archer; Jolly Blacksmith (4 hds). Paul;
v.
Moszkowski
Sa?ue
S0, 4- (4 hds), Moszkowski;
Les
Sy'Phs Valse (R hds). Bachmann; Mocking
u'hdsf, Thalberg.^man' Home Sweet Homl
Pupils Of Miss Carrie J. Raff.
Menuet, L. Boccherini; Amarvllis, Air . Louis
oSn??iq“f: F. Couperin; Gavotte,
S™
C. W Glnck: Air, J. S. Bacli :
®Toi:
MnK
L'“;1 :T1 Sonata, In C. W. A. Mozart:
Si^ J

COLUMBIA

SCHOOL

of MUSIC

CHICAGO
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
Special Engagement of
MR, A. K. VIRGIL for

SUMMER NORMAL SESSION
in Virgil Clavier Method
For catalogue and particulars address
A. S. FAULKNER, Manager
Suite 710, - - Fine Arts Building

EMIL LIEBLINC’S

Piano Teactos1 Institiitu
IN CHICAGO

With 4artvf°l:

Address

It is i common thing in
to see whole families grm
systems weakened by
drinking.
„„„.(> A
That is because many P«e}
realize that coffee con
b!?
caffeine—which causes tne
“There are five children**'.
""Hrnnk^offee' from infantL
whom drank cotte
two years ago.
j heart’1'
“Myy husband and I ^
and were advised to d”1
,
did so and began to«J ^
now are doing without
tr£,aF (Caffeirie causes' heart^3

= * teve?®

C0^^,a”eyv^de:r-oKoy $

Pu&ilf H! *<« Katharine Ueblein
Kohler; Air Alleman-1
-Ailemand, Kohler;

digestion from birth’aI!0(fee. f
-« given
mvenCOn,.,
craved’ <incl was
winged ,0 r«« Sf »
we gave him all he
. posit
been restored to hea t

Own
tS“iSi‘rmlA"stin Lowell; Thine
mereffceHoWh'4^^Ms) .^eWB^la'^Trliu:

St“Long8 live the discover c'

From July 6 to August 8,1908
Private Lessons, Lectures, Recital,
Send for Circular No. 2

family of five
All Drank Coffee From 1^

loipinDn]^''^hrwnw'ndG. Smith- Papll^ShTrwo(S'AdDV»S°Ytocha^W
Czl?^rd8Ma!&? Ma^en^Ta'ir8^ ^

Name given by
Creek, Mich. Read Jh
R(i
ville.” in pkgs^ “TheJ^? '

Kimball Hall . Chicago
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QUESTIONS
-=-AND-

ANSWERS
i musical subjei

etude

MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT LATE
IN LIFE.
Some of the most unusual musical
accomplishments of the masters have
been made late in life. Wagner, Verdi,
Bach, Handel, Haydn and even Bee¬
thoven did much of their best work at
the time when unambitious men settle

pcrlenced s
know tell us, and we will tie glad for the future
Slrvnr
to"inform you or place your question in the
.
luiure.
blow mental ana
hands of some acknowledged expert for reply, musical awakening is not unusual
If
if the auestion is one of general interest to „„„ v
B al- 11
our readers we will print the answers here. y°u have reached middle years and are
This department is for you to use to any ex- brought to a realization that the ideals
^Thb^Etude cannot attempt to give metro- of youth have not been accomplished
■ markings
-'-'--rs for SDeciai
,
'
u
nomic
special compositions, as
Buch information is of special rather tt,„„ analyze your greatest
. your ex¬
general Interest. Metronomic markings are perience,” and start afresh. There is
often purposely left off certain compositions
bv publishers and composers to allow a always a chance. Throw off all ideas
reasonable latitude for the musical taste and
of past failures and remember that
technical limitations of the perfor:
Mbs. B. L. G.—Dots arc used in preference *ome of the most successful of all men
„
for economy
of space, con¬ have been men who have at times in
. _
- _j
----- Mm
.
|*
venience, and legibility.
- -- - i- quarter
___
,_ time an. eighth note their lives made many dismal failures.
following a dotted quarter in the right hand The following
__
, ,
against triplets in the left hand would fall Are ,ollow,n& insp.ring paragraph, by
between the second and third note of the W. A. N. Dorlands, appeared in the
second triplet.
See Mr. Law’s excellent
v
article on this subject in this issue.
Century Magazine:
embelitehmcntsWo/music^han Louis Arthur
Russell's “Embellishments of Music.”
4. The subject of transposition is one that
is impossible to thoroughly comprehend withTe wouMd r7commfndD8onfe3ggood

-''T°t '"frequently those mentalities
that ripen the slowest last the longest
,
,.
....
. ,
b
’
and otten the history of these great
has b-’ Persistent neglect and

Norris*8 Thi^migbt'be folRiwed by WarrinePs
“Transposition.” published by Novello & Co.

h coldness u"bil ^ty or more
years have passed before their great-

fuRy ^scussed* iifDMr.‘ ItusseTsCbook £SZ
mentioned.
G. k.—The kev of G sharp minor (and

"CSS has been co"ceded by their contemporaries. Truly, ‘the life history
°f a great genius is almost invariably

minor
TaU ‘V^lat mlnor 7^^
relative minor of C flat major. Enharmonically B and C flat are identical, as arc
G sharp and A fiat, in our equal tempered

0ne of a sad and somber tone, a walk
apart from the beaten path.’ Such are
c
,
.
,, ,
tn^ words of one who should know

Et”al. ^Composers, ‘^en^writi^l “to what the ‘d°erS °f deeds’ must endure'
sharps (B major) and having occasion to go Be this as it may, it is now recognized
to the relative minor, would employ the kev .1 ,
,,
. .
of G sharp minor for the relative minor to that m^ny of the finest achievements
continue the sharp notation.
in business, statesmanship, literature
,,s- G- B-—1. Haydn is commonly called and in all activities have been wrought
the father of the orchestra because of the t,,,
_
joany innovations he made which in their ^y
long past bixty. Writes one.
time^were very radical changes and improve- ‘No strong man will accept sixty as
2. The symphony orchestras of to-day the arbitrary limit of his ambition and
vary In the number of their members. Some wr,ri.;„„
>»
orchestras have as low as fifty members, workmg ability.
as high as one hundred. The MetroOpera House Orchestra will comprise
one hundred and twenty-five plavers "»■«
year;, yo« will find Mr. W. J. Hend
THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF
iS5??.rd w®rk “Pon “The Orchestra" a very
va uahle and interesting work and one which
MUSICAL POSTAL CARDS.
, 8~a you much specific Information.
The postal card craze is said to have
WditenThh7 fee,™L5°ncert° f0r Piano 1
4 The"
, for
.
,
origin,
but. it . be1 “e Mm,1"”''Tv
Military Concerto
violin
was been of American
,
..
wntten by Bazzini.
came popular upon the continent of
by'V 'straussmeStlC Symphony was wrltten Europe long before the picture postal
„
card came into general use in America.
indieafMHI?h*t~thelenotes in'Vh or ritardandf° The musical picture postal now sells in
to°fefl 8re t0 be he,d°ba8eknantd noteperm1ttad truly enormous quantities in America
*rc right'fnV0.^ aA t$'e“sua.1
Tou and is certainly one of the best means
feeiert itbat /ach noteain ’thf'measnre°af- of extending popular interest in musitime
8 made longer from a standpoint of cians and their works. Germany now
flat0 thi commonIy accepted fingering of the has undertaken the promotion of the
1>andSaawavst«L«,fo,’irth ?,n€,er ln, thet rl5ht use of the postal card in the schools.
8wseSon°fththe left handBthatfourthhfingar The American Consul at Magdeburg
w the foUrCth8acond deK,ce ln tbe key of F- writes:
^BofflG flf f181' fl^-a8 Defiint:^nThl
“At the recent meeting of the Ger¬
tie scale. The fom-th*fin*1 tb<! r,rst deSree of man Geographical Society the idea was
fourth finvJ0, and’' lf yoSurkn0oweSw0here°thI advanced for the first time to employ
proper piacw
s;,.you^can,''''adily flnd the picture postal cards as means of infor the other fingers.
struction in the schools. The post~
card industry has made enormous progKtVIEW OF NEW PUBLICAress in the last few years, and in the
Th
TIONS.
last few months cards have been
foh,£rima Donna> hy F. Marion Craw- brought into the market illustrative of
* rd ^The Macmillan Company). Price, natural history, political history, and
»?•
for use in instruction in the German
is ar
^arion Crawford’s latest novel language, which have met with the
and I?mance of musical life in New York hearty approval of professors and
“Fa! Tud°n‘ Tbe book is a sequel to teachers of reputation,
of an Margar.et>” and deals with the life
“The school museum at Breslau has
is exc°PA-ra singer- The opening chapter undertaken to form a collection of these
tention Ingly novel and claims the at- cards, and for this purpose has rearisjo-r tat onceEnglish artistic and quested the various publishers to fora write* "f SA°ciety is delineated only as ward them samples of their output, that
experjen °f ™r' Crawford’s international it may be determined to what extent
There •Ce,.and deft literary skill can do. they may be used for purposes of
*ducatinS i
*'lat wot,ld be of direct instruction. Further, two teachers in
dent, but* Yable. to the ambitious stu- Leipzig have established a central
ai,d one
u wbba^ a fascinating story bureau for meritorious post-cards of all
pass man
wblcb a music lover may sorts intended for purposes of instrucy a pleasant summer day.
tion, collection and travel.”
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FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Founded 1874.

FRANC/S /-. YORK, M.A., Director
530 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Unsurpassed Advantages for a COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION.
OVER 1000 STUDENTS.
50 THOROUGHLY SKILLED INSTRUCTORS.
Every Branch Taught, also Drawing and Elocution. Students Received Daily.
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION—JULY and AUQUST
Write for Catalogue.

JAMBS H. BELL, Secy.

UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC
AND DRAMATIC ART
■tion of the M*bc.! .undine l>

The School of Music-Education
SUMMER SCHOOL

... rnaehnld. Patrol

NORMAL. COURSES

AKiiiNti-roN, n. c.

JUNE 30th TO JULY 30th.

Boston Summer Vocal School
Conducted by FRANK E. MORSE
Artistic Singing. Normal Training for

Wilson College
FOR WOMEN
Chambersburg, Pa.

for Pianoforte, Vocal, Kindergarten and Public
School Music Teachers and Students, conducted
by Calvin Brainerd Cady,
PORTLAND, OREGON,

June 22—July 31.

SPECIAL NOTICE - Requests fora Normal at
Chicago, III., and Palo Alto or Berkeley, Califor¬
nia. The Normal will be given at one of the
above places, Aug. 4—Sept, s, if a sufficient
number of applications arc received by Slay l$.
BOSTON SUMMER COURSES. Gives by
Linda Ekmak, Hulun Howard Whiting
June 1—July 31.
Subjects: Music F.ducation of tbe Child, Pianoforte. Voice in Song and Speech. (Especially

valuable to Grade Teachers.)
For announcements o! Normal Courses and
particulars of Boston Summer Courses, address
SCHOOL OF MUSIC-EDUCATION
225 Newbury St„ Boston, Mass.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

nstitution that compares favorably witl
highest grade women's eolieges In the
- hour years' course leading t.
A.B. A finely equip]*-! music
I department affonls many advantages i
1
tudy of both voral and in —• 1
uusie. Art de|*irtment !
•n I uudinj- u" h' all modem* i
ave men t s, fifty ac

Beethoven Conservatory of Music
Sf. Louis, Missouri

EVANSTON-CHICAGO'-

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

A University
Professional School, for the
comprehensive study of practical and

theoretical music, cither as a profession
or as an element of culture. Located upon the
shore of Lake Michigan, in Chicago s most
attractive suburb.
L Course in Applied Music, leading to
the degree of Graduate in Music.
II. Course in Theory and History of
Music, leading to tbe Degree of
Bachelor of Music.
III. Post-Graduate Course.
IV. Literary-Musical Course.
V. Course in Public School Music
Method,.
Courses 1, II and V include literary studies in
the College of Liberal Arts or Academy withA UtorougR Preparatory Department is main¬
tained.
The environment is perfect and social ad¬
vantages superior. Catalogue upon request.
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston, I

Missouri Conservatory of Music
2108 Lafayette Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
J. a EBEK
Large faculty, best e<

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
A Constant, Growing Demand
Exists for Trained Teachers

THOMAS NORMAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
Tboroly Equips in One Year
Graduates placed at an average salary of $70.00
per month.
IVritefor Circular “ M"
F. C. HAWTHORNE

DETROIT,

MICHIGAN

“Used by all Up=to = Date Teachers”
THE KINDER
Adjustable Foot Rest
Pedal Extenders for the Piano
The children who use them learn twice as fast and practice twice as
much with half the exertion.
Foot Rest $3.00. Pedal Extenders $2.00 per set of two
Special discount to teachers and trade. Sold by all first class music
ts wanted. Illustrated catalog for t askitij

W. MARKS, Port Washington, NEW YORK
Please mention THE ETUDE w

the
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the MUSICIAN’S SUMMER.
BY CARL W. GRIMM.

SHORTERCOLLEGE,4"EBICAN„
Founded and endowed by Alfred Shorter, 1877 I
rutvamed School of Aesthetic Culture. Musii
l.nu LADIKS—A yonegeo.uu.u.rsusedexCollege o( unsurpassed ex--sDIKS-A
Anting, Sculpture, Languages, — -rheoneco
ice. All
usual departments. Delightful I teSeln Europe ror American iHilir
'V location.
.. Superb
Ideal climate, Earned
Urge faculty of great masters-the test in huropc.
THOS- J

\^e^

Mr. and Mr*.
MEHAN
JOHN DENNIS ---DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOICE AND
EXPRESSIVE SINGING
Carnegie Hull. New York
SUMMER TERM, JULY 20 to AUGUST 22 In
Denver, Colo.

CHICAGO

" ’

Shenandoah School of Music
DAYTON. VA.
Largest Music School in the South
Over 200 Student* from 15 States.
K'Si,

JlWw'ilM'p'r m'^.Iou

88r<l Session Opens September **, ’08.

1SCHOOLS

THE WESTERN COHSEBVUTORY
E. H. SCOTT, President

Steinway Hall, Chicago
A high-class institution devoted exclusively to music. Those in attendance
are encouraged to be not only pupils, but also earnest students. Musician¬
ship implies not merely proficiency in execution, but also a thorough knowl¬
edge of musical analysis and principles of interpretation.

Latest Methods and Superior Facilities
The Systen of Instruction—Private Lessons, Lectures, Class Recitations
in Harmony and Theory, Sight Reading Exercises, Ensemble Drill, (eight
pupils playing together upon four pianos, like an orchestra), Normal Talks
and Recitals. All Lectures and Class exercises are free to regular pupils.
Out-of-town Pupils are cheerfully provided with boarding places and
given every helpful attention as strangers in the city.
A Thorough and Reliable Institution Operated Under Authority of the State of Illinois
Fall Tam, Sept. 7lh

000 Stebi^aVlta "^Woaao

Send lor Catalog

The Chicago Piano College
MR. D. A. CLIPPINGER’S
SCHOOL of SINGING

*h*™W«econt.
Thorough training for the TeTch!
er. Studio, i,ml tVConcert Plat.

Season begins September First
JUST OUT-STUDIO NOTES No. 3
Contains a doten pithy talks on sing¬
ing andacarefully selected list of one
hundred songs for teaching and con-

Chicago Conservatory
410 Kimball Hall,

•N PEKKIX8, President

Chicago, Ill.
Highest Standards

WM. H. SHERWOOD
At Chautauqua, N. Y. [20th Season)
July 6th to August 16th, 1908
30 INTERPRETATION AND ANAL¬
YSIS CLASSES.
PRIVATE PIANO
LESSONS AND WEEKLY RECITALS
MU. Georiia Kober and Mr,. E. T. Tobey

Strongest F

Fall Term of

Sherwood Music School
Fine Arts Building, Chicago
Begins Monday September 7th with increased
advantages m all departments.
WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD. Principal

American Conservatory
HALL. CHICAGO,
CHICAGO. ILL.
Ill
KIMBALL HALL,

J

FOUNDED 1886.

MUSIC, DRAMATIC* ART? MODERN LANGUAGES
principles, special department for the
irranted by authority of State of Illinois.
Special Course of Public School Music. Uramatic E
Unrivalkd frkr Advantages. Spec,*,. rates to talented Purnj of LnTrA.T^nwayTwenty-third Season begin. Thursday, September 10tb 1908

Sa,-"W"WM‘

JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT,'Prest

stion THE ETUDE wnen addressing o,

There should bTTtTme for all things,
a time to work and a time to rest. We
must rest in order to be able to work
well Therefore every day ought to have
certain hours devoted to leisure or a
change of occupation. But it seems that
the strenuous life of to-day requires of
many teachers and students that they do
all their work in one part of the year and
their resting at another, this latter time
being considered the vacation or recuper¬
ating time. Especially is this the case
with those who live in the large cities.
What a delight to leave those noisy streets
and rush out into the country to commune
with Nature! After having been forced
to stay for some time in a great city,
every human being longs for the moun¬
tains, forests, lakes, rivers or. streams.
And how refreshing are such trips to the
mind and body! Solitude is then often
the best society, and after such retirement
one returns strengthened for new work.
Those who live in small towns and have
the advantages of beautiful country near
at hand often feel the reverse and desire
to spend their vacation time in the large
cities; such a change is very beneficial,
because it tends to enlarge the mind, at
the same time affording them relaxation
from their accustomed labor. Towns
possess human interest and historical as¬
sociations and are often beautiful too.
Their museums of arts and sciences are
highly interesting and instructive. The
vacation time is the best time for retro¬
spection and for laying out plans for the
coming season and preparing for same.
Many famous performers and singers
prepare their repertory in vacation When
they live in the country. If you have an
aim in view to succeed in art you will
not wait for comfortable weather. If
you possibly can, attend music teachers’
conventions in order to meet fellowteachers and exchange views and experi¬
ences with them. It will not do for a
teacher to become isolated; it is apt to
make him narrow-minded and an old
fogy. Intercourse with other teachers
will undoubtedly show you better ways
of solving vexing problems ^and help to
cheer you up. During vacation time you
can make it a point to study other sub¬
jects than music, for example, the great
works of history, biography or literature.
Young teachers may find it a restful
change to go to some summer school and
improve themselves during the vacation
time. Idling is not resting. There can
be no enjoyment where indolence begins a
purposeless to-day and looks forward to
a planless to-morrow. We ought to flee
from doing nothing. Advanced pupils
who work hard during the season feel the
necessity for a vacation as much as the
teacher, and to „uch students the same
advice how to spend the summer vacation
can be given as to teachers. Serious pu¬
pils, who by their school studies are pre¬
vented from devoting as much time to
music as they desire, often give more time
to * during vacation. They increase the
number of lessons and practice in the early
morning hours, really the finest and most
refreshing of the whole year. If y0Ur
teacher ,s going to be absent let him out¬
line your work. When very young pupils
stay at home during the summer ?it is
never profitable to let them negTect he r
music practice entirely. They forget So

continual practice in order not to un!e '
what they have acquired. A teachers I
has been housed too much in hjs J? 1
during the music season will work all it I
better after a change of occupation
I
ing the summer, but he ought to ha I
leisure hours even in his busy seas™. I
because only alternate work and rest lo™ I
endure. “Life is not only for work■ hi I
for one’s self and one’s friends.” ’ I
A MUSICAL MOUNTAIN.
Few people to-day, beyond the circle
of old-time prospectors, know mud
about the musical mountain of the oU
Truckee mining district in Nevada. It
is situated on the Truckee River, nw
Pyramid Lake, and was discovered it
1867 by a party of prospectors.
.
The mines in that vicinity created
much excitement at the time, and tit
quest for gold led these explorers It*
the foo't of the mountain, where the;
pitched their tents. Every evening, 1
little after dusk, when all was still, the
would hear proceeding from the big
mountain soft, mysterious strains, lilt
the tinkling of tiny silver bells, thi
seemed to make the whole atmosphen
quiver as they floated over the camp
and were wafted far away until lost it
the distance, only to be followed byi
fresh gust of sweet tones.
1
It was at length ascertained by it
vestigators that the face of the moat!
tain was covered with thin flqkes i I
hard, crystalline rock. There were in- i
mense beds of these flakes, and it bt j
came apparent that the mystic must J
was produced by the uniting aad blenij
ing of the myriads of bell-like tinkling I
caused by the huge drifts of slat! I
debris that continually glided, glacie|
like, down the steep slope. That it w
heard after dark was unquestioiJ!
owing to the peaceful quiet of the hoar I
Notwithstanding this rational sob
tion of the mystery, the Indians, a
indeed many of the white campers, «|
tinue to believe that the magic concortj
of sweet sounds proceeded from sob
supernatural power within the
ain.—The Music World.

FULLY NOURISHED
Grape-Nuts a Perfectly Balanced Fool

No chemist’s analysis of Grape-!®’ {
can begin to show the real vai*
the food—the practical value as s
by personal experience.
,
It is a food that is perfectly balaw J
supplies the needed elements 0
and nerves in all stages of life from
infant, through the strenuous tnw\
active middle life, and is a comfort
support in old age.
“For two years I have used
^
Nuts with milk and a little ere •
breakfast.
I am comfortably p
for my dinner at noon.
“I use little meat, plenty of veg^
and fruit, in season, for the no
and if tired at tea time, take Grap
alone and feel perfectly noun
,
“Nerve and brain power, an
are much improved since usit' . l g
Nuts. I am over sixty and ** j,
lbs. My son and husband se.e,"*Graf)
had improved, are now usin
Nuts.
i;n|, 0»l|
“My son, who is a trave Grtf
eats nothing for breakfast
,^l
Nuts and a glass of mu •
.e(j *
SChofanbd;V^ireS 50 much Ceding
out of bad habits afterwards that it is over 70, seems fully „n0 ..-rjiefrt'
J
eAnrho„h’Ve them continue ‘heir lessons, Grape-Nuts and cream.
rn w\
is certainly’ not
fa theearIy corning Reason.”
Name given by Post“J?L Road 'I
Creek, Mich.
Read
The
Sr*
*r
Wellville,” in pkgs.
. . Ar/‘
Ever
ver read the above
aoove W**
1*
v
appears from time to ^ (,#
are genuine, true, and tuu
Paying He
toVtaS*™ interest.
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MASSACHUSETTS

SCHOOLS

Humor, Wit and Anecdote.
Some Funny Answers.
_ __
The result of an examination
well-known
musical knowledge
school.
Q. What is French pitch?
r.
Ans. Handel and Bach had £
tain pitch of their own, and each comnoser down the ages has had a pitch
of his own.

Litde Edith had just been to church
for the first time.
“And what did you think of it?”
asked her mother.
I didn t like the organ very well,”
she replied.
“Why not?”
™
Tause there wasn’t any monkey
wlth

Ans. The ravanastron
origin of the violin.

“It would please me mightily, Miss
Stout,' said Mr. Mugley, “to have you
go to the opera with me this evening."
“Have you secured the seats?” asked
Miss Vera Stout.
u
eonie now,” he protested;
“you’re not so heavy as all that.”—
The Catholic Standard and Times.

was

the

Ans. Jan Kubelik and Leo Schulz
are two well-known performers of the
viol family.
Ans. Symphonies are small kettle¬
drums. They look like a cauldron, and
are covered with leather.

One of the leading tenors in Moscow
was called upon to sing an opera in
Ans. The kinds of things done by a which one note was much too high for
violin are pizzicato, legato and appo- him, but he got a man in the orchestra
giatino.
to come in just at the right time and
supply the note. In exchange the tenor
Ans. The piccolo is used in drink¬ was to take him to supper. The plan
ing revels to imitate whistling wind. answered well, the applause was loud,
The oboe makes shepherd calls and but the tenor forgot all about the sup¬
per. Next time he sang the opera he
yodelling.
went to the front of the stage, put his
Ans. Wagner wrote the Circle of hand on his heart, and opened his
mouth
as wide as he could. His dis¬
of the Niebelungen Ring.
comfiture was great when the expect¬
Ans. There are 98 instruments in ant hush was broken by a voice from
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, in¬ the orchestra saying, “Where's my sup¬
per?”—Dundee Advertiser.
cluding the librarian.

NewEngland
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OF MUSIC
Boston, Mass.
GEORGE W. CHADWICK, Director

Everywhere recognized as the largest and best equipped school of music in the world. Its
complete organization, Its imposing Conservatory building and splendid equipment, and the
new Residence building offer exceptional facilities for students. Situated in Boston, the ack¬
nowledged music center of America, it affords pupils the environment and atmosphere so.
necessary to a musical education. Every department under special masters. The reciprocal
relations established with Harvard University afford pupils special advantages for literary study.

Grand

Opera

For particulars and year book, address
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RALPH L. FLANDERS Manager.
Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development — D'Israeli.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC EDUCATION
CALVIN BRAINERD CADY, Principal
For Students and Teachers of Music-Pianoforte, Vocal, Violin, Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition.
OPENS SEPTEMBER 15
Vindee ®rCial
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Ans. The conductor of an orchestra
must be able to play every instrument
in the orchestra. He must work his
way up through the second violins to
the first violins, then to concert mas¬
ter and to conductor.

Mrs. Ayr: “Are you going to hear
Herr Brummer’s famous Berlin or¬
chestra next Thursday? Seventy-five
pieces.”
Mrs. Mode: “No, I was going; but I
abominate long programs.”

Q. What it means to hear a great
orchestra?
Ans. It means a period of mystery
and delight, where I float in realms of
clouds and dreams.—E. L. Wynn.

Met with in the drawing-room, k cer¬
tain German professor is an entertain¬ tion, and hear Jirs,
is of it
_ rateducatii.... _PPHRRHM M
ing old gentleman. To him, recently, a she
is placed with thoroughly reliable people who
lady said, when one of his composi¬ will take a personal interest tn her welfare.
tions had just been rendered by one of May we send you full particulars concerning:
the guests, “How did you like the ren¬
dering of your song?"
“Vas dot my song?” replied the pro¬
fessor. “I did not know him.”—Tit- P“'“cX 'SU.
BOSTON, HASS.
iithYear Director. F. W.WODELL Conductor
Bits.
Be mod 1908-9, People*' Choral L'uloo, Bouton: Lexington Choral
Society; Director of Music. Kpworth Church, Can.bridge: author
“Choir and < horu* Conducting" — -- - *Hiram (in New York restaurant, as Book. Teacher of Rtlrda M. P«

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

THE SCHOOL FOR SINOERS

Professor,” said Mrs. Gaswell to
|he distinguished musician who had
been engaged at a high price to enter¬
tain her guests, “what was that lovely
,,~!l0n you Played just now?”
. That, madame,” he answered, glarln5 a* l,er> “was an improvisation.”
Ah, yes, I remember now. I knew
.was r3n °*d lavorite, but I couldn’t
ink of the name of it, to save me.”—
Lhttago Tribune.

in'rt*1” Damr°sch tells of a matron
v
ICag0 wIl°’ 'n company with her
nePhew, was attending a muSl«l entertainment.
e Sections were apparently enwhpn
to tlle youth; but
del« Lhe bedding March” of Menmore°inteTesStbegUn ^ bega" t0 evinCC
t.o7^°Unds fami,iar>” he said. “I’m
hut ths,,ng 0n ^ese classical pieces,
“That" 3 g00{1 one- What is it?”
iron.
favely explained the ma^P'r's wthy.

den’S

Prayer-’ “

“Well—d he p,ay welI?”
immense "Y du3r cllaP> he was simply
l,all twn • ^ he dr°ve away from the
file back
actuaHy climbed onto
..j “CK of his carriage!"
meant ^hg®e .that s. what the papers
^'s audtPM
*ley sa'd he quite carried
d,ence away.->_M. A. P.

1

orchestra starts): Fer the land’s sake.
Now, what d’you s’pose that band is
playin’ fer in here?
Mandy (sarcastically): My, ain’t we
green! Hiram Hubble, you keep right
on eatin’, an’ when the leader uv thet
outfit passes his hat around, don’t you
give him a darn penny, er you’ll hear
from me!—Town and Country.
The bill collector turned away,
And asked, with an angry snort:
“Why is it that, though Art is long.
This artist is always short?”
—Chicago Tribune.
“I went to hear ‘II Trovatore’ last
night.”
“Fine opera.”
“Oh, shucks! Man, the hand organs
have been playing them tunes for years.
I recognized ’em all."—Washington
Herald.
“Now, here,” said the proprietor of
the musical comedy.
“What is it?” inquired the stage
manager.
“Last night you gave the last act
first. Probably nobody noticed it. but
it shows lack of system. Don’t let this
occur again.”— Washington Herald.

Sctiool

rph™Vch°°' will/ive a Practical training for Grand Opera in regular professional
fW u
ThVL°ndUc uS’ S’tRe manaKers a,,d repe'i'eurs are of the staff of the Boston
Opera House. Through this Opera School young Americans will have the opportunity to
obtain a debut in the Boston Opera House when they demonstrate sufficient ability.
Owing to the practical training of students in our Normal Department, graduates are
much in demand as teachers and musicians.
The privileges of lectures, concerts and recitals, the opportunities of ensemble Dractice and
appearing before andiences. and the dally associations are !.nah.aWe advantages lo thc mis.c
student. A number ol Iree violin scholarships available lor 1908.

Edith Lynwood Winn
:r Address, Foxboro, Mass.

SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
Advertise Your Fall Sessions in

THE ETUDE
Write to MRS. F. VV. WODELL, Registrar, to-day,
The response will be prompt.

Gurlitt Album
FOR THE PIANO
Carefully selected, edited and annotated
froro^ various work* of this
W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price, 75 cents
This is a volume of rare educational
value and superior attractiveness.
The numbers, all interesting and useful,
have been selected with greatest care
from all the popular writings of this
prolific composer. The editorial work has
been most thorough, each piece is accom. - -by explanatory
—--text.
panied
and -aalytical
analj
The pieces
r__ML.
are largely of
__ the
__e second
s
and
third degree of difficulty.
This book can be used to good advan¬
tage in conjunction with Mathews'
‘‘Standard Graded Course" or to accom¬
pany any second or third grade studies.
THEO. PRESSER,
1712 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia. Pa.

SEND FOR SPECIAL RATES

Handel Album
Price, 60 c•
The entire literature of Handel has
investigated, and we are confident
tills volume surpasses anything that has
ever yet appeared in the way of a col
lection of Handel's Music.
Handel, in our opinion, has never been
fully appreciated bv the American teach¬
ing public. The overwhelming genius of
Bach has rather thrown Handel in the
shade, yet for technical, and at the same
time interesting, work Handel is to be
preferred. The volume that we are issuing
can be taken instead of either the Bach's
"Inventions” or "Little Preludes." and
fbe pupil will derive just as much benefit
and at the same time experience more
pleasure than with either of the volumes
of Bach.
THEO. PRESSED. 1712 Chestnut St..Phllsdelpbia.Pa.

ZABEL BROTHERS

MUSIC PRINTERS
AND ENGRAVERS
Please mention THE ETUDE w!

the
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SUMMER READING
Descriptive Analyses ot Piano
Works
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
A poetic, dramatic and historical
analysis or description of some of
the greatest and best known piano
compositions, explaining everything
connected with the composer or
composition that will aid to a hotter
understanding of the works In questlon. Invaluable to Clubs and for
Program Making.
Price. *1.50. Cloth, Gilt
European Reminiscences
Musical and Otherwise
By I.OUIS C. BISON
The recollections of the vaentlon
tours of a musician In various coun¬
tries. Some of the observations and
• experiences of a musician during
the pursuit of his Investigations In
musical history In Europe, written
In a genial and wit..
rated. Prl c. *UM
The Masters and Their Music
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
A hand-book of musical literature
for musical clubs, classes and pri¬
vate students. The work consists
of two parts. Tho first part con¬
tains material for Ten Musical
Evenings or Classes consisting of
Biographical and Critical Annota¬
tions. carefully selected musical Il¬
lustrations. etc., relating to Bach.
Handel. Haydn. Mozart. Schubert,
Beethoven. Mendelssohn and Liszt.
The second part contains Six Musi¬
cal Evenings or Programs, prepared
with equal care upon Brahms. Grieg.
Gottschalk. and Mason. MacDowell,
Arthur Foote and Mrs. H. H. A.
Beach. Scharwenka. Jensen and Pad¬
erewski Rubinstein nnd Tchatkowsky. and miscellaneous programs of
American composers.
Price. < loll.-houn.l, *1.50
Anecdotes of Great Musicians
By W. FRANCIS GATES
A unique, valuable and Interesting
collection of 300 well-authenticated
anecdotes of Great Composers. Play¬
ers and Singers, related In an enter¬
taining style, and embodying much
valuable musical information.
Price. *1.50
The First Violin
By JESSIE FOTHERGn.il
A tale most beautifully told, and
of unvarying Interest, of love nnd
fate, men and women, and life. The
Inner life of the higher classes of
society In Germany Is finely de¬
picted. As a musical novel, this
book belongs in the first rank.
Price, *1.00
Alcestis
A Charming Musical Novel
The story of a musician's
Interest throughout,
llghtful gift hook.
Price, Bound in Cloth a

rltlenl EstlBy JOHn'c’I'fH.I.MORE
Tho only work of its kind In
English. It groups the composers
and their works Into epochs and
gives a clear description of tho
different epochs. It contains an In¬
teresting account of the lives of all
the greatest composers and their
works.
Price. *1.50
Chats with Music Students

the attention of all musical
nts and those who make music
.. life’s work the very ma">' »«»•*tlneent topics that should
Music Talks with Children
By THOMAS TAPPER
The most attractive of all mue
books. One of the most helpful u
Inspiring books about music and
music
_
_ .
---written.
Not only
delightful reading
g people.
but equally — *... —...n eithe.
professional. The sub¬
let matter is treated in an enterainlng manner and creates musical
Price

md in

Ih. *1.25

Ang or all of the above sent, postpaid.
upon receipt of price.
Send for our complete descriptive cata¬
logue of musical irorks and tcachTHEODORE PRESSER, Publisher
1712 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia. Pa.

etude

Ideas for Music
Club Workers
By MRS. JOHN A. OLIVER
(Press Secretary National Federation of
Music Clubs)
The St. Cecelia Society of Grand
Island, Nebraska, followed a recent inter¬
esting concert with a beautiful entertain¬
ment and celebration of Presidents Day,
which occurs on March ioth. Local
characters represented members of the
International Federation of Musical
Clubs, and the location was supposed to
be Boston, where the convention was
being held. Characters represented were
Miss Spearmint, Josiah Quincy, Mayor of
Boston (welcoming the guests), Mrs.
Ewel of California, Lady Evelyn Murphy
Ryan from Ireland, Miss Brown of Phila¬
delphia, Miss Cho Cho San of Japan, and
Miss Ycllski Shriekofftheroof of Russia.
Altogether the program was one which
gave cause for great merriment and was
thoroughly enjoyed by every one present.
In a report from Colorado there are
five clubs reported as doing great work
in the way of bringing artists, training
choruses, doing concert work and special
study. Among those reported is a very
small club, the Monday Musical, at
Pueblo, Colo., whose membership is only
twelve, consequently cannot do much in
the bringing of expensive artists, but the
Pueblo Club is wide awake to the philan¬
thropic work needed by the little band,
and for the past year has, by combined
efforts with other local clubs, made it
possible for the children in two very large
and very poor families to attend school
regularly. The little club has also sub¬
scribed to the local settlement work and
to the Federation Loan Fund for selfsupporting girls. In the near future this
energetic club will give a MacDowell me¬
morial afternoon.
A CHILDREN’S CLUB PROGRAM
ILLUSTRATED BY GAMES.
The teacher is always obliged to re¬
member that the child instinct for play
is always most pronounced in healthy
children. Children do not like the formal,
except when they are imitating their
elders. They love a frolic, and if play
can he directed toward educational pur¬
poses much good may he accomplished.
Watch the delight with which a kitten
instinctively chases a ball and you will
have an animal symbol of the force of
play. A recent recital, given by a Mass¬
achusetts Etude reader, was made inter¬
esting by illustrated numbers which we
are sure the little tots must have appre¬
ciated very much. Teachers may readily
invent little games to illustrate pieces, and
we are sure that they will be accordingly
repaid for their pains.
Her description of her games follows:
“I am sending you a copy of a program
thinking it may be of some interest to
you in giving hints to teachers.
I have had The Etude for some years
and found it very interesting, and have
benefited by it in many ways. Many of
the numbers on the program were taken
from The Etude. I don’t suppose this
program varies in form from the ordi¬
nary recital, other than the illustrated
numbers.
“The first number illustrated, ‘London
Bridge.’ hy Paul Lawson, was played by
a little girl, and about twelve little girls
played the game on the stage at the same
“The second illustrated number, 'The
Gingerbread Dolls,’ by Karl Kleber was
done in the same way; eight little girls,
dressed in brown cambric costumes,
marched forming several figures.

_T H E ETUDE

“ ‘The Gnome King,’ by Karl Kleber.
was given by six boys dressed m gray
costumes, the girl being dressed as a
W“C‘The Mill at Sans Souci,’ by H.
Necke, we had several boys and girls in
Dutch costumes and a Dutch mill
‘“The Village Gossips, by Georges
Bull, represented an afternoon tea party,
the girls gossiping to their hearts contC “ ‘Jack 0’ Lantern,’ by Krogman, the
children all marched with lighted lanterns,
the lights in the hall being turned off.
“ ‘In the Indian Camp,’ by C. W. Cadman, we carried out the idea of a camp
as far as possible, the boys and girls
being dressed as Indians, and just at the
last of the music the braves gave a warwhoop and danced around the camp fire.
“ ‘Vesper Chimes,’ by Wilson G. Smith,
we had arranged for piano, organ and
bell, and gave a tableau representing Mil¬
let's painting ‘The Angelus.’
“ ‘Hail Columbia’ was given as a duet
for violin and piano, the boy (violin)
being dressed as Uncle Sam, and the girl
(piano) dressed as Liberty.
“The last was the ‘Star Spangled Ban¬
ner,’ the children marched in their various
costumes with flags, at the last forming
a square with Liberty and Uncle Sam in
the centre. As they sang the last strain
of the ‘Star Spangled Banner’ gave three
cheers and saluted with their flags.
“All the numbers on the program were
given in costume, representing as nearly
as possible the title of the piece.”
“The artist is the child in the fable,
every one of whose tears was a pearl.
Ah! the world, that cruel stepmother,
beats the poor child the harder to make
him shed more tears.”—Heine.
“Make once more the sacrifice of all
sacrifices for thy art.”—Beethoven.
The enthusiastic applause of the pub¬
lic is naturally the aim of the musician;
but true strength and reward he finds
only in'the applause of those who thor¬
oughly understand and feel with him.—
C. U. von Weber.
Music alone has the inherent power
of interpreting transcendent affections
with absolute truth. In power of ex¬
pression it leaves the sister arts far be¬
hind it.—Frans.
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A MUCH-ABUSED TITLE.
teachers of penmanship whose writing
Mo word in the English language ls much better than their spelling, and
has been more abused than the term f7en I?lxer?T1 of.. various drinks style
has Deen
themselves Professors’
“Professor.
Originally intended as a
.
mark of distinction, it has fallen into improper * 'theTe “°£s
such bad repute that a gentleman who connection with teachers in intermeheld a professorship in a great uni- diate and even high schools. In most
versity, and was entitled to the dis- cases, the superintendent of schools in
tinction the term is supposed to con- a country town is called Professor—
vey recently said: “Call me anything and verY rarelY does he resent this imbut'‘Professor.’ When strangers hear Proper use of the title. It is noted that
1,1 °,,r
colleges and universities the title
that word they immediately become of
profesS(fr
giving way gradually
this
suspicious.” Fortunately it
r
f
that
-**“*• v*
of a-rvrv.iv/*,
Doctor, suite
since most
II1U51 OI
of the
gentleman s good fortune to receive Professors have honorary degrees.
the position of Dean. No one
But Professor is a good, old honor¬
referred to a bootblack or pugilist as able title. It has its proper place and
“Dean.” Some years ago many highly its proper use. It belongs to the head
respected and capable musicians were of a department in a great educational
given the title “Professor” by admir¬ institution and not to a horse trainer,
ing friends, but now the title carries no a slugger or a bootblack.”
distinction whatever except in the
cases of musicians who hold profes¬
EGOTISM IN MUSIC.
sorships in universities. Most of these
men would no doubt prefer the term
"“m ““f*1 Siudyt
.... „
... ., e„
. *■
r .
..
done with the prime idea of persona
Mr.
All those who cling to the display.
Just as soon ag ^ pef_
term Professor should read Haw- former begins to think of his own conthorne’s “The Great Holocaust,” and dition or appearance art begins to die
laugh the ridiculous title out of their —in so far as he is concerned. When
system. A writer in The National attention is concentrated on self it can
Home Journal states:
not be given to the art. One must lose
“Many highly honorable words in himself in his art or art is lost to him.
the English language are perverted Those who have been absorbed by
and degraded by improper use. Per- their music are the ones who have
haps no word is treated in this way made success. Imagine Bach thinking,
more frequently or incorrectly than the “What will posterity say of me?” Or
title of Professor. Properly speaking, Beethoven, “I wonder what the audilt applies to the man or woman who, ence will say as to my appearance?”
as the result of profound scholarship Art lives by love—the love of its devand marked success in teaching, oc- otees—and it forsakes jvhoever is halfcupics an honored place at the head of hearted in its worship. The student
some department in a college or uni- must be brought to the point of studyversity. As commonly, and vulgarly, ing music for its own sake, not that
applied, it is placed before the name he may make a public appearance
of the cheapest class of alleged music and win applause. In the latter case
teachers, of the rankest fakirs in his art is spurious. Selfishness brings
‘hypnotism’ and kindred callings, and its repayment in music as it does in
often of the ‘Smart Alec’ hairdresser, . other matters and other walks of life,
“Speaking of the musical studies of and stints and starves the nature that
her daughter of eleven years of age. a houses it.—W. Francis Gates.
mother said, the other day: ‘She has
_
had two teachers and two Professors.’
What the fond parent meant to say
was that two women and two men had
attempted to teach-music to her little
<(T
.
,
,
Prl. The flaming advertisements of a ,
USE° to .tbink 1that
summer resort announce that ‘Profes- best ln the late hourS’ he sald’
sor H_will
Kali
length, “and ‘The Algerian’ was written
sions.’ Thrifofesso^in
entirely between twelve at night and
likely to be a thick headed man
hn four *n the morning. It was quiet then
knows Tittle or notht?Tf
”
,
and no one disturbed me. But I found
laws beyond what is requirelTto"^^^ that working during those hou,rs .™ant
the fire to inflate u:. j, *
.
the outlay of a great amount of vitality,
with hot air and T^taP c?£tr‘vance so now nearly all my work is done in
a'r and Sm0ke’
ProfesSOr the early hours of the day. when I get
Fhnghislegsky’ is announced to give a
up fresh. And up here, so far above
ght-w.re exhibition over the main
the street, there is little noise.
with °f 3 country town in connection
“Most of my composing has been
that i? j°rn carn>val or something of done with a setting of words. I am
^st rofeSoi’if\Un’USt, TCi,T

aprioTearn* them "by 'heart!* and so^

^11 enouTrto make out his hil7for
services rendered, or even to ^gl his

times when Fm stuck and *° t0 bed’ l
awake?- witb matterS a,I .stra,?h‘!n:ed
The subconscious brain gets in its
Hairsnft’ r<fe'-pt !or Pay- ‘Professor work during sleep and has everything
and self g °nes ln having his name ready for business in the morning.
over thhSSUmed title in Sol<l letters
“Everything I write represents to me
He m
t°r °* kis ‘tonsorial parlor.’ some pictorial thought-some mental
businea^ kave su®cient skill in his
:. That is, I make mentally a picS,nadSLl lther a"d ^ave decently ture
—which I strive to translate, as it
xteritv
. r.1 eg& shampoo with were, into music. It may be a snowrid£;,J.Ut hls
of the title is fall or a shower, or a landscape; at any
uoctor of TV — ’WOl,ld be that U1 rate I am ever trying to make my
'rhose knowTVd11ty' Dancing masters music mean something as I write it.”—
efficient to^ edg.e, of English is n0t
not Musical America.
advertisem
enat»le them to write an
dement m grammatical style.
Cmu^ght system of
Jff98TTv GAL KJNDERGARTEN
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MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN

THE FLETCHER
MUSIC METHOD
SUMMER SCHOOL
The Fletcher Music Method Summer School will be held near
Green Acre, at Eliot, Maine. At this beautiful place one has the
combination of country, with its pine groves and sea, with its
boating and bathing. It is less than two hours’ journey from
Boston and not far from all the most beautiful points of interest
on the Maine coast.
The Fletcher Music Method—as is well-known—was the first
System to place Music upon a psychologically true and educa¬
tional basis for the child.
The course of personal instruction to the Teacher covers 200
hours spread over a period of eight weeks during the summer, and
prepares her fora larger usefulness and greater success musically
than is usually deemed possible. For herself she gains basic
instruction in such subjects as memorizing, modulation, trans¬
position, ear-training and melody making. This instruction is of
a very practical character.
Miss Lalage Fletcher—cf the Metropolitan Grand Opera
School of New York City—will have charge of a course in singing.
W. Cavan Barron—formerly of Leipsic, Germany—will have
charge of the private piano instruction.

Evelyn Fletcher-Copp,

107 Thorndike SI., Brookline, Mass,

or P. O. Box 1336, Boston, Mass.

MUSICAL POEMS
FOR THE CHILDREN

Dunning System
of Improved
Music Study for Beginners

Original Melodies for the Piano¬
forte With Appropriate Text
OCTAV1A HUDSON.

Price, 50c.

This collection of short pieces is intended
more particularly to develop the sense of
rhythm and inculcate style and expression u>
playing. The pieces have an added interest
in that they are accompanied by texts which
work, the author^ which is a teacher and
writer of many years’ experience in ele¬
mentary work with children, may be used
either in private or class instruction or in
kindergarten work. It will prove of great
value to teachers working in the early grades.
The last page will contain a short explana¬
tion of all the musical terms used throughout
the book.
THEODORE PRESSER
Philadelphia
...
__
._
Genu.ne Bargains m pi i MAC
High-Grade Upright I 1/\1 Nv/O
sliIhUj os

moutbiy
LYON & HEALY, 29 Adams St., Chicago
W- .hip !■»»".■« everywhere .n .pprov,!

Sister Teachers To those
recently completed the course
---it has
•—a reveiatioll
of clever and beautiful ideas prcsei
in the
most logical and psychological man.....
.....
manner, carrymg out the most advanced ideas of instruction.
I hat this System has no peer is evidenced bv
the fact that none of the other systems in exist¬
ence have been able thus far to obtain such
marvelous results. The teachers in this class,
having studied with noted teachers, both in
this country and in Europe, most heartily
recommend the Dunning System to our sisters
in this important educational department. It
is unique in many points- one especially, it is
as mihke any other System or plan of teaching
loin us'without fajj a'dChhtihC Mmc s,lhieclbetter and higher standard of music teaching
in America.
(Signed)
Teachers of the Denver Class.
The only system endorsed bv the world-re¬
nowned musicians such as Leschetizlcv, Schar¬
wenka, Carreno, de Pachman and many others.
Booklets with letters from these representative
musical educators sent upon application.

Addre,. MRS. CARRIE L. DUNNING
225 Highland Ave.
BUFFALO. N. Y.

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY.

Kindergarten and Primary-Instruction for Teachers by Home Study.
8

. in . katharine BURROWES,

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing ot

Sftmvtr-rj
Western
Addre

are urged
o Investigate till* method.
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EVERY MUSIC TEACHER NEEDS THIS
NORMAL COURSE OF PIANO STUDY
By WM. H. SHERWOOD
It is but natural that you desire to learn how to teach music by the most approved
methods.
petitor’s

Your pupil’s progress, under such circumstances, is more rapid than

your com¬

and as a result you have larger classes and secure a greater remuneration for your

teaching.

Your pupils would never have to UNLEARN anything you have taught them, no

matter how far they may wish to pursue their studies.

Appreciating that it is impossible for many

teachers to attend a Conservatory or residence School of Music, we offer them, through the
University Extension Method, a Normal Course in music, bringing to their very doors a home
course of instruction, where a majority of the most important features can be taught, under the
greatest living teachers.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO TEACH
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, America’s distinguished piano teacher, has perfected a com¬
plete series of written, illustrated lessons embracing his method of piano study.
william h sherwood

These lessons

are accompanied by examination papers which thoroughly test your mastery of the work.
The
questions are so cleverly framed that the answers to them enable you to receive much of the

personal supervision you need to strengthen you where you are weak and correct you when wrong.

In this way you can get in per¬

manent, systematic, orderly form much of Mr. Sherwood’s wonderfully scientific, artistic and successful principles of music study and
piano playing.

His conception of a harmonious training of musical feeling, mind, muscle and every sensibility for expression, so that

carefully developed fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body will readily obey the dictates of a cultured intelligence, is put in such form
that you, too, can train your pupils musically, artistically, intellectually and physically, by the same principles and exercises that Mr.
Sherwood uses in his own practice and private teaching.

Mr. Sherwood charges $80 a term for PRIVATE instruction, and his time

is practically all taken, even at this price.
But you can take his course in the quiet of your own home by the University Extension
Method at a cost easily within your reach.

HARMONY
UNDER

Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker and Mr. Daniel Protheroe
A* accomplished and well-known In their field as Mr. Sherwood is in his
This part of the course includes the Formation of Scales, Notations of Music, In¬
tervals, Chords Combinations, Progressions, Transposing, Harmonizing, Writing of Accom¬
paniments, Composition Thoroughbass, Counterpoint, Orchestration, etc. This harmony
work is given by means of weekly lessons with written examinations on the
same. You are required to do original work, which is carefully corrected
or revised, and your progress is watched and you are given helpful suqgestions at every step. Harmony is to music what grammar is to the
Lnglish language, and no musical education is complete without it
You
can guide your pupils through the intricacies of Harmony and Theory by
the same lessons, original work and examinations that you receive
After taking a thorough course in harmony you can: (1) An¬
alyze such music as you play and teach: (2) Read with greater ease any
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